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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation:

COMBINING SERVICE AND LEARNING: A
COMPARA11VE sruDY OF 1HE RELAnONSHIP
BETWEEN A CLASSROOM SPONSORED SERVICE
LEARNING INlTIA11VE AND 1HE MORAL, CMC
AND INTELLEcnJAL UVES OF COLLEGE
STUDENTS

Timothy P. Leary, Doctor of Philosophy, 1994
Dissertation directed by:

Dr. Manique Clague
Professor of Education
Department of Education Policy,
Planning, and Administration

The purpose of this study was to examine the eHects of a classroom
sponsored community service initiative on students' moral judgment,
commitment to civic and social responsibility, and mastery of academiC
course content. A multi-method approach was utilized to examine
developmental and learning outcomes of students participating in two
sections of a Philosophical Anthropology n course, both taught by the same
instructor, offered at a small1iberal arts college. Students in one section of
the course participated in a structured service-Ieaming experience of
approximately 2S hours in length, while students in the other section were
asked to complete a library assignment of approximately 2S hours in lieu of

the service-Ieaming component. An other aspects of the course remained
the same.
The primary instrument utilized to measure changes in students'
moral judgment was the Defining Issues Test (Rest, 1986a) and the main

instrument employed to measure changes in students' commitment to civic
and soda! responsibility was the Social and Personal Responsibility Scale
(Conrad cSr: Hedin. 1981a). Students' mastery of academic course content was
determined in large part by the results on a final essay examination.
Based on an analysis of the results of the three primary instruments
utilizf:d in

au.co study. little or no evidence was found to suggest that

students participating in the service section of the course demonstrated
greater gains in their levels of moral judgment. commitment to civic and
social responsibility. and mastery of academic course content than did
students in the non-service section of the course.
However, analysis of the findings of the more secondary. qualitative
aspects of this study tended to differ and to somewhat contradict the
quantitative findings. Data generated from student interviews, an
interview with the course instructor, student reflection papers. and the
results of standardized course evaluations and community service
questionnaires suggest that some modest. subtle differences did exist
between the overall quality of the educational experience for students in the
service section and for students in the non-service section of the course.
These differences related primarily to pedagogy, to levels of student
involvem~nt

in the learning process, and t!.' t-tu! d2gree to whic..'t students

were able to make meaningful connections to social issues and concerns.
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1
CHAPTER)

INTRODUcnON
School caMot be a preparation for sodalliie

except as it reproduces, within itself, typical
conditions of socialliie. (Dewey, 1909, p.14)

An Overview of the Area of Concem

Many national leaders belleve that the United States of America now
faces a variety of complex, deeply ingrained economic, social, political, and
environmental problems which threaten the stability of the country and the
world beyond its borders. Timothy Stanton (1990) and others have observed
that as the problems facing our society have increased in severity and
complexity, the interest of most coUege students in these problems and in
acting to solve them appears to be diminishing.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
concluded in the book Colle,,: The Undetll'aduale Experience in America
(Boyer, 1987) that Ita dangerous parochialism pervades many higher
learning institutions" (p. 281). The Comm.ission found that the vast
majority of students, although vaguely concemed, were inadequately
informed about the interdependent world in which we live. The report
concluded that lithe quality of the undergraduate experience must be
measured by the degree to which it malees a difference in the intellectual
and personal lives of its graduates, in the social and dvic responsibilities
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they are willing to assume, and ultimately in their world perspective" (p.
281).

Newman (1985) has argued that neither the structure nor the content
of our educational system is providing students with a means to link
classroom study with social problems and issues and, consequently, he
contended that students lack an understanding of their responsibilities of
demoaatic citizenship. In Hi&ber Education and the American RaUl",,«
(1985) Newman wrote, "if there is a crisis in our system of education today,
it is less that test scores have declined than it is that we have failed to
provide the education for citizenship that is still the most significant
responsibility of the nation's schools and colleges" (p. 31).
In an effort to combat this perceived lack of understanding and

commitment to issues relating to civic and social responsibility, leaders in

both the public and private sectors have begun to explore more effective
ways to educate students for their role as responsible citizens in an
inaeasingly diverse democracy. While the motives of these groups have
been quite diverse, it is dear that their efforts have focused much attention
on the social. economic, political and environmental problems of our time
and on the need for a renewed interest in and commitment to active
citizenship to help address and ultimately resolve these concerns.
Colleges and universities in this country have responded to this call
for a renewed commitment to responsible citizenship by encouraging
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students to become actively involved in their local, state and global
communities. Many institutions have promoted this call to service by
establishing formal centers for community and public service (e.g., Stanford
University. Georgetown University), while others have attempted to
involve students utilizing more informal, decentralized initiatives.
Although the methods and level of commitment to community service
may vary from one institution to another, the majority of these programs
have as their mission to develop in students an awareness of public issues
and community needs, to foster the development of ethica11eadership, and
to encourage students to assume a lifelong commitment to social

responsibility (kendall, 1990).
This commitment to promote the value of community service in the
college environment and to better understand the connections between
community service and student learning, has also given rise to a number of
national organizations. Organizations such as the Campus Compact (a
coalition of 280 college and university presidents), the National Society for
Experiential Education (NSEE), and the Campus Outreach Opportunity
League (COOL) have aU worked intensively to increase the number of
students involved in publiC and community service and the variety of
service activities and initiatives on campuses across the country. 'The

Partnership for Service-Learning has focused specifically on providing
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opportunities for students to link community service to academic study in
the international community.
With increased interest and partidpation in service related activities
in higher education has come a variety of claims regarding its merits. Many
educators and service providers have asserted that participation in
community service experiences, when coupled with structured, critical
reflection and analysis: <a) increases self-esteem and levels of empathy
(student shifts &om a primary focus on self to an increased focus on others),
(b) further develops a sense of reciprocity (mutual gains to both server and

those being served), (c) enhances problem solving and critical thinldng
skills, (d) develops knowledge of and sensitivity to cultural differences, (e)
enhances moral and ethical development, and (I) fosters more responsible
citizenship and community leadership. While many of these claims may be

true, there is, however, little empirical evidence to support such assertions.
Although a number of researchers in recent years have begun to
examine the relationship between student partidpation in community
service and student learning, most of this research has focused on the
impact of service on student growth and development in the co-c:uni.cular,
out-of<lassroom environment, with little attention given to the student
leaming and development which takes place when service is linked to the
more formal academic environment.

While the co-curricu1ar research is

clearly important, service-learning advocates such as Howard Berry (1990)
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and Jane Kendall (1990) have contended that the future of community and
public service programs on coUege campuses is directly linked to educators'
ability to integrate service into the academic curriculum, and to understand
the connectioN between community service and more formal academic
leaming.

Berry (1990) asserted that "service-leaming provides opportunities for
faculty members to look at their disciplines in a new way and to discover a
profound learning resource, stimulating to themselves as well as to their
students" (p.327). Stanton (1990) has stated that "by integrating eHorts to
increase student involvement in public service with liberal arts curricular
reiorms which promote active learning and critical thinking, we may
establish a model of undergraduate education that promotes the
development of responsible and intelligent citizens'" (p. 184).
However, Campus Compact (1989-90) has found that "despite the
successful efforts of many colleges and universities to rekindle student
interests in public service and the apparent benefits of integrating service
and academic learning, the development of campus-based community and
public service programs assumes only peripheral significance and lades
much needed faculty support and participation" (p.2).
Kendall (1990) has suggested that in order for service learning to be
integrated into the curriculum in an ongoing, meaningful level, it must be
academically valid and acceptable to the faculty and administration. She
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believes that many faculty are often hesitant to integrate service into their
classrooms because, among other things, they "lack an understanding of
how service learning can help students test the concepts of an academic
discipline, and they lack familiarity with teduuques for assessing student
learning" (p. 142).
To this end, the Campus Compact has begun working with college
and university fac:uJty and administrators to help them think more
systematically and pedagogically about how to link service-learning to
classroom theory and knowledge. Brown University and Campus Compact
have established "The Project on Integrating Service with Academic Study"
as a way to stimulate member campuses to search for innovative ways to tie
students' public and community service to the academic curriculum and to
strengthen the faculty role in students' service experiences. To date,
approximately 25 institutions of higher education have participated in this
innovative project.

Statement of the Problem
The Rutgers University report on the Status of Civic Education and

Community Service (1991) aptly stated:
While there is widespread and growing concem among our nation's
leaders about the disaffection of young people, about their alienation
from the democratic: notions of civic responsibility and their
perceived lack of commitment to issues related to the common good,
there is also an emerging consensus that institutions of higher
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education have a responsibility to help equip their students for their
role as responsible citizens in an increasingly diverse democracy. (p.1)

In response to this situation, many institutiol'lS have managed to
involve successfully large numbers of students in community service
programs. While many educators and service providers have made
Significant claims about how participation in community service positively
affects student growth and development, there is minimal empirical
evidence to support such claims. Even more scarce is research to support
the claim that participation in community service enhances students'
learning in a classroom setting.

In response to this situation, a group of 40 educators, researchers and
service-learning practitioners meeting at The Johnson Foundation's
Wingspread Conference Center in March of 1991, concluded that one of the
principal research questions for service--leaming educators in the 1990's is:
"What is the effect of service-learning on the moral, intellectual, and
citizenship development of participants?" (GUes, Honnet II: MigHore, 1991,
p. 9). It is postulated that answers to this question could provide faculty and
academic administrators with a basis for judging the value of integrating
service into the curriculum, and more specifically, into the classroom
environment.

The major purposes of this study are threefold: (a) to examine the
degree to which classroom sponsored community service affects students'
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moral judgment, (b) to examine the degree to which classroom sponsored
community service affects students' commitment to civic and social
responsibility. and (c) to examine the degree to which classroom sponsored
community service affects students' academic learning or mastery of course
content
Research Dealll'

Two sections of a semester-long Philosophical Anthropology n course
(PL 202). both taught by the same instructor at Loyola CoUege, were used in

this quasi-experimental design. Students in one section of the course were

asked to participate in an ongoing service-reflection experience of
approximately 2S hours. This included participation in a minimum of 15
hours of ongoing service, keeping a reflection journal about the service

experience, and writing a four-page paper at the end of the semester
integrating the experience with the course readings and class discussion.
Students submitted a one-page paper at the end. of the second week.
outlining their proposed service experience and describing how it relates to
and would help them understand the content and themes of the course.
Students in the non-service section of the course were asked to read
two additional texts on reserve in the library and to write a five page
research paper on both readings in lieu of the service-reflection experience.
It was estimated by the course instructor that this assignment would take
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approximately 2S hoUl'S to complete. All other elements of the two sections
of the course were the same.
Students in the service section selected their service experience from
a list of possible placements previously identified by the course instructor,
worlcing in conjunction with the director of Community Service at Loyola
College. Criteria for site selection included the agencies' commitment to
worlcing with people somehow marginalized or disenfranchised in society,
the providers' willingness to offer students an opportunity to have direct

contact with those being served, and their willingness to provide ongoing
support and supervision to the students.
Research Methodology
Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to compare

partidpants' changes in moral judgment, changes in their commitment to
civic and social responsibility, and the degree to which students
demonstrated a mastery of course content. The Defining Issues Test (Om
(Rest, 1986a) was the primary instrument employed (pre and post) to
measure students' changes in moral judgment, and the Social and Personal
Responsibility Scale (SPRS) (Conrad" Hedin, 1981b) was the principal
instrument used (pre and post) to measure changes in students'
commitment to civic and social responsibility. Students' grades on a final

essay examination were utilized. to determine similarities and differences in
students' mastery of academic course content.
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Secondarily, other measures were employed in this study to obtain a
more complete picture of differences in students' gains in each of the three
main research areas. These methods included semi-structured interviews

with a random subsample of students from both sections, an interview with
the course instructor, and the results of the College's standardized course

evaluations. To better understand the impact of the community service
experience on students in the service section, participants' final reflection
papers and responses to a community service questionnaire were also
reviewed.

Primary Research Questions
The primary research questions posed in this study were the following:
L

Do studenlS participatinlin a course which requires community

service demonstrate a greater increase in moral judgment than
students partidpatinl in a non....lYice section of the same course?
2.

Do studenlS participating in a course which requires community
service demonstrate greater aains in their commitment to civic and
social responsibiUty than students particlpatins in a non-service
section of the same COUnt?

3.

Do studenlS participatinl in a course which requires community

service demonstrate a pater mastery of academic cou.ne contenl
than students participating in a non-service section of the same

coune?
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A fourth exploratory question was also posed in this study.
4.

Do differences emerge In studentl' chanps in moral Judpen~
changes in civic and social responsibility, and in their demonstrated
mastery of academic course content based on gender?
Definition of Important Terms
Mopl IgdllD cnt

The works of Piaget (1952), Kohlberg (1912), Rest (1m), and Gilligan
(1982) served as the theoretical and conceptual foundation for the research

in this area. Rest (1979) argued that there are four major component

processes involved in morality: (a) moral judgment, (b) moral sensitivity, (c)
moral motivation, and (d) execution and follow-through. This study deals
primarily with issues related. to moral judgment, or a person's underlying
thinking about the balancing of individual interests and the benefits of
cooperation.
The above mentioned authors agreed that students develop moral
judgment through a definite succession of transformations, and that some
types of moral judgments are more advanced than others. There is,
however, disagreement among the authors as to the content and the
sequence of position or stage development in this area. Kohlberg (1912.)
viewed development of moral judgment and reasoning through a sequence

of six distinct stages, each with its own formal structures of reasoning. Rest
(1919), while in basic agreement with Kohlberg, argued that moral
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development tends to occur more in patterns and shifts than in distinct
stages. Gilligan (1982) suggested women may conceptualize the world
differendy from men and that the sequence of stage development is
somewhat different for women than it is for men.
There is also disagreement as to what characterizes the highest levels
of moral judgment, with Kohlberg (1972) and Rest (1919) fOCUSing on
notions of justice and fairness, and Gilligan (1982) asserting that caring for
others and self represent the essential elements of the most advanced moral
judgment.

Oric and Social Bespoolibmtr
Civic and social responsibility refers to the extent to which
individuals express responsible attitudes toward social welfare and personal
duty, demonstrate a sense of competence to talce responsibility, exhibit a
sense of efficacy regarding their ability to fulfill social responsibilities, and
hold the perception that they do perform responsible tasks in their service
experience (adapted &om Conrad Ie Hedin, 1981a).
This area also focuses

on students' capacity to recognize and to

understand contemporary issues such as cultural diversity (Le., racial,
ethnic, and economic), and their capacity to understand and articulate their
role in an increasingly complex, interdependent world.

nus indudes the

capacity to see how one's actions affect others and how one's actions may
benefit and/or violate the collective good of aU citizens (Morse, 1989).
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Mastel)' of Cours, CgOtent

Mastery of course content refers to the degree to which students are
able to comprehend the disdp.li.ne based theory and knowledge presented in
course readings, lectures, discussions, papers, and other course activities,
and the extent to which students are capable of connecting this theory and
knowledge to broader social issues and concerns.

Say." . LeamiOI
While service-Ieaming has been defined in various ways over the
past twenty years as both a program type and a philosophy of experiential
education, for the purpose of this study service-learning is relerred to as the
process by which students integrate theory and knowledge gained from
classroom instruction with their community service. This process is
considered a dynamic and interactive approach which suggests mutuality in
learning between the student and the community with whom she or he is
actively engaged, hence, the intentional use of the hyphen between the
words service and learning.
Service-learning is viewed as a collaborative effort whereby students
apply their classroom learning to inform and understand an individual or
community being served. In tum, students are informed by the individual
or community about their needs, concerns, history, and c:u1ture. Reciprocal
learning results when the server (the student) is educated and develops a
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deeper sense of civic responsibility and the served (individual or
community) is empowered (Stanton, 1990).
Critiql ReQediQD

Critical reflection refers to the structured time set aside to translate
experience into leaming, the time taken to "step bade:" and contemplate
one's service experience, to abstract from it meaning or knowledge related to
other experience. Most experiential educators believe that service does little
to promote learning if it is not connected to ongoing, developmentally
constructed reflection. The critical reflection component in the service
section of the course included: (a) a limited number of class discussions
about the linkages between students' service experience and the course
material, (b) journal writing to record ongoing reflections about students'
service experience (suggested, not mandated), and (c) a final reflection paper
designed to help students' connect their service experience to the course
material, and to make sense of the course experience within a much broader
social context
Sent" Proyid,,,

The service providers are

those people working in the social service

agencies who supervised the students involved in the service experiences.
Students participating in the service comportent completed a contract with

the service providers detailing their commitment to the experience. Service
providers met with the students occasionally throug..'"tout the semester to
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help process their experience. In addition, service providers submitted.
summary comments to the course instructor to assist in the evaluation

process.
Rationale and Significance of the Study
There is wide-spread consensus in higher education that students are
ill~uipped

to deal effectively with the complex, deeply ingrained problems

of our increasingly interdependent world. There is also much agreement in
higher education that colleges and universities have a vital role to play in
helping students to develop a deeper understanding of the critical issues, the
skills, abilities, and most importantly, the commitment to address and to,
ultimately, resolve these problems.

In response to this situation, many colleges and universities have

begun to develop community service programs as a vehicle through which
students can serve others while simultaneously developing a greater
understanding of and commitment to responsible citizenship. Although
many educators believe intrinsically that structured service-reflection
experiences can enhance greatly students' growth and development in this
area, there is little empirical evidence to support these claims.
Therefore, the results of this research may provide some evidence to
support claims that community and public service positively impact
students' moral development, their commitment to responsible citizenship,
and their ability to master academic course content. This study may be of
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particular interest because it examines the role of service in the more formal
academic environment. To date, few studies have attempted to examine the
link between service and academic learning in the classroom. If service can

enhance students' academic learning, it [service] may become a more
integral part of the academic curric:ulum, having impUcations for both
epistemological and pedagogical changes.
U service can in fact enhance academic learning, faculty members may
be more willing to reexamine and restructure their courses in ways that

could assist students in better connecting course content to broader social
issues. Courses offering students opportunities to get more experientially
involved in their learning might also provide insights into how to reach.
students operating at less advanced levels of moral and cognitive
deVelopment. Knefelkamp (1914) suggested that students at lower levels of
cognitive development tend to need such. experiences in order to cement
their learning.
U, however, the results of this study show service to be insignificant

in terms of its impact on students' development and learning, academic
administrators may have added reason to suggest that service-learning
initiatives be developed primarily in the co-curricular,out-of-dassroom
environment.
In addition, this study may help to underscore the importance of

establishing much needed dialogue between service providers in the
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community and members of the college faculty and administration. This
discussion may help faculty to make their courses more relevant to real-life
issues and enable those responsible for developing service projects on
campus to more effectively meet the needs of service providers, and
ultimately, the needs of those most disenfranchised in our society. This
dialogue may also lead to an improvement in the relations between campus
and local communities.
Finally, the integration of service into the classroom may also enable
both teacher and student to be seen as partners in the learning process.
Through participation in the service experience, students may feel as if they
have something significant to contribute to the learning process as well as to
gain from it.
It is important not to over-estimate the significance of this study.
However, the study may prove to be valuable if it serves only to raise new
questions for further research and to stimulate much needed dialogue about
the role of service in the teaching-Ieaming process. It is also important to

note that while this study may help to illuminate some aspects of the link
between service and learning, it deals primarily with attitudes and ways of
thinking, and does not address the critical link between reasoning and
behavior.
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CHAP'l'ERU
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature considered relevant to this study is reviewed in four
sections. The first section examines a number of issues and concepts central
to combining the notions of service and learning. This includes a brief
history of the service--Jeaming movement, a review of the key constructs
and theoretical frameworks essential to understanding the interrelatedness
of community service and student learning and development, and a brief
overview of the research which has been and is currently being conducted

in the area of service-learning.
Section two examines the concepts of civic and social responsibility#
focusing on the relationship between these concepts and participation in
community service. A summary of the relevant research in this area is
presented. The third section of the literature review examines the
theoretical constructs underlying moral development and the ways in
which researchers have attempted to investigate the impact of community
service on students' moral judgment. The final section examines the
literature related to experience-based learning, with a review of innovative
leaming constructs, classroom strategies and techniques, as well as issues
related to learning assessment. It is important to note that many of the
concepts and constructs presented in this review are interrelated and,
therefore, information presented may tend to overlap in places.
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An Overview of Service-Learning
Essential Prindrln fAr Combipinl Service and Lumin,
Service-learning has been defined as both a program type and a
philosophy of education. The Research Agenda for Combining Service and

Leamina in the 19905 (GUes, Honnet," Migliore, 1991) stated that
as a program type, service-Ieaming includes myriad ways that
students can perform meaningful service to their communities and
to society while engaging in some form of reflection or study that is
related to the service. As a philosophy of education, service
learning reflects the belief that education must be linked to social
responsibility and that the most effective learning is active and
connected to experience in some meaningful way" (p. 1).
Although service-learning has some spedal characteristics, Jane
Kendall et aI. (1986) suggested that service-Ieaming draws on many of the
same basic tenets as does experiential education. Based on the work of
Dewey, Lewin, and Pia get, experiential education is viewed as a pedagogy
which engages the leamer directly in the phenomenon being studied.
While all service-learning programs can be viewed. as experiential learning;
not all experientialleaming quaUfies as service learning. Stanton (1990)
contended that service-learning focuses on service to others, community
empowerment, and redprocal learning while other forms of experiential
education accentuate career development, academic knowledge, skill
development, or some combination of these objectives.
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The "Prindples of Good Practice in Combining Service and Leaming"
(Honnet &: Poulsen, 1989), developed in consultation with more than 70
organizations to serve as guidelines for establishing and sustaining campus
and community-based, service-Ieaming programs, stated that these
initia tives must:
1.

Engage people in responsible and appropriately challenging
actions for the common good.

2.

Provide structured opportunities for people to reflect critically
on their service experience.

3.

Aclcnowledge that those with needs define their needs.

4.

Have genuine, active, and sustained organizational
commitment.

5.

Articulate clear service and learning goals for

au parties

involved.
6.

Clarify the responsibilities of each person and organization
involved.

7.

Incorporate an ongoing process for matching resources and
needs for the mutual benefit of all concerned.

8.

Insure that the time commitment for service and learning is
flexible, appropriate, and in the best interests of au involved.

9.

Include training, supervision, mOnitoring, support, and
evaluation to meet service and leaming goals.

10.

Be committed to program participation by and with. diverse
populations.

Robert Sigmon (1919) contended that there are three principles which

qualify a program as service-learning:
1.

Those being served control the service(s) provided,
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2.

Those being served become better able to serve and be served by
their own actions,

3.

Those who serve also are learners and have significant control
over what is expected to be learned.

The Wingspread Conference (Giles, Honnet, & Migliore, 1991)
concluded that one of the characteristics of service-leaming that
distinguishes it from volunteerism is "its balance between the act of
community service by participants and reflection on that act, in order to
provide both better service and to enhance the participants' own learning"
(p.7).

The concept of reflection, while inclusive of a wide variety 01
thoughtful processes, is crucial to 1in1cing the notions of service and
learning (Hutchings & Wuadorf, 1988). Although those working in the
service-learning field tend to agree that the time set aside by participants to
reflect on and to make sense of the service eXperience within a broader
context is essential, there appears to be little agreement on how to structure
the reflection process to best facilitate student learning from service
eXperiences.
Jane kendall (1990) stated that "at its best. service-learning is a
philosophy of reciprocal Jeaming, a dynamic and interactive approach
which suggests mutuality in learning between the student and the
community with whom he or she is actively engaged'" (p. 23).
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The HlIlgl)' of Service io Hiaher Educatioo

Boyer (1994) has stated that "higher education and the larger purposes
of American society have been - from the very first - inextricably
intertwined" (p. A48). Laurence Veysey (1965) suggested that after 1865
almost every visible change in the pattern of American higher education lay
in the direction of "concessions to the utilitarian type of demand for

reform" (p. 60). President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard stated in 1874 that
lithe throbbing life of today demands from our coDeges something besides

learning and culture. ...It caDs for true men, who are earnest, and practical,
who know something of the problems of real life and are fitted to grapple
with them" (cited in Veysey, 1965). While it is clear that academic leaders
have wrestled for some time with questions about how to make college
educated men and women more aware of and sensitive to the needs of their
communities, serious attempts to formally link community service to
higher education first began in the 19605.
Todd Gitlin in his book The Sixties: OafS of Hape. OafS of Rap (1987)
emphasized a complex matrix of explosive cultural events and contending
political forces which led to the student movements of the sixties. He
contended that the civil rights movement was the significant index of
change in that decade which gave inspiration to the free Speechl feminist,
and counter-cultural movements. Gitlin argued that the hopes and dreams
of many students of that era to bring about nonviolent social and politic:al
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change were destroyed by our country's continued involvement in the war
in Southeast Asia. Arthur Levine (1980) asserted that the turbulence of the
19605 and the profoundly negative impact exerted by the Vietnam War.

brought about much cynicism, distrust, apathy and alienation among college
students of the late 60s and early'7Os.
In an effort to combat students' negative perceptions about social and

political issues, and to develop, establish and/or repair relationships
between colleges and local communities, many institutions established
volunteer and social action programs which coincided with the formation
of national service initiatives such as the Peace Corps and its domestic
partner, Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) (Kendall, 1990). Most
noted of the campus programs was the University Year for ACTION which
sent more than 10,000 American college students to live and to work in both
rural and urban communities throughout the country. Many of these
programs flourished into the mid-I98Os at which time they succumbed to
what some educators (e.g., Kendall, 1990) perceived as the rise in self-interest
among college students and social and political changes in American society,
not the least of which was the changing role of women in our society
(Strand, 1993).
Janet Kendall (1990) asserted that although self-interest and changes
in society played a role in the decline of the community service movement
in the mid-l980s, a combination of factors related to deeply rooted
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misperceptions about service and ineffective attempts to connect service to
the academic community played a significant role in the demise of the

movement. More specifically, she argued that a sense of paternalism, the
unequal relationships between the parties involved, the lack of emphasis of
integrating learning with the service experience, the lack of attention to
long-term institutional support, and the emphasis on dtarity over social
justice all contributed to the movement's decline in the mid-I980s.
In 1984 John Gardner wrote:
An education at any of the great universities, followed by a

graduate degree, followed by a plunge into the world of young
professionals moves students steadily from the bedrock of everyday
American experience.
(Stanford University Campus Report. p. 16)
This wide-spread perception of malaise and apathy among young

people, particularly those in American colleges and universities, gave rise to
a number of service-related national organizations in the mid-l980s. The
Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL) was established as a student
response to the need for more active involvement in college-sponsored
community-centered service. In addition, more established organizations
such as the Partnerships for Service-Learning, the National Society for
Experiential Education (NSEE) and the Council for Adult and Experiential
Learning (CAEL) all experienced a surge in membership and a renewed
commitment to the promotion of service-learning initiatives. In 1985, a
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coalition of university presidents, under the leadership of Stanford
University's president Donald Kennedy and Harvard University's president
Derek Bok, established Campus Compact: The Project for Public and
Community Service to set policy and to encourage the revival of the
academy's commitment to public service.

In the past five

year~,

colleges and universities have reported a

tremendous increase in the number of students participating in service
learning activities. Conservative estimates indicate that 142,000 college and
university students are currently engaged in part-time community service
activities (Waller, 1993). To keep pace with this renewed enthusiasm and
commitment to service, college officials have established hundreds of
community service programs on American college campuses. It is
estimated. that about 21 % of all higher educational institutions now have a
college-based service office or department (Waller, 1993).
This surge in student interest in community service has also

challenged college officials to create meaningful service-related activities
that promote both co-curricuiar and curricular learning. In response to this
concern, organizations such as Campus Compact and the National Society
for Experiential Education have committed Significant resources in an effort

to more fully integrate community service into both the social and the
academic life of campus. While colleges and universities have experienced.
some success in connecting service to the co-curricular life of the college,
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few have managed to fully integrate community service activities into the
more formal, academic sector of campus. This link: to the academic sector is
perceived by many to be the most aiticaJ task currently facing the service
learning movement.
A number of educators (e.g., Stanton at Stanford University) have
suggested that by formally linking service to the curriculum a new
"pedagogy of experience" may emerge on coUege campuses. Stanton (1990)
contended that Hwhen effectively structured, facilitated, related to
discipline-based theories and knowledge, and assessed ... service-based
learning is the means to link the initiative to develop [students'] social
responsibility ... with the efforts to improve undergraduate education" (p.
14).

President Bush refocused attention on community service at the
national level when he signed the National and Community Service Act of

1990, providing funding for programs and services which promoted
community service. Under President Clinton. service has received even
greater attention. His national service initiative (National and Community
Service Trust Act) may earmark up to $98 million in the next four yean for
programs related to community service. It is estimated that President
Clinton's youth service agenda could triple the number of students engaged
in school and coUege sponsored community service by the year 1997. In

1992, seven separate pieces of legislation related to national service were
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introduced into the Congress of the United States (Senate Labor and Human
Relations Committee, 1992).
Officials at the state and local levels have also been active in the past
two years in their efforts to formalize students' involvement in community
service. Since 1993, all Maryland students must complete 15 hours of
service during their high school years, and in Atlanta and Detroit, the
schools systems now require 200 hours of community service for high
school graduation.
While there is much enthusiasm in the service--leaming community

about the recent attention to service at both the state and national levels,
many believe that the Clinton administration has little understanding of
the learning part of the equation. Harlcavy (1993) and others have suggested

that in order for the national service agenda to succeed, policy and program
developers must comprehend the interrelatedness between the service
performed and the learning process.
Theoretical .nd Qcyc1qpmental Models of Scryice-Leaminl
The Service LeaDio. Model

In an effort to identify and artic:ulate the impact of service on

participants' growth and development, Delve, Mintz, and Stewart (1990)
designed the Service teaming Model. The model, the first and most
comprehensive attempt to link participation in community service and
student growth and development, is based on the developmental research
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of Perry, Kohlberg, Gilligan and, to some extent, Kolb's work with learning
styles. The model includes five progressively more advanced phases of
development (Exploration, Clarification, Realization, Activation, and
Internalization) which result from students' participation in service related
activities. Each phase is examined. by using four key variables: Intervention,
Commitment, Behavior, and Balance. The first variable, Intervention,
deals with both the mode and setting of the service experience. The mode
refers to whether the student engages in a service-Ieaming activity alone or
as a group member, and the setting focuses on the student's relationship to
the client population (i.e., indirect, non-direct or direct).

The second variable, Commitment, examines the frequency and
duration of the service learning activity, while the Behavior variable refers
to the needs or motivations students have for engaging in service and the
possible developmental outcomes students may experience from
participating in service. The final variable, Balance, relates to Nevitt
Sanford's (1966) work with the variables of challenge and support. Sanford
suggested that students' growth and development is maximized when an
optimal amount of these two variables is present in the environment.
Phase One, Exploration, is characterized by infrequent (possibly one
time) service experiences in which students have little or no direct contact
with a site population. Activities are usually perceived to be non
threatening and students remain generally naive about the problems facing
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others. In Phase Two, Clarificatign. students participate in a group
sponsored service activity which involves more direct and sustained contact
with site population. In this phase, students begin to channel their energies
towards a particular service activity and become aware of internal dynamics
and conflicts within the group. The security of the group provides for
ongoing elements of support.
Phase Three, Realizatign, is characterized by students making more
consistent, long-term commitments to a given site, often individually,
independent of their peers. In this phase students often have transforming
or "Aha'" experiences as their awareness and understanding of the service
site is enhanced. They begin to examine connections between their service
experience and their own lives. Challenges in this particular phase are
diverse and can lead to burnout if support is not provided by campus service
coordinators (i.e., opportunities for structured critical reflection). In Phase
Four, Actiyatign. students are engaged in direct, prolonged service in which
they participate in resolving group issues and concerns. In this phase
students begin to view their experience within a much broader social
context, examining critical questions related to racism, classism, and issues
of economic and social injustice. Typically, students begin to recognize the
"reciprocity" between service and learning and they begin to change their
lifestyle to reflect their increased commitment to social justice. Students in
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this phase connect intellectual concepts discussed in class to their own

thinking and are willing to challenge people with alternative perspectives.
The authors (Delve et al.,1990) contended that few students fully
integrate their service experiences into their lives as characterized in Phase
Five, Internalization. In this phase, students pledge a life-long commitment
to making their behavior consistent with their professed values related to
fairness and justice.
Delve, et al. (1990) argued that participation in structured service
learning activities encourages responsible citizenry and community
leadership. More specifically, they asserted that as students become
involved in direct, prolonged, and increasingly more complex service
experiences, they move from an egocentric to a more allocentric viewpoint,
thereby being able to accept greater responsibility for their immediate
community and the larger society. While there bas been little empirical
evidence to affirm this contention, there is no question that the Service
Leaming Model has served as the theoretical framework from which
numerous colleges and universities have designed, implemented, and
evaluated service-leaming programs and policies.

The Two Feet of Cbristian Scryice
Another closely related service model referred to as "The Two Feet of
Christian Service," was developed by James McGinnis (1984). One foot, or
the first step of the model, focuses on students' experiences in serling
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directly those in need in our society, while the second step deals with issues
of advocacy or social change. Advocacy in this case means working with
citizens and community leaders to craft relevant and creative solutions to
pressing public: problems.
McGinnis believes that the first step is not enough. He suggested that
students who participate in service, in conjunction with structured
reflection adivities, will be motivated to create changes in their lives and in

the lives of others that will promote sodal justice and transform society to
better meet the expressed needs of all citizens, partic:ularly those most
disenfranchised in our communities.

Referring to the c:riticaJ llnIc between

service and advocacy Sondra Hausner (1993) stated "direct service and
advocacy are inextricably linked: to promote service without concurrently
encouraging advocacy is to do a great disservice to both communities in
need and providers of service" (p. 31).
Nolan', Model of Spiritual Growth Urn... $eMce
Albert Nolan, (1984) aeated a four stage model which attempts to

describe the spiritual development individuals pass through as they become
increasingly more connected to those disenfranchised and marginalized in
soc:iety. The first is characterized by compassion, a stage in which
individuals working with the poor are deeply moved by their experiences.
In stage two, service participants begin to view poverty as a structural

problem, a direct result of political and economic policies. Individuals at
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this stage express much indignation and anger about the state of affairs of

those disenfranchised. In stage three, participants come to realize that the

poor must and will save themselves, and that they don't necessarily need
their help. There is, however, often a tendency to romanticize the poor at
this level. In the final stage, participants come to see themselves in

solidarity with the poor. "We" and "they" are no longer relevant terms at
this level. Faults and weakNsses in an people are acknowledged in this

fourth stage.

ne Semot Leadership MMel
As college faculty and administrators have begun to consider more

seriously issues related to the study of student leadership and service
learning, a theoretical model has emerged that seeks to integrate many of
the concepts inherent in these two areas. Based on the work of Robert

Greenleaf, the Servant Leadership Model (1977) assumes that the student
leader is servant first, as opposed to leader first, which is then followed by a
conscious choice to aspire to lead. Greenleaf suggested that the servant first
leader is more likely to make choices based on how a given decision might

affect others, particularly those least privileged in society. The model
suggests that the best test of successful servant leadership, although difficult
to administer, is to ask questions not only about what the servant leader
gained from a given experience, but how did those served grow as persons;
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did they while being served become healthier, wiser, freer, more
autonomous, and more likely themselves to become servant leaders?
Greenleaf's model has provided a theoretical framework and guiding
prindples for numerous leadership development programs on coUege
campuses throughout the country (University of Maryland, 1992). Ethical
and moral development is at the very heart of these programs, and
community service is perceived to be a major vehicle by which students
develop morally and ethically.
CrIticism of Cymnl Service-kamin. Mgdc's

There are those, however, who argue that the current models for
understanding and promoting service-learning on coUege and university
campuses are incomplete, irleffective, and often distort reality. Kerry Strand
(1993) has contended that most service-learning models and programs: (a)

fail to challenge conventional thinldng about philanthropy, (b) promote
individualistic approaches to solving systemic problems, (c) encourage
reliance on experience as the main mode of knowing, and (d) perpetuate
traditional gender·leaming among female students. She argued that most
programs are not based on a theoretical model which helps students to
develop the sort of critical consdousness needed to make sense of social
problems and to ultimately help resolve them. Nadine Cruz (1990) has
argued further that in their good intentioned efforts to promote redprocal
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learning, service-learning prograD'lS often perpetuate long-standing racist
and sexist stereotypes.
Efforts

to Inn.... Semce jnto the Cyrriculym

In 1992, Campus Compact found that despite the tremendous interest

in student volunteerism and growth of community service programs on
college campuses in this country, the development of these programs
assumed only slight significance and lacked faculty support and
participation. Kennedy and Warren (1992) indicated that "these efforts have
had minimal impact on faculty or on the curriculum. as a whole, and with
few exceptions, most institutions have yet to involve faculty on a broad
scale in ensuring that students both serve well and learn effectively from
their service" (p. I).
In 1988, Campus Compact executive committee members Donald

Kennedy and David Warren (1990) commissioned a study to examine how
faculty might play a stronger role in promoting service. The results of these
efforts led to the following conclusions:
1.

Out of respect for the community and individuals that the
students serve, institutions should include in service programs
opportunities for aitical reflection which enables students to
serve more effectively.

2.

The commitment to integrate public service into the academic

life of an institution should be matched with a commitment to
indude issues in the curriculum. such as relationship of
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individual achievement and the common good, or whether
knowledge can be extracted through social exchange and
partidpation.

3.

Institutions should establish a sequential service-learning
curriculum which prepares students for service-based learning,
supports and facilitates student learning while "in the field,"
and provides for post-experience reflection and analysis.

4.

Institutions should provide strong incentives for faculty
involvement in public service. Faculty recognition, rewards
and incentives, such as including pubUc service activity in
promotion and tenure reviews, are viewed as critical to
successful development of dvic partidpation and social
responsibility within higher education.

Jane Kendall (1990) argued that service-learning has not received
wide-spread support &om the faculty for a number of reasons related to
their lack of understanding about service, their unfamiliarity with the
pedagogy of experientialleaming, their limited knowledge about how
service connects to academic disciplines, as well as their logistical concerns
about how to include service in an already full course schedule. Howard
Seeman (1990) contended that faculty have been reluctant to integrate
service into the curriculum because they are being asked to do nothing less
than to redefine knowledge and how it is best acquired. He suggested that
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the debate is among those who believe that knowledge is acquired through
abstract concepts and cognitions apart hom the real world, and others who
contend that knowledge is best gained through interaction and reflection in
real world settings.
Those who have studied organizational change in higher education
may better understand the difficulties educators have experienced in
integrating service into the curriculum. Cohen and March (1914) desaibed
colleges and universities as loosely coupled, open systems with multiple
and poorly defined goals, and unclear links between means and ends, with
highly political decision making processes. They contended that relatively
autonomous, professionally staffed subunits or departments often cannot or
will not cury-out activities suggested or even mandated by administrators.
Benevista (1989) suggested that faculty tend to operate with their own best
interest in mind and tend to favor the status quo unless incentives are
created tha t entice and persuade them to change.
A number of educators such as Jon Wagner (1986) believe that
community service and academic excellence are not competitive demands
to be balanced through discipline and personal saaifice [by students), but

rather are interdependent dimensions of good intellectual work. Acting on
this assumption, educators (e.g" Stanton at Stanford University) have
sought to improve undergraduate education by infusing campus efforts to
improve liberal arts education with efforts to introduce experience-based,
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service-learning into the curriculum. Stanton contended that educators
have an opportunity to assist students in reflecting criticaUy about their
public service experiences and in relating them both to broader social issues
and to liberal arts disciplines, to develop what Bruce Payne (1987) refers to as
"academics of human reality."
In 1991 Campus Compact created the Project on Integrating Service
with Academic Study to stimulate campuses to search for innovative ways

to tie students' public and community service to the academic curriculum
and strengthen the faculty role in students' service experiences. A grant
from the Ford Foundation enabled Campus Compact to establish a series of
three summer institutes to bring teams from member schools to week.long

workshops on combining service with academics. Each team (three faculty,
a senior administrator, and a community service program advisor)
developed an action plan to address the issues on their own campus. While
it may be too soon to determine the effectiveness of this initiative, it is dear
that the project has done much to promote discussion about the theoretical
and practical aspects of linking service with academic study.
Although only a few colleges and universities report that they have
been successful in fully integrating service into the academic curriculum, as
in the cases of Berea College and Alvemo College, there are many
institutions that have begun to make some inroads into this process. A
number of institutions such as Stanford University, Georgetown University
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and Loyola College in Maryland have committed significant campus
resources to develop centers for public: and. community service. These
centers were developed not only to provide opportunities for students to
serve their communities (local, state, national and international), but for the
purpose of linking service to the more formal academic environment.
These institutions have sought ways to integrate service into the
curriculum, as well as to promote faculty and administrative research
related to service-learning.
Other attempts to more fully integrate service into the academic
sector of college life include the following:
•

Service u a graduation requirement. A number of institutions such
as Seattle University and Rutgers University require all
undergraduate students to participate in 30 hours of community
service.

•

Service-learning or community urvice cOUlSes taken for credit.
These courses, such as Project Community, Sociology 389 offered at

The University of Michigan, and Teaching Literacy ED 461 at Loyola
College in Maryland, are heavy on the service with a somewhat
lighter emphasis on the academic material. The service goals are
often intended to provide immediate, tangible service to the
community as well as to conbibute to the student's development of
long-term commitment to service and the public good. The learning
goals often relate to sharpening the student's critical observation and
analysis skills and to learn the academic material as it is related to
field placement. On-campus dasses are usually quite small (10 • 20

I
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students) and utilize a seminar-discussion format. The students'
commitment to service in these courses may be as much as 60 hours
per semester.

•

Academic courses which require community service. In 1992 Campus
Compact published the Index to Campus Service-I.eaminl Cowse
and PpUdes. The publication Usts approximately 100 courses hom
colleges and universities throughout the country that have included
community service as part of their course requirements. The vast
majority of these courses were offered in the humanities (Philosophy,
Theology, Sociology. Political Science, &c English), with a few courses
tied to Education, Business and the physical &c natural sciences. The
amount of time committed to service averaged 15-20 hours per
semester.

•

Service as a fourth credit option. A number of institutions offer one
extra credit in a three credit class to students interested in adding a
community service component to a select numuer oi elective core,
major and minor courses. The service component allows students,
individually or in groups, to apply the theory learned in the course to
practical real-life situations. Students partidpating in the fourth
credit option must complete up to 60 hours of service work a
semester.

•

Summer Institutes. Schools such as Wheaton College and
Georgetown University have sponsored faculty development
institutes for the purpose of promoting faculty interest and
involvement in making service-learning an integral part of the
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academic c:wriculum. The Georgetown program has as its far
reaching goal "to develop students' abilities to articulate and thus
make sense of their service-learning as they are asked to connect
'hands"<)n' experience with theoretical or methodological concepts
presented in the classroom" (Donahue et al. 1992, p. 1).

•

Connecting writing and service. The Community Service Writing is
a joint project of Stanford UniversitYs Freshman English Program
and the Hass Center for Public: Service. Students involved. in the
project are aSSigned, as part of their work for a Freshman English
class, to write for a community service agency. The aim of the project
is to give students a chance to write outside the academic setting,

where their work will reach an audience beyond the teacher and will
serve a purpose for its readers as well as for the students.

The University of Pennsylvania (The West Philadelphia
Improvement Corps) and Santa oara University (The East Side Project) are
two institutions that have committed. Significant finandal and human
resources to try to address not only the concerns of the institution, but the
needs of the outside community as well. These two universities have
formed comprehensive, long-term partnerships with the leaders of local
schools, businesses, and nonprofit organizations for the purpose of helping
to solve deeply entrenched, complex economic, social, and educational
problems. It is their expressed goal to address such daunting problems with
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hopes of empowering civic leaders and thus reinvigorating whole sections
of city communities.
In an effort to promote a more coordinated approach to

servic~

learning and community development, particularly as it relates to
improved student achievement, the American Association for Higher
Education (AAHE) allocated a 51.S-million grant from The Pew Charitable
Trusts to fund up to 15 comprehensive school and college-community
partnership programs.
The Statu. of Service-lumiA, BmlRb
Lee Levison (1990) stated that "among school administrators, faculty,

and parents, community service is now perceived as "a panacea for the
current generations unhealthy preoccupation with seU" (p. 73). President
Clinton himseU in a speech at Rutgers University on March 1, 1993 declared
that his community service initiative "will change the country lorever, for
the better" (Friedman, 1993). A commentary appearing in the Philadelphia

Inquirer entitled "Youth Service can rebuild the Oties" (Waller, 1993),
contended that wide-spread participation in community service could help
solve many 01 the daunting problems which have plagued American
nation's cities.
Such claims have prompted a number of researchers to more actively
seek answers to questions related to the impact of community service on the
individual and on the broader community. To this end, a select number of
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educators, researchers, service-learning practitioners, foundation
representatives, government officials, students and staff members hom
national organizations gathered at The Johnson Foundation's Wingspread
Conference Center in Racine, Wisconsin in March, 1991 to set a research
agenda for combining service and learning in the 1990s.
This group found that despite the claims of many practitioners, there

was a "scarcity of replicable qualitative and quantitative research on the
effects of service-learning on student learning and development, the
communities in which students serve, on educational institutions and on
society" (Giles, Honnet, " Migliore, 1991, p. 5). The conference participants
concluded that the lack of standardized instruments to measure program
effects, the difficulty in identifying and defining control and comparison
groups, the idiosyncratic nature of the service experience, as well as the
absence of longitudinal studies to measure participant growth and
development, have resulted in a relatively weak theoretical base for service-
learning.
Hamilton" Fenzel (1988) contended that there are many plausible
explanations for the difficulty in attempting to verify empirically the
predictions of theory and common sense. They suggested that this is due in

part to
...real and important benefits hom participation vary so much hom
one participant to another that any measure that averages gains aaoss
the entire group misses what happened to different individuals, and
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that if one grants that important idiosynaatic effects c:armot be
assessed by measures of specific gains and looks instead for more
general changes, the phenomena of interest ( e.g., self-esteem, social
responsibility) are not likely to change easily or quicldy predseJy
because they are so general. (p.67)

A review of the Uterature suggested that much of the research
considered relevant to measuring and assessing the impact of service·
leaming on participants has been conducted. in high schools under the more
general rubric of experiential education. This research has tended to focus
on issues related to employment and training, career development and
personal life skills for the purpose of program evaluation, with very Uttle
work having been conducted on the effects of service on the participants'
themselves.
The research conducted by the Center for Youth Development and
Research under the title The Evaluation of Experiential Education Learning
Project (EELP) (Conrad IE Hedin, 1981a) is considered. by many to be the
most extensive work on the impact of experiential learning programs on the
social, psychological, and. intellectual development of student participants.
This study evaluated 30 exemplary experiential learning programs in
independent, public, and parochial schools around the country.
Approximately 4,000 students ranging in age from 12 to 19 participated in

the study. The research sought answers to the research questions: To what
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extent do experiential programs have a positive impact on students' (a) level
of personal and social responsibility, (b) attitudes toward others, both adults
and the person with whom they were in primary contact during their
service experience, (c) attitudes toward active participation in the
community, and (d) involvement in career planning and exploration?
The Social and Personal Responsibility Scale (Conrad" Hedin, 1981b)
was administered (pre and post) to examine students' commitment to social
and personal responsibility, the Defining Issues Test (Rest, 1986a) (pre and
post) to measure levels of moral judgment, and levels of academic learning
were investigated through self-reports of the participants. Because the
programs varied widely regarding academic objectives, it was considered
impractical to measure academic learning using any general test of facts or
concepts.
The pre--post data in the EELP study dearly showed that experiential

education programs can have a positive impact on students' social,
psychological, and intellectual development. The study indicated that
students participating in experiential programs (1-9 months in duration)
tended to score significantly higher on instruments designed to measure
psychological and intellectual development, both in absolute terms and in
comparison with students in regular classroom settings. More specifically,
in regard to social and personal responsibility, experiential groups indicated
positive movement, a mean increase of two full points (11<.0001), while

I
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comparison groups showed no change or decline on the SPRS. The results
of the OIT showed that experiential groups attained significant gains in
moral reasoning, while the comparison group indicated no gain. In regard
to academic learning, 73% of the students reported leaming more (41%) or
much more (32%) in their experiential programs.
According to the EELP study, the most significant increases in student
development were found in those programs where students were in a
helping role that related closely to the dilemmas to be solved and were
engaged in regular seminars in which they were encouraged to reflect and
analyze their experiences. The research also indicated that the most
effective programs gave students substantial autonomy, lasted at least one
semester, and involved students in the community 4 or 5 days a week.
In regard to research, it is generally acknowledged throughout the

service-learning movement that: (a) most of the research

~

focused on the

personal, career, and social outcomes of service on the server, (b) much of
the data collected has been anecdotal and self reported, (c) a great deal of the
research has emphasized out-of--class learning with little attempt to measure
academic and cognitive goals related to classroom leaming, (d) little or no
attention has been focused on the effects of community service on the
community providers or on development in the community itself, and (e)
funding agencies are most interested in supporting research which attempts
to examine the relationship between participation in community service
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and the development of citizenship and civic and social responsibility (Eyler
&: Giles, 1993).

Service-learning educators such as Sigmon (1979), Kendall (1990),
Delve et al. (1990) and Berry (1990) all claim that a key component 01 service
learning is reciprocity, the notion that those being served somehow become
empowered by the service experience and are, therefore, better able to serve
and be served by their actions. While reciprocity is frequently discussed in
the literature as an essential element of service-Ieaming, there appears to be

little research to substantiate the reciprocal effects of community service.
It is anticipated, however, that the recent surge in student interest, the
academy's concern for students' lack of commibnent to civic and social
responsibility, coupled with President Ointon's emphasis on the subject,
will combine to serve as the impetus for more rigorous research in the area
of service-Ieaming. The Kellogg, tilly, and Ford Foundations have all
initiated programs and research efforts recently to examine the impact of
service-learning initiatives on participants and on the communities in
which they serve. In addition, the Fund lor the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education (Fl.PS.E.) pJans to sponsor grants for service
learning research in the near future.
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Civic and Social Responsibility
Leaming democracy can not be accomplished
through a sterile civics and citizenship course.
Democracy is a lived process, and it invariably
involves people attempting to change some
aspect of their personal, occupational and social worlds.
(Brookfield, 1987, p. 174)
Reports written for the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching such as Boyer and Hechinger's "Higher Learning in the Nation's
Service" (1981> and Newman's "Higher Education and the American
Resurgence" (1985) have concluded that <a> the present educational
structures in this country promote passivity in students, rather than
encouraging active involvement in the learning process, (b) that current
educational practices reinforce tendencies within the larger culture towards
a narrow pursuit of individual interests. to the exclusion of community
involvement and awareness, and (c) that education focuses increasingly on
the means for doing things without examining the ends to which our

actions are directed <Schultz. 1990). 'The result, Schultz contended. is "a
growing ignorance of our common cultural heritage and. a loss of any sense
of shared normative values that govern our common life" (p. 211).
While the motives. program goals, services offered. and resources

committed to service-learning programs vary widely from one institution to
another, most appear to be in agreement that service-Ieaming programs can
and should educate students first and foremost for democratic citizenship.
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There also appears to be a general consensus among educators, community
service providers, and politicians that little has been done to prepare the
youth of this country to assume their role as democratic citizens. Farland
and Henry (1992) have stated that "in 50 far as students acquire a civic
education in their coUege years it is generally incidentally, through casual
contacts with other students or sporadically, through individual classes that
make a difference in the way they think about the world" (p. 3).
Key Yuiabl" in Cine and Social Responsibilia

Richard Morrill (1982) suggested that to be literate as a citizen requires
more than knowledge and information, it includes the exercise of personal
responsibility, active participation, and personal commibnent to a set of
values. Similarly, Suzanne Morse (1989) has identified a number of skills
(the ability to talk, think, judge, imagine, and act) she believes to be critical

to the development of civic and social responsibility. Morse argued that
these skills are active, not passive, and that "they require, even in thinking,
that individuals interact and be in 'conversation' with each other" (p. 104).

lilk refers not only to speech, but to the whole range of communicative
skills: llstening, cognition, setting agendas, and mutual inquiry. TNnkinc
includes three elements: an attitude to thoughtfully consider problems and
issues, knowledge of logical and reasoning inquiry, and the ability to apply
those methods. Judcment refers to the capacity to think with others about

collective lives and actions. It goes beyond individual needs toward

I
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consideration of common goals, requiring the ability to view particular
situations from multiple perspectives.
Imagination refers to the power to envision a state of affairs that does
not yet exist: a way of inserting oneself into the existence through the future
(Murchland, 1988). The coura. 10 Ict comes from the interaction of the
previously mentioned skills. Talking, thinJdng. judging. and imagining are
all called for when taking the courage to act. Denneny (19'79) contended that
lithe courage to act is the political virtue, because other skills become

worthless without it" (p. 214).
Morse (1989) argued that thinking, talJdng, and acting like a citizen
are different from thin.king, talking, and acting like an individual. She
suggested that the chaUenge is to get individuals to realize that their actions
affect others and that their individual actions may violate the coUective
good of all citizens. She suggested further that the process of ta.lcing others'
viewpoints and perspectives into account moves people from the
individual or private good to the coUec:tive or public good.
In addition, Morse (1989) asserted that moral and civic attitudes are

framed not only by observations and interactions but also by the
environment in which people live. She argued that the way people practice
citizenship is a reflection of how they define politics and their relationship

to it. Coles (1993) argued similarly that people develop their perspectives
about the publlc world and their relationship to others from their parents,
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peers, teachers, the media and history. Hence, he suggested that one's vision
and imagination of what could be is often determined (restricted or
enhanced) by his or her experience and W\derstanding of life in a
democracy.
There is much discussion in the literature as to whether or not
community service should be mandated. Benjamin Barber (1991) suggested
that if the aim of student community service is the encouragement of
volunteerism and a spirit of altruism, then clearly it should not be required.
However, he argued, that if service is W\derstood as a dimension of
citizenship education and civic responsibility in which individuals leam the
meaning of social interdependence and become empowered in the
democratic arts, then mandating that students participate in classroom-based
community service is essential.
Four Prama or Model. of DeIDOCRC)'

Keith Morton (1993) has observed. that there are four distinct sets of
core assumptions or different frames for viewing democracy which serve to
inform practice. The first, Ybera1 Demoqaq. emphasizes the relationship
between the individual and the state. The assumption in this view of
democracy is that the political and the economic systems in this country are
theoretically sound and will work well if individuals are informed. and
active in traditional ways such as voting. The PartidpatotY Demoq,Q'
model is based on the belief that citizens have control over their own lives,
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that private and public aspects of life are intertwined and that human
potential is achieved only through active, direct participation in the political
process. It is this model of demoaacy upon which much of the civic and
social responsibility literature is based. A third model referred to as Service

as Citizenship views service as the defining act of citizenship and focuses
on the relationship between the individual nd the community. The
emphasis is on caring, interdependence, and the "authenticity" which
results from integrated values and action (Morton, 1993).
In addition to the above mentioned models of democracy, a fourth,

more radical frame, frequently referred to as the Soda' Justice model. has
emerged as a fundamental tenet in a number of service-learning programs
throughout the country, particularly among those programs deeply rooted
in religious and/or theological principles and traditions. The model, often
framed in terms of "distributive justice,II assumes that human beings have
certain rights based solely on their existence such as food, clothing, shelter,
health care, access to employment. Based. on the work of Freire (1970), this
model assumes that society is marked by fundamental structural conflict
which produces deep suffering to those not part of the dominant Western,
patriarchal culture such as people of color, women, gays and lesbians, and
those trapped in lower socio-economic classes. The model calls for

empowering those most disenfranchised in our society to transform or alter
the basic arrangements and structures and thereby alleviate their suffering
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(Fay, 1987). Freire (1970) suggested that in order for this empowerment to
take place, students must first develop a "critical consciousness" through
active exploration of the personal, experiential meaning of abstract concepts
in dialogue among equals.

Morton (1993) believes that the above models are not antithetical and
that in practice, some combination of the four is usually present He
suggested that having a working knowledge of the concepts inherent in a
variety of models enables educators to complicate their thinking about
citizenship and to design programs and activities that engage students in
community service and critical reflection about key social issues and
concerns which will ultimately lead them to a life-Iong commitment to
active citizenship.
Morton argued that the ideal service-learning program should: <a)
teach how to articulate one's "se.lf" in a public context, (b) lower the
perceived and real barriers to participation in public life, and (c) develop in
students the capacity to think strategically. He contended that educators
should teach from the experiences of the students, rather than from the
theories of citizenship, drawing attention to the insights offered by each
student as they attempt to make sense of demoaatic practice.
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MClSurio, ODe ,nd Sod,. RuponsibiUtJ

The Sod,l and Penon,' BcsponsibiJib' Scalc
Relatively little is known empirically about how civic and social
responsibility develops and few instruments exist for measuring growth in
this area. However, the Social and Personal Responsibility Scale (SPRS),

developed by Conrad and Hedin (1981b) and based on the Social
Responsibility Scale (Berkowitz & Daniels, 1964), is the best known and most
widely-used of the instruments. The Social and Personal Responsibility
Scale (1981b) is built on the assumption that a person will act in a
responsible manner when the following conditions are met. First, one must
feel a sense of responsibility or have a responsible attitude toward others in
society. Second, one must have competence to ad upon this feeling of

concern for others. Finally, one must have a sense of efficac),. which allows
one to believe that taking action and feeling concern can make a difference.

Kclmat Studi,.
Hamilton and Fenzel (1988) used both the Social and Personal
Responsibility Scale (SPRS) and open-ended questionnaires to study the
effects of service on 84 students, ranging in age from 11 to 17 years,
participating in 12 different types of eight week service projects. Pre and
posttest results of the SPRS showed a statistically significant gain on the
Social Responsibility Subscale (assessing attitudes toward society's obligation
to meet the needs of others) (11 ,. .037) and no gains on the full scale or the
I
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Personal Responsibility Subscale (assessing perception of personal
responsibility, competence, efficacy, and performance ability towards those
in need). However, on the full SPRS scale (F (1, 35 = 4.678, .037) and the
Social Responsibility subscale (F (1, 35) ,. 7.720) girls recorded more
significant gains than did boys.
The researchers concluded that the modest impact revealed by
participants' scores on the SPRS, limited to the Social Responsibility
subscale, can be attributed to the relatively short period of service (eight
weeks), and to the ineffectiveness of quantitative instruments in measuring
the impact of service experiences on participants. Hamilton at Fenzel (1988)
stated that "real and important benefits from participation vary so much
from one participant to another that any measure that averages gains across

the entire group misses what may happen to different individuals" (p. 64).
Other researchers have developed their own instruments in an
attempt to measure students' commitment to civic and social responsibility.
Under the auspices of a grant from the Kellogg Foundation, the University
of Michigan (Markus, Howard, " King, 1993) has been conducting research
which, among other things, attempts to measure the relationship between
participation in service-learning and one's commitment to social
responsibility. Their instrument has been designed based on a
conceptualization of social responsibility which includes the following five
variables:
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1.

serving others

2.

donating money to charity

3.

orientation towards others

4.

commitment to social justice

5.

recognition that citizenship includes a responsibility for others.

The University of Michigan's current study of the effects of service

leaming may be the mOst comprehensive to date. In this study. Michigan is
attempting to examine how the integration of community service into the
classroom affects students' personal values, orientation toward their
community, and their

~cademic

learning. Eighty-nine undergraduates,

predominantly sophomores and juniors, enroUed in eight sections of a
"Contemporary Political Issues" class offered in the faU of 1992 participated
in the study. Two of the eight sections were designated as licommunity
service" sections. in which students were assigned to engage in 20 hours of
service at one of a number of designated community agencies. while
students in the other six sections were assigned research papers requiring an
equivalent amount of work over the course of a 13-week semester. All eight
sections were required to attend the same 5O-minute lectures (twice weekly),
and to participate in small group discussion sections two times a week.
Time in the service sections was regularly devoted to d.iscussing the
connections between students' community service experiences and class
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readings and lectures, while the "control group" discussion sections simply
discussed the readings and lectures.
All students were administered (pre and post) a brief questionnaire
inquiring about their social and political beliefs and values, an end of the
semester standard evaluation questionnaire, and both a mid-term and a
final exam. Results indicated that students participating in the service
sections of the course were significantly more likely than students in the
control sections to report they had performed up to their potential, had
learned to apply principles for the course to new situations, and had
developed a greater awareness of sodetal problems. In addition, University
of Michigan researchers found that course grades were significantly higher
in the two service sections (mean grade 7.47 or B+ to A-) of the course than

in the control sections (mean grade 6.42 or B to B+).

While one of the stated goals of most service-learning programs is to
enhance students' commitment to civic and sodal responsibility, the results
of a study performed by Rutter and Newmann (1990) suggested that the
actual service experiences connected with these programs are often
operationalized and interpreted in terms of individual rather than public
experience. Their comprehensive study of eight exemplary high school
service-learning programs tried to assess the effects of participation in
community service programs in three areas: personal development,
developmental opportUnities (i.e, experiences that promote development),

I
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and civic: responsibility. Through the use of student interview data and
observations of students in classroom and service settings, the researchers
found that participation in community service positively affected students'

personal development, yet appeared to have only meager, if any, program
effects on students' sense of civic: responsibility. The researchers
emphasized the key to enhancing students' commitment to civic and social
responsibility is to systematically integrate opportunities for critical
reflection and analysis into the service experience.
A study conducted at the University of Virginia suggests that

participation in service-learning programs may have long-range effects on
participants' commitment to social and civic responsibility. Gansneder and
Kingston (1990) interviewed 65 individuals who had served as interns in
tNA's University Year of AcnON (UYA) program between 1973 and 1976
and compared them with tNA students who did not participate in the

program. The researchers found that over half of all the students who
participated in the UYA were in human services careers, and that UYA
participants devoted twice as many volunteer hours to community
activities than graduates who did not participati! in the program. While the
authors of the study admitted that their findings cannot be causally linked to
the UYA experience, it does present strong evidence to support some of the

optimistic claims of proponents of service-learning.
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Educators in Rutgers University's Civic Education and Community
Service Program are currently in the process of developing an instrument
which will attempt to measure more accurately students' attitudes about and
commitment to civic and social responsibility.

Moral Development
The moral contradictions and inconsistencies in our personal
lives more than resonate with those in our social order, our
nation's politics, our culture..•.Our colleges have POt been aU
that successful in figuring out for themselves what their
obligations are with respect to the moral questions that many

students put to themselves. (Coles, 1989, p. 203)
Relcyant Stydent Dcy,lgpm,nt 'lbCOI)'

There appears to be a general consensus in the field of moral
development that young people learn about morality through their own
experiences, observing and interacting with other young people and adults,
and that morality develops over time, as young people move through a
series of increasingly more complex ways of thinking about the nature of
cooperation, fairness and sharing (Winkler, 1988). However, there remains
much disagreement over the universality of patterns of moral
development, particularly as they relate to the effects of culture and gender.
While John Dewey (1916, 1938) is often cited as having been
influential to the development of many of the basic concepts of moral
development, it is Jean Piaget's research in the 1930s that has provided
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much of the foundation for the current study of moral and cognitive
development. Piaget's four·stage theory of moral development (1952)
suggested that a person's perception of reality is cognitively constructed and
that these cognitive structures evolve - that there is a developmental
progression along a hierarchical continuum whith is divided into a
sequence of stages, with eadt stage representing a qualitatively different way
of thinking (King, 1978).
Piaget was the first to recognize that movement from one stage to the
next higher stage is often irregular and involves an individual's ability to
employ the set of behaviors consistent with that next stage. In describing
cognitive disequilibrium, Piaget asserted that as new experiences cannot be
assimilated into existing categories of experience, humans attempt to revise
their categories and expectations so that experience once again makes sense

and is predictable (Rest, 1986b).
Kgblb,ra" Thega:x Of MOpl DevdOJlmcnt

Building on the ideas of Dewey (1938) and Piaget (1965), ICohlberg
developed his theoretical model of moral development. His six-stage
scheme of development (1972) is CONtructed around the concepts of fairness
and justice, and is based on three fundamental assumptions: <a> a majority
of an individual's spontaneous reasoning can be dassified at a single stage

(or at the most 2 adjacent stages), (b) movement in time is always from the
individual's major stage to the next stage in the sequence, with each new
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stage a reconstruction or transformation of the prior stage, and (c) each stage
is described in terms of formal structures of reasoning, not in terms of the

context of judgments and values such structures generate (Rest, 1919).
Kohlberg suggested that stage structure can be disassociated from the content
of issues and is, therefore, concerned about how and why judgments are
made.
kohlberg contended that the concepts of fairness and justice are
essentially notions about the balancing of individual interests and the
benefits of cooperation. He asserted that each stage has a distinctive concept
of fairness and justice and that as an individual's understanding of these
two concepts increases in sophistication and complexity, this results in more
independent thinking and autonomy in making moral judgments. In other
words, kohl berg's model attempted to analyze moral development in terms
of its successive conceptions of how mutual expedations among cooperating
individuals are established, and how the interests of individuals are to be
balanced (Rest, 1919).
Kohlberg's Stages of Moral Development are divided into three

distinct levels, which reflect a movement in moral perspective from the
individual, to societal, to a universal point of view. Within each of these
three levels, Kohlberg has identified two distinct stages of development.
Moral judgment at the Preconventional Level is characterized by the
morality of obedience and an inability to construct a social viewpoint. In
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stage one, Punishment and Obedience. the physical consequences of action is
most important in detennining its goodness or badness, regardless of the
values of the consequences. In stage two, referred to as Instrumental.
Relatiyist. the focus is on which satisfy one's own needs as a way to insure

survival. Reciprocity is considered a matter of "making deals," not one of
justice.
The Conventional Level is characterized not only by a need to

conform to personal expectations and sodal order, but of actively seeking to
maintain, support and to justify the order. In stage three, termed
Interpersonal Concordan,.. behaviors which conform or please others is
considered appropriate. Judgment proceeds from conventional perceptions
of goodness which reflect a concem for others and the relationship of the
group appears to be more important than individual needs. In stage four,
the morality of Law and Duty to the sodal order is apparent. fu.lfiJling ones
obligations to groups, institutions or sodety becomes paramount.
Moral judgment at the PostConventional or Principled Level is freed
from both individual and societal constraints and becomes rooted in
principles of universal justice. Rest (1979) suggested the problem at this
level is that of "devising a plan for cooperation that minimizes arbitrary
inequities and maximizes the stake each individual has in supporting
cooperation" (p. 32). In stage five, the Soda I Contra". correct behavior is
determined by standards of government and human rights which have
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been reached by means of societal consensus. "Right" however, is more
concerned with issues of individual rights and the dignity of all human
beings, than simply with developing consensus, and, therefore, conflicts
between legal and moral perspectives may arise. In the final stage, referred
to as the Universal-Ethical-PrindpJe Orientation, individuals select a set of
ethical prindpies that are aligned with universal principles of reciprocity,
equality and justice. Individuals at this stage in their development
understand that these universal principles must be defended over and
above existing sodetallaws and hence, civil disobedience is often considered
an acceptable action.
According to Kohlberg, progression through the stages is done
sequentially, and occurs when new experiences cannot be assimilated into
existing cognitive structures, thus inducing a state of cognitive conflict
which leads to structure disequilibrium and accommodating or changing

the cognitive structures so that the new structures can assimilate the
experience (Rest, 1986b). Kohlberg and others have contended that the best
way to induce this cognitive disequilibrium and stage advancement is by
presenting moral arguments consistent with the next stage's structure, or
one stage above the person's stage of reasoning. Rest (1986b) also found that
students understand but reject examples of thinlcing lower than their own
and fail to comprehend examples more than one stage above their own.
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Kohlberg (1972) suggested that there is no reason to believe that the
reorganization of basic cognitive structures can take place in a relatively
short period of time. He asserted that an individual takes on average over
12 years to move a full stage in his or her moral development. 1bere is also
evidence to suggest that excessive cognitive conflict or challenge in one's
environment may create a situation that could cause students to actually
regress in their moral thinking (Deemer, 1987).
James Rest (1986b) has questioned the universality of Kohlberg's
theory and the notion that moral development is sequential, hierarchical
and an unchanged process. Carol Gilligan (1982, 1988) and others have also
contended that Kohlberg's theory misrepresents and inappropriately
characterizes women's moral development, and have suggested that many
traditional theories of moral development such as Kohlberg's, do not
adequately account for and address the developmental orientations of
people of lower social power and status.

laf' Model of MouIPtvelapment
Rest admitted that many of the basic concepts in his model are
"borrowed" from Kohlberg's stage scheme. However, he suggested that
there are some subtle, yet important differences between the two. While
Kohlberg contended that the content of issues can be separated hom stage
structure, Rest argued that this assumption is problematic and that in
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attempting to understaftd the process of moral judgment, content caMot be
separated from stage distinctions.
In addition, I<ohJberg tended to view moral development through a

simple stage theory which suggests that individuals move one step at a time
through the stage sequence and always in the same order. This is in contrast
to Rest's perspective which tended to view moral development in terms of

"patterns" or "shifts," either upward or downward, in an individual's
distribution of responses, where upward is defined as increases in higher
types of moral reasoning at the expense of lower types (Rest, 1986b).

Although both I<ohlberg and Rest focus on issues of fairness and justice,
Rest's scheme attempts to more directly analyze the underlying logic of
people's moral sense in terms of different social arrangements for
distributing the benefits and burdens of cooperation (Rest, 1979).
In stage one in Rest's model, referred to as Obedience. being moral is

simply doing what you are told. At this stage the dWd doesn't comprehend
any reason for the rules, nor any intercoMectedness among set rules. In
stage two, termed Instrumental ElOism and Simple E'SCbanp. individuals
begin to cooperate with others as rights and responsibilities are determined

through simple "bargain type, favor for favor" interactions. In stage three,
referred to as Intetpersonal COncordance. reciprocal role-taking is evident.
Individuals are aware of each other's thoughts, needs and expectations.
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In stage four, termed Law and Duty to the Sgdal Order. social
interaction is governed through laws rather than mutual understanding
based on group relations as in stage 3. At this particular stage• .no personal
consideration or circumstance can supersede the law, and respect for
authority is part of one's obligation to society.
Rest (1m) argued that stages 5 and 6 are distinctive in that they deal
with the problem of devising a plan for cooperation that m.inim.izes
arbitrary inequities and maximizes the stake each individual has in
supporting cooperation. The major accomplishment in stage five, Societal
Consensus, is to develop a rational plan for setting up a system of social
cooperation, that must reflect the general will of the people and provide
safeguards for basic human rights.

In stage six, Nonarbitraw:y Social Cooperation. individuals believe that
moral judgments are ultimately justified by establishing principles of ideal
cooperation rather than relying on social consensus. Individuals are viewed
as ends in themselves and not means for some other good.

In his most recent book, Rest (1986b) has extended the scope of
research to examine the complex question of how moral reasoning is linked
to moral behavior. (Earlier work by Blasi (1980) found that 57 of 7S studies
using Kohlberg's work. showed moderate relationships between reasoning

and behavior.) In his Four Component Model (1979), Rest presented an
analytical framework, utilizing four major kinds of psychological processes,
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for depicting what must go on in order for moral behavior to occur. First,
the person must be able to "make sense" of the particular situation in terms
of possible actions and who would be affected by the actions. Second, the
person must be able to make a judgment as to which course of action is
morally right. Third, the person must be able to prioritize moral values
above all others. Finally, the person must have the skills and the
perseverance to actually implement his or her intention to act morally.
Rest's Four Component ModeJ assumes that moral development or
moral behavior is not the result of a linear sequenced, unitary process, but
four distinct processes with complex interconnections and complicated
interactions among all four components. While the model may prove
useful in helping researchers identity the complexity of the processes which

link moral behavior and action, to date little research has been conducted to
test the its validity.

A feminist Critiqy. of Maral Dtvclapment Th'all
Virginia Held (1993) contended that traditional moral theory has
provided us with two alternatives: survival of self or duty to aU mankind.

She argued that the feminist perspective of morality, which more fully takes
into account the experience of women, provides researchers with an
opportunity to examine the ways in which women and men differ in their
experiences and approaches to dealing with moral problems.
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In her book In a Different Voice, Carol Gilligan (1982) claimed that
girls and women experience themselves and their world much differently

than do boys and men. She argued that for boys and men, issues of

separation and individuation are critically tied to gender identity, whereas
for girls and women issues of feminine identity are linked to a continuing
importance of care and attachment to others. She contended that women
are often tom between caring for themselves and caring for others, and tend
to view their failures to care as failures to be "good" women, which suggests
a link between moral judgment and self-identity development.
In Mapping the Moral Domain. Gilligan and others (1988) advanced
the notion that because boys and girls follow markedly different social

pathways, they tend to develop within two distinct modes of moral
judgment or moral orientations: (a) a morality of justice (predominantly
male), or (b) a morality of response and care (predominantly female).
The Morality of Justice orientation, as defined by Gilligan (1988, p. 75),

draws attention to problems of inequality and oppression and holds up an
ideal of reciprocity and equal respect. Reciprocity is defined in terms of
maintaining standards of justice and fairness established independently of
persons, to legitimize existing rules and standards. The Morality of Cue,
draws attention to problems of detachment or abandonment and holds up
an ideal of attention and response to need. This perspective rests on an
understanding of relationships as a response to another on their terms
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(Lyons, 1983) and involves the question of how to act responsively and to
protect vulnerability in a partic:uJar situation.
Gilligan and Attanucd (1988) suggested that detachment, the mark of
mature moral judgment in the justice perspective, becomes the moral
problem in the care perspective - the failure to attend to need. Conversely,
the authors argued that attention to the particular needs and c:ircumstances
of individuals, the mark of mature moral judgment in the care perspective,
becomes the moral problem in the justice perspective· failure to treat others
fairly and as equals.
Gillilan" Slaps in tbe MoqI DevcJopmenl pf Wain
Gilligan used a three-level model with transitional stages which link
the different levels to describe development. In Level 1, referred to as

Ori.ntation to Individual Survival, the person is focused on issues which
relate to the preservation of self.

Moral considerations arise only when the

individual's needs are challenged. Women at this level often feel powerless
and relationships are viewed as painful. This level is followed by a
transitional stage, termed Selfishness to ResponsibiJit)', in which the
individual begins to move from a self-centered focus to assume a greater

sense of understanding and connectedness to others: peer acceptance is key
at this time.

In level two, Goodn.ss IS S.lf-Sacrifice, the individual tends to focus
on the needs of others, at the expense of her own developmental needs.
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Individuals come to view their own self-worth in relation to their ability to
care for others. Fear of abandonment and protecting those most
disenfranchised are key issues at this stage. This level is followed by a
transition from Gggdness to Truth. in which the individual begins to
realize that care of self is critical to her ability to care for others. The
individual begins to accept and hold as legitimate her thoughts, feelings and
attitudes, rather than basing her perceptions on the opinions of others.
In level three, Morality of Non-Violence" an individual begins to deal

with others in nonviolent ways without compromising her own self~worth.
Universal obligations of care for self and others as developed and
maintained through relationships are accentuated.
Gilligan (1988) argued that since Kohlberg's theory is derived from the
study of men's lives and reflects the importance of individuation and
separation, it tends to misrepresent women's moral development and to
obscure an understanding of the morality of care. She suggested that his
traditional theory mistakenly portrays women as deficient in moral
development because his scheme views issues of connectedness and
relationship building as lower level tasks (Stage 3) and fails to deal with the
fact that advanced. stages of moral development for women may well
include issues related to their care for and sensitivity to the needs of others.
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Mellyrin. Moral Deyeiopment
The Moral Ocvelopmgl Scali

Kohlberg attempted to measure levels of students' moral judgment
using his Moral Judgment xale (1976). This process involved. time
consuming, expensive clinical interviews in which individuals were
presented with a situation or dilemma and asked to make a decision and to
give a rationale for that decision. The scoring was based primarily on the
nature of the explanation.
The DlftnjOlllSya Test

By far the most widely used instrument to measure levels of moral
judgment and reasoning is Rest's Defining Issues Test (Orr) (19868). Rest
developed the OIT in response to the need for a more practical, validated
method of assessing moral judgment and the need. to establish a data base
for the major claims of the moral development theory (Rest, 1979).
The OIT, while utilizing moral dilemmas similar to Kohlberg's, does
not ask subjects to provide a rationale for their decisions, it simply asks
them to rate how important each given question is in making a decision,
and to then rank order the four most important questions. In other words,
the

orr doesn't measure spontaneous moral reasoning, but rather

recognition, comprehension and preference for moral judgments.

From

the results, the researcher gains a P% (percentage of principled thinking) and

a 0 score (a composite score).
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The POlo indicates the relative importance an individual gives to
principled moral considerations in making a decision and is based on Stages
5 (a. b) and 6. Since the P score does not include information about lower

stages of reasoning (Stages 2, 3, and 4), Davison and Bobbins (1978) offered

the alternative 0 score, an empirically weighted sum which uses
information from aU stages. Their research suggested that the 0 score may
be more sensitive to longitudinal change.

Data &om numerous studies which have used. the OIT report that

scores can be significantly increased by moral education interventions (e.g.,
service-reflection experiences) of several months duration, but not by short
term interventions (Rest, 1919). Deemer'S (1987) extensive 10-year study

correlating interviews over time with the DIT found that civic
responsibility and political awareness were significantly associated with orr

scores.
In addition, the normative data collected hom the OIT studies

mentioned above indicate that scores on the instrument were positively
correlated with education, age and IQ, with years of formal education
having the strongest correlation (upward development tends to level off

when individuals cease to be involved in the formal educational setting).
Despite Gilligan's claim that justice-oriented scoring systems, such as
the one used. in the OIT, tend to cl.irninish and distort the development of

women, studies by Thoma (1984), Walker (1985) and Moon (1986) have
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indicated that sex differences are trivial on the item level, at the story level,
at the composite level, and for all age and education groupings. In many
instances women participating in these studies actually scored higher than
men on the

orr.

Deemer's (1981) extensive ten-year study involving over 100 subjects
(first tested as high school seniors) found that "civic responsibility" (F(4,96) 
4.94, Jl< .OOI} and "political awareness" (F(3,93) =11.13, Jl<.OOOl} were both
significantly associated with

orr scores.

She concluded that moral

development may be as much a by-product of general social development as
a product of a result of participation in a particular set of moral courses,
particular experiences with moral crises, or involvement with moral
leaders.
Margaret Gorman and her colleagues at Boston College (1m) were
possibly the first to attempt to identify the effects of community service on
college students' levels of moral judgment, as measured by the OIT in a
classroom setting. The Defining Issues Test (OIT) was administered pre and
post to 70 students (41 enrolled in a service course, 29 enrolled in a non
service course) at Boston College. Their findings indicated that while there
was no significant difference between the men and women within the
service group or between men and women within the non-service group, in
both cases the women scored higher than the men as shown in both the P"Io
and the 0 score. In addition, service men did not score significantly higher
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than non-service men, but service women scored. significantly rugher than
those women in the non-service course.
Cheryl Keen's (1990) study of rugh school seniors participating in the
New Jersey Governor's School (a one-month reSidential, experience-based
program designed. to enhance students' commitment to civic and social
responsibility) found that while participants made no gains in their
development of a sense of civic and social responsibility <as measured pre
and post by the Orn, they showed Significant gains in this area when tested
nille months following the program.
Getz (1985) in her doctoral dissertation found a Significant
relationship between levels of moral reasoning and attitudes towards
human rights. Sampling both liberal and conservative church members
and undergraduate students using the OIT, she concluded that support for
human rights was associated with higher stages of moral reasoning and
principled thinking, while individuals with more conventional moral
reasoning were not as likely to indicate support for human rights.
While the relationship between OIT scores and religion is somewhat
ambiguous, there is some indication that DIT "'P" scores and religious beliefs
are positively correlated. Six of seven recorded studies (Rest, 19861) using

the DIT to assess the relationship between moral judgment and religious
ideology/belief found that liberal religious thinking is associated with
higher P scores than is conservative religious thinking.
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There is also some evidence to suggest that the orr is a valid measure
of moral judgment among non-Western populations (Snarey, 1985).
However, there is little empirical evidence to determine whether or not the

OIT is an appropriate instrument to measure moral judgment in African
Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans and Latino Americans. In
addition, no consistent relationship has been found between orr scores and
college major and

orr scores and. socioeconomic background.

There are those, however, who remain skeptical about the use of
quantitative instruments such as the
judgment.

orr to assess levels of moral

Jim Ostrow (1994) has argued that researchers should not

attempt to match a presumed "learning process" up with some prefabricated
model or models of development. In The Moral Life of Children Coles
(1986) cautions researchers that "morallife is not to be confused with tests
meant to measure certair!. kinds of abstract (moral) thinking or with tests
that give people a chance to offer hypothetical responses to made-up
scenarios" (p. 29).
Altematju

Wan to Measure Moral Development

Researchers suCh as Mentkowski (1980), Hamilton Ie Fenzel (1988),
and Keen (1990) have all stressed the importance of employing a multi
dimensional approach to moral development assessment which includes
the

use of more qualitative measurements such as semi-structured
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interviews, aggregated research methods and "triangulation" to confirm the
validity of findings.
Utilizing just such a multi--dimensional approach, CageneUo (1993)
studied the impact of a semester-long service-learning project in Great
Britain on the lives of 10 American coUege students. In an effort to
understand the effects of the service experience on participants levels of
empathy, reciprodty, civic responsibility, diversity, and views of learning,
he employed quantitative instruments such as the Learning Environment
Preferences (LEP) (Moore, 1987) and the Learning-Style Inventories in
combination with extensive interviewing procedures. CageneUo
interviewed the participants on four separate occasions, coding all data
along the five variables previously mentioned. His findings indicated that

aU ten students experienced degrees of growth in terms of the five variables,
while each participant gained in cognitive complexity on the LEP and
demonstrated slight shifts in their leaming styles. More specifically,
CageneUo utilized. his extensive interviewing technique to determine that
•

nine students were perceived to have become more empathic,

•

nine students were perceived to have gained in additional

awareness of mutuality and reciprocity,

•

eight students were perceived to have an inaeased
understanding of civic responsibility and the role of the citizen,

•

nine students were perceived to have a heightened
appreciation of diversity, most notably with students with
physicaUy and emotionaUy disabilities, and
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•

ten students were perceived to have demonstrated a more
multipUstic. multifaceted view of leaming.

Referring to the developmental Service-Learning Model advanced by Delve.
Mintz. and Stewart (1990). CageneUo asserted that all ten students exhibited
upward developmental shilts within the Realization phase (phase three) of
the model.
A number of researchers. who maintain that the OlT is based on a
justice conception of morality and. therefore. not representative of women's
moral development. have sought to address the question of whether or not
women develop morally and construct reality quite differently than do men
by analyzing the content of open-ended interviews. Lyons (1983), cltawing
on the work of Gilligan (1982). conducted interviews with 36 individuals in
an attempt to identify participants' conception of self and orientation to
morality. 'The data were analyzed first for descriptions of self, and then for
considerations participants presented from their own real-life moral
conllicts, and finally for correlations between the two.
Results of this study indicated. that participants described themselves
in relation to others in two distinct ways: a self separate or objective in its

relations to others, and a self connected or interdependent in its relations to
others. 'The data supported the assertion that women and men tend to
consider moral conflicts and issues from quite different perspectives: a
morality of rights and justice (predominantly men) and a morality of
response and care (predominantly women).
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Langdale (1983), who adapted Lyon's procedures in order to code
hypothetical dilemmas, found that Kohlberg's dilemmas elicit significantly
more justice considerations than hypothetical or real-life dilemmas, and
that the same dilemmas can be seen in different ways. Gilligan and
Attanucci (1988) also found that while about two-thirds of the men and
women in their study viewed questions about their personal experience of
moral conflict and choice from both care and justice perspectives, the care
focus is much more likely to occur in the moral dilemmas of women. The
researchers found that men were virtually absent from the care perspective.
UddeU (1992) has developed an instrument which attempts to
measure moral development while being sensitive to issues related to both
distinctly different moral voices: the justice-centered morality and the ethic
of care morality. The Measure of Moral Development Orientation is a paper
and pencil instrument which consists of two components. A 12-item sell

description inventory (6 to measure care, 6 to measure justice) was
developed to reflect students' perceptions of themselves as just and/or care
people. The second component instructs students to respond to 77 questions
(36 justice items, 41 care items) related to 10 moral dilemmas.

A study, which asked 366 undergraduates at a large, state university to
complete the Measure of Moral Orientation and items from the

thinking/feeling scale of the Myers..Briggs Type Indicator, revealed that
females and males differed in their feeling/thinking preferences, with
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females more feeling-oriented and males more thinking oriented. When
thi.nldng/feeling preferences were statistically controlled for, women scored
significantly higher than men on the ethic of care, but there were no gender
differences on the ethic of justice (liddell, Halpin & Halpin, 1993).
Cheryl Keen at Monmouth College in New Jersey is currently
involved in a research project which attempts to link involvement in
community service with faith and spiritual development. She has identified
and interviewed extensively 50 or so people considered to be life-long
servant leaders in our society. Initial findings indicate that the one element
most often identified as having central importance to participants' lives is
their commitment to faith and spiritual development.

In The Call of Stgries Robert Coles (1989a) argued that literature has a
powerful role to play in helping students to develop what he refers to as a
umorallife." He suggested that by reading works such as those written by
Tolstoy, Diclcens, Eliot, Hardy, Emerson O'CoMor, and William Carlos
Williams, students are encouraged to wrestle with moral contradictions and
inconsistencies which leads them to a deeper questioning and
understanding of their own humanness and of their relationship and
commitment to others, particularly those most in need in our society.
Morll Education ProaA.' lad Initialiyes
Over the past 15 years, a great deal of time and effort has been devoted
to aeating programs for the purpose of promoting the development of
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moral judgment and reasoning. While there is little empirical evidence to
suggest that moral education programs inaease signfficandy students' levels
of moral development, there is much discussion aoout this notion in the
literature and some evidence to suggest that certain educational strategies
may enhance students opportunities for growth in this area.
Rest (1919) is one researcher who believes that moral education
programs can actually speed up the natural development of moral
judgment. While gains in moral judgement as a result of having
partidpated in moral education programs have tended to be small, possibly
due to the fact that the instruments used to measure changes (e.g., Orr) were
designed to depict broad changes in thinldng over the life span, Rest
contended that even small gains are of theoretical and practical interest.
Linda Rosenzweig (1980) has identified a number of ways in which to
increase students' levels of moral reasoning within the context of a moral

education program. Her strategies are reflected in four basic models: (a)
classroom discussions of moral dilemmas; {b} the introduction of moral
issues through experiential components (i.e., community service); {c}
extensive infusion of ethical considerations and supplementary materials
dealing with moral issues; and (d) the establishment of participatory
democratic structures.
Two meta-analyses (Rest, 1986a and Schaefli, et ai., 1985) reviewing
the impact of moral education programs on changes in moral judgment
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concluded that: (a> the discussion of moral dilemmas tends to inaease
moral reasoning, (b) academic courses in the humanities and social studies
do not seem to have an impact on moral judgment, (c) programs with
adults (24 years and older) seem to produce greater inaeases in moral
judgment than programs involving younger subjects, (d) effect size teads to
be related to exposure to Kohlberg's theory, and (e) interventions longer

than 12 weeks have no more impact than interventions of 3-12 weeks; yet
durations less than three weeks tend to be ineffective when measuring
moral judgment by the

orr.

These studies did not, however, clarify the

conditions necessary to produce the above mentioned effects (Rest, 1986b).
Writing in Conyersations (1992), a Jesuit magazine focusing on issues
in higher education, Charles Shelton S.J., stated that "the moral mission of

higher education is a noble one but it is more and IDOre a mission facing
imposing if not insurmountable odds as we face the full brunt of culture's
dominating influences" (p. 11). He suggested that in order to help students
enhance their capacity to make moral decisions, college faculty and
administrators must: (a) aeate a climate in which on--going dialogue about
moral issues occurs, (b) serve as role models and mentors for students as
they struggle with moral issues, and (c) take seriously the teaching of moral
education at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Knefelkamp designed a strategy for restructuring classroom
environments which has implications for the development of more
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effective moral education programs. Her Developmental Instruction Model
(1974), based on cognitive-developmental theory, identifies four elements
which can assist educators in creating environments which both challenge
and support students and, ultimately, help to promote moral and ethical
growth and development.

Knefellcamp (1974) contended that students' opportunities for growth
and development are significantly enhanced when the elements of
Experience, Diversity, Structure and Personalism are considered in the
design of educational experiences. The elements of Experience and
Diversity contribute primarily to issues of challenge in the environment,
while the elements of Structure and Personalism deal more specifically with
support. She argued that students at lower levels of moral and intellectual
reasoning should be emersed in environments with a high degree of
experience and structure, and that while all students can benefit &om direct,
concrete learning opportunities such as cOllUllunity service. those students
at lower levels of cognitive and moral development tend to need such
experiences in order to cement their learning.
Rest (1988) concluded that it is not so much specific moral experiences
(i.e., moral education programs, moral leaders, moral crises, thinking about
moral issues) that foster the development in moral judgment as it is "a

growing awareness of the sodal world and one's place in it" (p. 5'1). He
asserted that people who tend to develop in moral judgment Nare those who
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love to learn, who seek new dIallenges, who enjoy intellectually
stimulating environments, who are reflective, who make plans and set
goals, who take risks, who see themselves in the larget social contexts of
history and institutions and broad cultural trends, who take responsibility
for themselves and their environs" (p. 51).

Experience-Based Leaming

Learning is a process whereby knowledge
is aeated through the transformation of experience.
(Kolb, 1984, p. 36)
Studept Inyolyemept

In his Student Involvement Theory, Astin (1985) asserted that:

the amount of student leaming and personal development with any
educational program is directly proportional to the quality and
quantity of student involvement in that program, and that the
effectiveness of any educational policy or practice is directly related to

the capacity of that policy or practice to inaease student involvement.
(p.136)
By involvement, Astin quite simply referred to the amount of physical and
psychological energy that the student devotes to the academic experience.
Astin suggested that students tend to learn more in the classroom when
faculty take steps to actively (as opposed to passively) involve them in the
course material.
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Astin L,amjol

Although the active learning literature does little to address directly
the ways in which students can link their service experience to more formal
academic learning, it is clear that many of the strategies and techniques
promoted in this area have important implications for those attempting to
understand the student learning which may take place when service is
integrated into the classroom environment.
While active learning has been defined in various ways in the
literature, Bonwell and Eison (1991) suggested that it is anything that
involves students in doing things and thinking about things they are doing.
In Active Learoinl; Creatin, Excitement in the Classroom, the authors

identified some general characteristics which appear to be commonly
associated with classroom-based active learning strategies:
•

listening is only one aspect of learning,

•

more emphasis is placed on developing students' skills than on
transmitting information,

•

higher-orde.r thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis and
evaluation are present,

•

students are actively enppd, in the teaching-learning

process,
•

and there is greater emphasis on students' exploration of their

own attitudes, beliefs, values and perspectives.
Active learning advocates have stressed a variety of techniques and
strategies which foster students' involvement in the teaching-learning
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process and ultimately enhance student learning. Strategies include the use
of role playing and. simulation exercises, debates, peer teaching, in-class
writing, case studies, cooperative learning, and out-of-class experiences (e,~ .•
internships, service projects). Bonwell and Eison (1991) have suggested that
faculty have tended to resist implementing more active learning techniques
for a number of reasons related to: <a) their tendency to favor the lecture
approach, (b) their lack of experience with possible strategies, and (c) their
general hesitancy to try introduce new pedagogical approaches to their
subject matter.
Baxter Magolda (1992) stated that in order to fully involve students in
the learning process, educators must seek to "situate learning in students'

own experience, recognizing that experience sets the stage for validating
their reflection upon it, and thus further confirms their ability to know"
(p.294). She argued that perceiving learning as a relational activity is also
central to the development of complex ways of knowing and thus
encourages instructors to help students construct their own view by
interacting with others and taking other ideas and information into
consideration. Baxter Magolda contended that by truly listening to students'
experiences and by working from their knowledge, instructors can better
understand knowledge construction from their perspectives and can keep
abreast of changes in them (p. 295).
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In regard to research in this area, Bonwell and Eison (1991) reported

that the vast majority of articles published on active leaming have been
descriptive in nature rather than empirical investigations, many of which
are out dated, either chronologically or methodologically. It is clear that the
area is in much need of both quantitative and qualitative research.
Em,ocipatoty Leamiol

Mezirow (l990) referred to emandpatory education as an "organized
effort to help the learner challenge presuppositions, explore alternative
perspectives, transform old ways of understanding, and act on new
perspectivesn (p.l8). He and others (e.g., Heaney &c Horton, 1990) believe
that new ways of thinking about and working toward social change become
possible only when individuals develop a keen sense of critical self
reflection. This self-reflective learning process must occur, according to
Freire (1973), not apart from the world, but while deeply engaged in it
[society]. Freire suggested that as individuals become more aware and
critical of assumptions they have about social issues, they begin to develop a
conceptual framework through which effective problem solving around
these issues becomes possible.
Experiential Leaminl ModeJ'

Dewey, Lewin, and Piaget, often regarded as the intellectual ancestors
of experiential education, have all made significant contributions to the
field.

All three have argued that individuals must be active and involved
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in their education and that learning is a continual process grounded in
experience. The Lewinian Model of Experiential Leaming (Lewin, 1951)
was designed to help illuminate the leaming process. The model conceived
learning as a four--stage cycle which begins with a current experience,
followed by collection of data and observations about the experience. The
data are then analyzed and the conclusions of this analysis are fed back to
the individual for use in modifying behavior and choice of new experience.
Lewin has argued that learning is best facilitated in an environment where
there is dialectic tension and conflict between immediate, concrete
experience and analytic detachment (Kolb, 1984).

Kolb', Exp'deptial Lenin, Model
Kolb's Experiential Leaming Model (1984) also offers insight into how
to design an environment for the purpose of enhancing students' learning.
The model identified a four--step cycle students constantly revisit in their
efforts to develop a better understanding of themselves and the world
around them. It begins with concrete experience, followed by reflective
observation, abstract conceptualization and active experimentation. Stewart
(1990) stated that "through a multidimensional understanding and
implementation of Kolb's Experiential Leaming Model, service-learning is
enhanced and serves to promote the holistic development of the student"
(p. 41). He suggested that by engaging in deliberate and planned service
leaming interventions, particularly those designed through a learrung-styles
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filter, students are challenged to clarify and to act on their values, and hence,
exhibit higher levels of moral reasoning and judgment.
Kolb's Experiential Learning Model (1984) has also led to the
development of four distinct leaming styles, each with a tendency to favor
two leaming types. Dlvergers tend to have well developed imaginations,
which enables them to view situations from a variety of perspectives.
AssimiJators tend to favor inductive reasoning techniques, and are often
more focused on ideas than on people. Conversers tend to be highly
organized in deductive reasoning, however, they are quite capable of
conceptualizing in abstract ways. Accommodators tend to favor concrete
experiences and are often considered risk takers and people of action.
Stewart (1990) suggested that acc:ommodators and divergers may tend to
gravitate to direct service-learning experiences.
Kolb (1984) argued that it is important to recognize that experiential
leaming is not a series of techniques to be appUed in current practice but a
program for "profoundly re-creating our personalUves and social systems"
(p.18).
Lumina AsslS,meDt

Hutchings (1989) asserted that many of the current methods utilized
to assess student learning tend to focus on outcomes alone and, therefore,

fail to accurately reflect important aspects of the teaching-leaming process.

ss

.

She suggested. that at its best, assessment raises and illuminates practical,
day-to-day questions about teaching and learning such as:
•

What do we expect out students to know and do?

•

What expectations and goals do students bring to our classes?

•

What motivates students?

•

What do we do in class to promote the kinds of learning we
seek?

•

How can we help students make connections between
classroom learning and experiences outside of class?

Hutchings (1989) called for a more comprehensive view of learning
assessment that focuses not only on outcomes, but on what students are
learning along the way, and on understanding the context or conditions
under which students leam best. In addition, she argued. that assessment
needs to take place within a broader conception of learning which "values

the connections between learning and experience, and the view that aspects
of student growth and development are integrally linked. to students'
intellectual development" (p. 4).
A.wsmen' Toolslnd Instruments

It is clear from a review of the classroom assessment literature that

the concepts of teaching and learning are inextricably linked. Angelo and
Cross (1993) stated that "while learning can and often does take place
without the benefit of teaching - and sometimes in spite of it - there is no
such thing as effective teaching in the absence of learning" (p. 3). Classroom
assessment, as pioneered by Cross, is an approach designed to help teachers
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find out what students are learning and how well they are learning it.
Angelo and Cross (1993) described the approach to learning as learner
centered, teacher-directed, mutually beneficial, formative rather than
summative, context-specific, ongoing, and rooted in good teaching practice.
The approach is based on the assumptions, among other things, that the
quality of student learning is directly, although not exclUSively, related to
quality teaching, and that to improve their learning, students need to
receive appropriate and focused feedback early and often, and to learn how
to assess their own learning.
Angelos and Cross (1993) have developed a variety of classroom
assessment techniques to assist faculty in assessing: (a) course-related
knowledge and skills (i.e., analysis, synthesis, critical thinking, and problem
solving), (b) learner attitudes, values and self-awareness. (c) learner
reactions to instruction. and (d) learner reactions to dass asSignments,
activities. and materials. It is important to note that the purpose of the
above mentioned techniques is to better understand and to improve the
quality of student learning, not to provide evidence for evaluating or
grading students.
As previously indicated. varied academic objectives, the generality of

quantitative instruments, and the idiosyncratic nature of community
service experiences have made it difficult and impractical to test academic
learning assumptions through any general test of facts or concepts.
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However, researchers such as Coles (1989a), Baxter Magolda (1992) and
Angelo " Cross (1993) have focused less on quantitative measures to assess
student leaming and instead emphasized more student-centered approaches
and techniques which more fully consider the learning experience of the
individual student In other words, these researchers have made attempts
to better understand knowledge and leaming from the students' frame of
reference, rather than from interpretations of statistical procedures.
Robert Coles (1989a) was one of the first researchers to explore the
ways in which stories can provide deep insight into the moral lives of
young people. He suggested that as researcher listens to students' stories
from their [students] frame of reference, themes and patterns emerge which
reflect the idiosyncratic nature of the individual student's learning
experience, and offer insight into the moral dilemmas, paradoxes, choices
and ironies with which students are struggling. This technique, first
utilized by Coles while doing his doctoral research in the South in the early
19605, has been used by service-Ieaming researchers in recent years (e.g.,
Cagenello, 1993) to measure the impact of service on student learning.
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OIAFI'ERm
MEIHODOLOGY
Using a multi-method approach consisting of both quantitative and
qualitative measures, the researcher assessed the developmentaJ and
learning outcomes of students participating in two sections of a
Philosophical Anthropology U course. One section of the course participated
in a service-learning initiative, while the other section performed a library

reference assignment, in lieu of the service: all other elements of the two
sections of the course were the same. The developmental and learning •
outcomes of those participating in the service section of the course were
compared and contrasted with those of students participating in the non
service section of the course in an effort to determine the relationship of
service to student learning and development. In addition, the researcher
examined differences in developmental and learning outcomes based on
gender.
Research Design
Partidpaots

Those examined in this study were students in two sections of a
course entitled Philosophical Anthropology D (Appendices A Ie 8) being
offered at Loyola College in Maryland during the spring semester, 1993.

nus

course was selected for the study because of its focus on issues of economic
class, poverty, power, and racism, and because the instructor (Dr. Rick
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Boothby) was willing to participate and to provide access to students taking
the course.
Students enrolled in the course based on their interest in the subject,
their desire to take a course from this particular instructor, their need to
fulfill an academic core requirement, and/or because of the course's

compatibility with their schedules. Students had no prior knowledge of
course or section requirements. Both sections of the

COUlse

met Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday for 50 minutes, the first from 12:00 - 12:50 pm, and

the second from 1:00 -1:50 pm. To address the concern that instructors are
often more effective with their second class, the 12:00 pm section was
designated as the service group, and the 1:00 pm class as the non-service
comparison group.
A total of 57 students participating in the two sections of the
Philosophical Anthropology

n (28 in the service section, 29 in the non

service section) completed a demographic information sheet (Appendix C)
administered during the first week of class. To determine if the two sections
were "roughly equivalent," data collected on the following five variables
were analyzed: gender, age, prior service experience, Standardized
Achievement Tests (SATs), and grade point averages (GPAs). Information
related to academic performance (as measured by SAT scores and grade
point averages) was acquired, with students' permission, from the Records
Office (Appendix D).
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Seaiee Sedion

Students in this section of the course were asked to participate in an
ongoing service-reflection experience of approximately 2S hours. 'I11is
component included at least 15 hours of an ongoing service experience at a
community agency, maintaining a reflection joumal (strongly encouraged),
and writing a four-page reflection-synthesis paper at the conclusion of the
semester as a way of demonstrating their ability to integrate their service
experience with course materials (i.e., lectures, readings, class discussions).
At the end of the second week of dass, students submitted a one-page paper
outlining their proposed service experience and how it related to and would
help them understand the content and themes of the course.
The 15 hour minimum service requirement was determined after
much discussion with the course instructor about the role of service in the
class and following an examination of the assessment literature and a aoss
section of syllabi from similar courses as identified in the Index to Campus
Service-Learning CQurses and Polides (Campus Compact, 1992). The
journal writing was encouraged to assist students in recording their ongoing

thoughts and feelings about the service experience and to aid them in

writing the final paper. While the final reflection paper was reviewed and
graded by the instructor, the journal was not. A number of questions were
designed by the instrudor and the researcher to assist students in writing the
reflection paper (Appendix E). These questions, along with a desaiption of
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the reflection paper assignment, were distributed in-dass around mid-tenn

to help stimulate thinking about the task long before it was due.
The service-reflection component counted for 20".

ot a student's

grade in the course. The grades in this component ot the course were based
on students' successful completion of the service experience and on their
ability to integrate their thoughts about the service experience with course
material on the final reflection paper.

Non.SIr"" SediaD
In Ueu of the service-reflection component, students participating in

the non-service section of the class were required to read two brief
additional philosophical texts on reserve in the library and to write as-page
paper on each relating them to other course readings (Appendix F). It was
suggested that students spend approximately 25 hours combined on these
two assignments.
The topics and guide questions for these two papers were developed

by the instructor. The two research papers counted for 20% of students' final
grade in the course.
Senice and NOD-Scrvice Scc;tiQQs
With the exception of the interventions described above, aU other
components of the two sections of the course were the same.
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This consisted of:

•

Ongoing lectures by the course instructor, and an occasional
guest speaker,

•

Assigned readings (eight books and articles),

•

Ongoing class discussions related to required readings,

•

Eight short quizzes (10 minutes in length) given throughout
the semester to assess how well students were understanding
the readings,

•

Audio-visual presentations (e.g., films, slides)

•

Take-home midterm examination (short essay),

•

Pre and post completion of moral development (OlT) and civic
and social responsibility (SPRS) instruments, and

•

Final examination (five medium-length essays).

Research Hypotheses
Based on the three main questions and one exploratory question posed in

this study, the following hypotheses were formulated.

H1.

Students partidpaling in the service section of the course will
demonstrate peater gains in their levels of monl judplent
fIom pretest to post-test on the DIT than will those students
participating in the non..ervice section of the course.

H2o

Students participating in the service section of the course win
demonstrate peater gains in their commitment to social and
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civic nsponsibility from pretest to post-test on the

spas than

will those students puticipatinl in the non-service section of
the coun..

H3.

Students partidpatinl in the se"ice section of the coune will
demonstrate a peatei' mastery of course content on the final
examination than will those students participaUns in the non
service section of the course.

H4.

(exploratory' Differences will emap in students' chan. . in
moral judpaent, chanles in commilment to dvic and social
responsibility, and in students' mastery of academic course
content based on lender.
Measurement Tools and Instruments

The primary instrument utilized to measure changes in students'
moral judgment was the Defining Issues Test (Rest, 1986a) and the main
instrument employed to measure changes in students' commitment to civic
and social responsibility was the Social and Personal Responsibility Scale
(Conrad" Hedin, 1981a). The primary instrument used to measW'e
students' mastery of course content was the final essay examination.
Secondarily, a number of qualitative methods were utilized for the
purpose of obtaining descriptive, anecdotal information to further
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illwninate and bring to life the effects of the course experience on
participants' moral, civic: and intellectual lives. These methods included:
semi-structureci interviews with a representative group of students (7, or
25%) from each class,

an interview with the course instructor, and a review

of the results of the College's standarcUzed course evaluations. To better
understand the impact of the service component on students in the service
section of the course, a cursory review of students' final reflection papers
and a review of the results of responses

to a community service

questionnaire were also conducted.
It is important to emphasize that tile qualitative aspects of this study
were not the primary methods employed to determine changes and
differences in participants' moral judgment, commitment to dvic and social
responsibility and mastery of course content, but were intended to
supplement and enrich the data collected and analyzed from the three main
instruments (i.e., OIT, SPRS and final examination).
Th. DeftniOllssuCl Test

The Defining Issues Test (OIT) (Appendix G) was used (pre and post)
to measure students' changes in moral judgment. 'The OIT is a paper-and

pend! test of moral judgment designed by James Rest (19'19) and based on
KohJberg's research on moral development. The test consists of six moral
dilemma stories which require students to consider 12 items about each
dilemma and to rank the four most important items. 'The text assumes that
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there are fundamental problem-solving strategies for making sense of social
or moral situations, and it attempts to assess how people use different
considerations in making sense of these different moral dilemmas. Moral
judgment scores on the orr are considered characterizations of the
conceptual tools used by a person to make a moral judgment.
The

orr produces two indices: (1) the P% indicates the ranked

importance of principled statements, and (2) the 0 score is a composite score
which is an overall index of moral development. Data &om over 500
studies using the

orr have been reported making it the largest and most

diverse body of information on moral judgment available. Studies by
Davison and Robbins (1978) concluded that the test-retest reliabilities for the
P and 0 scores are in the high .70s or .80s.
There are two checks on the reliability of each subject's questionnaire.
The first is the "'M" score. M items are written to sound lofty and

pretentious and have no significant meaning. Subjects who score 8 or
greater on this measure are eliminated &om the study. The second check is
for consistency between subject's ratings (upper left side of the page) and
ranldngs (the four items at the bottom of the page). Ranked items should
always be higher or equal to those items rated in the top section. If there are
inconsistencies on more than 2 stories or if the number of inconsistencies
on anyone story exceeds 8 instances, the subject's responses are eliminated.
The values for Cronbac:h's alpha index of internal consistency are
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generally in the high 70s (.77 for the P score and .79 for the 0 score). Rest
(1979) contended that while the major interest of the 500 studies tended not
to test the validity of the orr, the fact that so many of the studies produced
meaningful results (i.e., change in the direction of higher stages of moral
reasoning) indicates that the instrument is a useful measure in moral
judgment research. Thoma (19M) reported that numerous longitudinal
studies have showed upward movement (about ten times more than
downward movement) which could not be explained away due to cohort or
cultural change, or attributed to testing effects.

The Sod,) ,nd Penooll Raponajhilib' Sqle

The Social and Personal Responsibility Scale (SPRS) was used to
measure students' commitment to civic and sodal responsibility. Designed
by Conrad and Hedin (1981a), the scale (Appendix H) attempts to measure
the extent to which respondents express responsible attitudes toward social
welfare and personal duty, a sense of competence to take responsibility, a
sense of efficacy regarding their ability to fulfill social responsibilities, and

the perception that they do perform responsible tasks in service.
The instrument contains 21 questions with each item rated on a 4
point scale providing a potential range of full scale scores of 21 to St. The
items assess the extent to which partidpants regard a partic:ular facet of
personal or social responsibility as characteristic of themselves. The full
SPRS is divided into two subscales for purposes of analysis. The Social
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Responsibility subscale assesses respondents' attitudes toward society's
obligation to meet the needs of others, and the Personal Responsibility
subscale assesses respondents' perceptions of their personal responsibility,
competence, efficacy, and performance ability toward others in need.
The full SPRS has demonstrated acceptable reliability (Cronbach's
alpha = .13) as have the two subscaJes for attitudes toward social
responsibility at the societal level (alpha = .73) and the personal level (alpha

= .68). The scale's construct validity is strengthened by its objective scoring
system, random reversal of items to eliminate response bias, and its
standardized administration procedures. Tests for concurrent validity
include establishing correlations between the social responsibility scale and
teacher supervisor ratings on student responsibility. In addition, five
independent judges agreed (.92) on the category placement of the 21 items in
the scale (Conrad" Hedin, 1981a). The SPRS was administered during the
first (Tame 1) and final (Time 2) weeks of the course. The SPRS took
approximately 15 minutes to complete.
The full scale SPRS was used on the present study because dear
factors to identify subscales did not emerge from a factor analysis. Reliability
analysis was performed on the full scale SPRS measure for Time 1 and Time
2 resulting in the elimination of 3 items (1,2,11) which failed to correlate
with other items in the scale. The resulting IS-item scale demonstrated
acceptable reliability tlmel (alpha = .80) and Time 2 (alpha

=.81).
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The final Examinltion

Based. on the learning objectives of the course (as outlined on the
course syllabus), this essay exam (Appendix I), administered in the final class
session, attempted to measure the degree to which students developed a
mastery of course content within a broader social context. That is, the final
attempted to measure how well students could integrate the knowledge
gained from course readings, class lectures and discussiON, with their
knowledge of real-life social issues and problems.

'The exam, worth 35% of the course grade, was divided into two
sections; the first (10 points) asked students to identify the correct authors
with eight Significant quotations, the second section (90 points) asked
students to write comprehensive essays on five of seven questions
provided. Students were given two hours to complete the exam. In order to
control for instructor bias, aU exams were graded anonymously by the
instructor with no knowledge of students' names or section.
S.mi.Slrgcturcd Int.aiews

James Rest (1986a) has argued that general, quantitative measures
such as the

Drr often misrepresent idiosyncratic, content~pecific influences

on students' growth and development. Therefore,

semi~tructured

interviews were conducted with a subsample of students in an attempt to
identify many of the nuances and idiosyncrades of partidpants' course
experiences, and to gain further insight into the similarities and differences
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which may have existed between students in the service and non-service
sections.
The researcher conducted semioo5truCtured interviews (45 minutes in
length) with seven students from each section (approximately 25% of the
total number of participants) of the course at the conclusion of the semester.
A stratified random sample technique was used to select students who
placed at the low end, middle range, and the high end on the OIT
administered the first week of class (Time I). Four women and 3 men were
interviewed from the service section, and 5 women and 2 men were
interviewed from the non-service section of the course. All puticipants
granted the researcher permission to tape and transcribe the interviews.
General, open-ended questions (Appendix n related to the three

e

principal questions examined in this study and based on the researcher's
understanding of the literature related to student development, service-
leuning, and civic and social responsibility were asked of each puticipant.
Igstructor 1Dtcryicw

The researcher interviewed the course instructor (Appendix K) at the
conclusion of the semester (for approximately 2 hours) in an effort to solicit
his thoughts about the similarities and differences in the two sections of the
course as they related to the overall quality of the student leaming
experience, class dynamics (e.g., student interaction), as well as to his own
teaching style and methodology. The instructor granted the reseueber

•
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permission to tape and transcribe the interview.
Coli., Standardized Coune EUly.tiga

Students participating in both sections of the course were asked to
complete the College's standardized evaluation form (Appendix L)
administered on the final class day. 'I1le form attempts to evaluate issues
related to instruction, course materials, and the overall quality of the
learning experience. The computer generated form is divided into two parts
and asks students to rate their course experience using both a 4- point Likert
scale and short answer responses.
Semee Reflection Papen

Students participating in the service experience were asked to write a
reflection paper (four-page minimum) at the conclusion of the service
experience. The aim of the paper was not merely to have students
summarize their service experience, but to encourage them to connect their
experience in the community with ideas and themes they had encountered
in the course readings and discussions. A series of questions developed by

the instructor were distributed to students at mid-semester to help guide
students' reflection-writing processes (Appendix E).
The instructor graded the service experience based on students'
successful completion of the service experience (assessed in consultation
with service providers), and on students' ability to link their service
experiences with material read and discussed in class.
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Commgni" Service QuestiQgo'in

Students in the service-sec:tion of the course were asked to complete a
brief questionnaire (Appendix M) on the final dass day as a means to help
evaluate the effectiveness

ot the service-Ieaming component.

The five

questions asked participants to evaluate the quality of their service
experience, how well the service component was integrated into the overall
course experience, and the impact of the service experience on their
attitudes and behaviors.
Data Analysis
Qu.gtitative Ao.l)'Sjs

The .key variables to be quantified and measured in this quasi
experimental design were changes over time (Time 1 and Time 2) in the
development of students' moral judgment and commitment to civic and
social responsibility, as weU as students' mastery of academic course content,
measured once at the end of the semester.
Since the two sections of the course had not originally been equated
by randomization, five variables (age, gender, SAT score, grade point
average (GPA), and prior service experience) were examined to determine
whether the two groups were "roughly equivalent." Chi-square tests (two
variable) were used to examine the independence of group membership and
gender, and group membership and prior service, and l-tests were conducted
to compare the two groups with respect to age, GPA, and SAT scores.
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Variables that distinguished the two groups (found to be significant at the
.05 level) were used as covariates to help equate and account for differences
between students in both sections of the course.
In an effort to test the hypothesis about the relationship between

community service and students' changes in moral judgment, and to
determine the extent of change within subjects and differences in change
scores between groups from pretest to post-test, a multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) was performed on participants' mean scores (Time 1
and Time 2) on the Defining Issues Test, using both the P% (sum of the
weighted ranks of Koblberg's stages 5 and 6) and the D score (composite
score for stages 2, 3, 4, 5, Ie 6). In addition, gender was included as a second
between-subjects factor in the MANOVA. Finally, between group
differences of males and females in changes in moral jUdgment were
examined by a group-by-gender-by-time interaction in the MANOVA.
In an effort to test the hypothesis about the relationship between

community service and students' changes in their commitment to civic and
social responsibility, and to determine the extent of change within subjects
and differences in change scores between groups from pretest to post-test, a
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was also performed on
partidpants' mean scores (Time 1 and Tune 2) on the Sodal and Personal

Responsibility Scale. In addition, gender was included as a second between
subjects factor in the MANOVA. Finally, between group differences of
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males and females in changes in moral judgment were examined by a
group-by-gender-by-time interaction in the MANOVA.

In an effort to test the hypothesis about the relationship between
community service and mastery of academic course content, a two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted using final examination
scores as the criterion variable. Gender was included as a second variable in

the analysis.
Qualitatiye An.IJSi.
Unlike the quantitative aspects of this study which were utilized to
prove or disprove the three main hypotheses and one exploratory
hypothesis, the qualitative aspects of the study were designed and analyzed
for the purpose of providing additional information about and insight into

the ways in which participants made meaning of their course experiences.
In other words, the researcher focused less on a strict analysis of the changes

and differences in the two sections of the course as they related to moral
judgment, civic and social responsibility, and mastery of course content, and
more on attempting to gain insight into the nuances and idiosyncratic
nature of students' thoughts, perceptions and stories regarding their course

experiences.
Since the data in this area were considered to be of secondary
importance to this study, the researcher did not engage in a more formal,
rigorous, systematic approach to analysis (e.g., content analysis or

------- - -

-.
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triangulation). Therefore, the approach employed to analyze the qualitative
data, partic:u.larty the data collected in the student interviews, may have
limited the researcher's ability to observe distinct differences and changes in
partidpants' teaming experiences and clearly restricted his ability to draw
conclusions from his observations and findings.
The researcher utilized a modified version of the constant
comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to examine data compiled
from student interviews. This method. emphasizes such tasks as unitizing,
categorizing, filling in patterns, and member checlcs. Unitizing refers to the
process by which the researcher identifies and records small pieces of
relevant information or "'chunks of meaning" which serve as the basis for
defining categories. CategOrizing is the process by which units of
information are sorted and divided into groups based on same or similar
content. These groups or categories that emerge from this process are
constantly compared for the purpose of combining, establishing, or filling in
new groups or categories. It is these categories that serve as the foundation
for the conclusions or theory developed by the researcher. The member
check, a process by which the validity of the reconstruction is examined, can
be conducted either by an inquiry team or by returning the reconstructed

data to the respondents for their examination and reaction.

The process used to collect and to analyze the data from the student
interviews was as follows: (a) all interviews were taped and then
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transaibed, (b) interviews were reviewed, both read and listened. to
simultaneously, and units of information were recorded (all information
was coded to delineate students' section affiliation and gender)1 (c) units of
information were divided into categories through which four major
conceptual themes emerged, (d) units of infOrmation and categories were
then examined in an effort to identify similarities and differences which
may have emerged based on section and gender. Due to the distant
relationship of these data to the studys hypotheses, a member check was not
conducted.
The instructor's interview was transcribed and reviewed in an effort
to identify major themes in his perceptions of the impact of the study on

students' learning and development, the classroom environment, and on
his teaching style and methods. Segments of this interview are induded in
Chapter IV to provide a general sense of the instructor's thoughts in each of
these areas.
The CoUege's standardized course evaluations were compiled and the
mean scores of student responses to each of the 14 Likert scale questions
were calculated and reviewed. A sign test was performed in an effort to
detennine the significance of student responses on the evaluation. Student
responses to two open-ended questions were also compiled and examined in
an effort to identify similarities and differences in students' perceptions of
the overall quality of the educational experience.

•
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All community service reflection papers (service section only) were
graded by the course instructor. The criteria for grading included students'
ability to understand the work of the philosophers discussed in class and
their [students) ability to integrate the cowse material with their service
experience. The researcher examined students' grades and reviewed all
papers in an effort to gain some insight into their ability to integrate service
and learning. Anecdotal information was identified for the purpose of
prOViding examples of students' work in this area.
In addition, responses on the five question Community Service

questionnaires (completed by service section only) were compiled and
examined in an effort to better understand students' own perceptions of the
degree to which the service-learning component enhanced their
developmental and learning experience.
Adams (1981) and Sadler (1981) have both identified a number of
limitations and constraints to conducting and making sense of qualitative
research considered relevant to this study such as the researcher's tendency
to: (a) anchor conclusions based on first impressions, (b) be overwhelmed by
the sheer volume of the data, (c) ignore information that conflicts with

already-held hypotheses and to emphasize that which confirms them, and
(d) to devalue something for which some information may be missing or
incomplete.
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CHAP1'EKIV
DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the results of the tests of the proposed

hypotheses using the data obtained from both quantitative and qualitative
measurements. First, demographic information about the participants is
presented followed by the results of chi--square tests and l-tests undertaken to
determine the relative equivalency of the two groups on certain potentially
confounding variables. It then moves on to consider the three main
research questions by examining the three hypotheses in light of statistical
results obtained on analyses of the Defining Issues Test, the Social and
Personal Responsibility Scale, and on the final essay examination.
Additional information obtained from the analysis of semi-structured
interviews conducted with 14 students (7 from each group), an interview
with the course instructor, and student responses to the College's
standardized course evaluations is then presented in an attempt to respond
more fully to the questions posed in this study. Finally, some summary
thoughts about students' final reflection papers and their responses on the
community service questionnaires (both completed only by students
participating in the service section) are presented to illuminate further the
influence of the service project on student learning and development.
Results pertaining to the fourth exploratory question and supporting
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hypothesis related to gender differences will be discussed throughout this
chapter.
Demopaphic Information
A total of 57 students (41 women and 16 men) participating in
Philosophical Anthropology U completed the demographic information
sheet in class during the first week of the Spring semester, 1993. Twenty
eight students in the service section, 7 men and 21 women, chose to
participate in the study (2 students in the service section of the class declined
to participate). Twenty-three of the students were Caucasian (82.1%), two
were Asian American (7.1%), and three were Ahican American (10.1%). All
students were between the ages of 18 and 22, with the mean age being 19.32
(SO•.i7).
The non-service section had a total of 29 students, 9 men and 20
women partidpating in the study. Twenty-six of the students were
Caucasian (89.7%), one Asian American (3.4%) , one African American
(3.4%), and one referred to himself as other (3.4"0). All students were
between the ages of 18 and 21, with the mean age being 19.10 (SO=.82).
Twelve students (42.9%) in the service section reported that they had
performed less than one hour per week of community service in the past
year, while 15 students (53.6"0) reported to have done at least one hour per
week of service in the past year. In the non-service section, 6 students
(20.7%) had performed less than one hour of service per week, while 23
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students (79.3%) had participated in at least one hour of service per week in

the past year. 'The mean SAT score for students in the service section was
1041.15 (50=124.58), and their mean grade point average (GPA) was 2.81

(50=.66). The mean 5AT score in the non-service section was 1048.15
(50=103.26) while their mean GPA was 2.95 (SD=.70).

Group Equivalency Tests
In an effort to determine whether the two groups were "roughly
equivalent" on characteristics or experience that could potentially confound

the study, five variables were analyzed (gender, prior service, age, 5AT
scores, and GPA). The results of chi-square tests (see Table 4.1) to determine
the independence of group membership and gender, and group
membership and prior service indicated that neither relationship was
significant at the .05 level. Results of t-tests (see Table 4.2) conducted to
compare the two poups with respect to age, SAT scores, and GPA also
proved to be insignificant at the .05 level, and, therefore, none of the five
variables used to detel'lllille the equivalency of the two groups were used as
co-variates in performing the multivariate analysis of variance tests
(MANOVAs) and the analysis of variance (ANOVA).
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Table 4.1
ResuJts of Chi-Square Tests CompariDI Service
and Non-Service Groups.
variable

Chi-Square Valye

.df

12

Group membership
and gender

.25

1

.61

Group membership
and prior service

3.62

1

.06

Non-Serv. Mean (SO)

1

il

9.10 (.82)

-.64

.52

1048.15 (103.26)

-.63

.53

-1.19

.24

Table 4.2

RHwbi of Hall CQIIIPJDIlI Sel'ldce
and Non-Service GroyP
variable

Serv. Mean CSQ)

Age

19.32(.77}

SAT

1041.15 (124.58)

GPA

2.87 (.66)

2.95 (.70)
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Tests of Hypotheses

Gain. jn Moralludpeot

The first hypothesis tested is as follows:

H1.

Students putidpatinlla the semce section of the course will
demonstrate pater laios io their levels of monl judgment
&om pre to posttest on the De&ni0llssuts Ttst (Om than wiJI
those students putidpating in the oon-service section of the
coune.

'lbe Dtfiniol fgua Tat

PIT ReljabiHiJ.

A total of 17 students were eliminated from the

orr

analysis when they faDed to meet one or more reliability and consistency
checks mandated by Rest (1990). Three students in the service section of the

course failed the consistency chedc by registering M (meaningless) scores of
greater than 8.0, and 14 students

C7 from each section) were eliminated from

the OlT analysis when their rankings proved to be inconsistent with their
ratings scale (Rest, 1990, p. 4).
Although the high percentage (23%) of students eliminated from this
study raised questions about the assumptions regarding the normal
distribution of scores for such a smaH number of participants, teslS for
skewness and kurtosis revealed the scores to be within acceptable limits. In
an effort to determine the extent of change within groups and the
differences in change scores between the two groups, a multivariate analysis
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of variance was performed. using pre and post scores on the P% (sum of the
weighted ranks given to I<ohlberg's Stages 5 and 6) and the 0 score
(composite score for Stages 2, 3, 4, Sa, Sb, II: 6).
DIT Resulb· Results of multivariate analysis of variance, with Tune
1 orr scores and Time 2 orr scores entered as dependent measures, indicate
that overall, participants taken together failed. to demonstrate a significant
gain in levels of moral judgment from pretest to posttest as measured by
mean scores on the 1'%, Difference = 4.32, F(l,33)

=3.40, Q. =.074, and 0 score,

Difference =9.05, F(l, 33) •.4111 = .528 (effect for time in Tables 4.3 " 4.4).
There was, however, a significant group-by-time effect for P%, F(l.33)" 4.14,
Q.

=.050, such that non-service section students showed. a significant increase

in P% of 6.74 from Time 1 to Time 2, t (40) • 2.96,11 ...008, whereas students
in the service section showed no significant change, contrary to prediction.

There were no other effects for the P%. In addition, there were no
significant findings in the prediction of 0 score changes for group-by-time,
gender-by-time, or group-by-gender-by-time effects. Thus, the results of the
Defining Issues Test, depicted in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, show that there is no
support for the first hypothesis nor for the fourth exploratory hypothesis
related to gender differences.
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Table 4.3

Baulbi Qf MAHQYA &lill:l£liDI CblDPi
jn po/, in the DeBruni' Issues Test
5()urce

55

df

M.S

f

11

Time

162.54

1

162.54

3.40

.074

Group x Time

197.87

1

197.87

4.14

.050

Gender X Time

10.24

1

10.24

.21

.646

x Time

95.34

1

95.34

2.0

.167

Error

1575.44

33

47.74

Group x Gender

Table 4.4
Blfiulll g1 MANQ~ &lal;)tliDI CbilD_ io
D Score in the DefioiOllssucs Test
SQU rce

55

df

MS

f

11

Time

523.71

1

523.71

.41

.528

Group x Time

932.47

1

932.47

.72

.401

.34

1

.34

.00

.987

x Time

537.50

1

537.50

.42

.523

Error

42573.62

33

1290.11

Gender x Time
Group x Gender
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Gains in Civic IOd Social Rnponsjbmll
The second hypothesis tested is as follows:
H2o

Students participatina in the service section of the coune will
demonstrate peater pins in their commitment to civic: and
social responsibility from pre to posttest on the Sodal and

Penonai Responsibility Scale than will those stvdents
partidpatlna in the non-semce section of the COUlSe.
lbe Social and Persooal Responsjbilit)" Scale
A multivariate analysis of variance was performed to compare the
pre and posttest scores of participants in an effort to determine the effects of
81'0up membership and pnder (Hypothesis 4) on chanaes in SP!tS scores.
Results shown in Table 4.S indicate that participants in both groups
experienced no Significant &ain from pre to posttest at I:t < .05. Differences
failed to emerge with respect to gender as well. Thus, the results of the
SPRS, shown in Table 4.5, provide no support for the second hypothesis nor

for the fourth exploratory hypothesis.
Mllter)' of Academic Cogne CoOtml
The third hypothesis tested is as follows:

H3.

Students participalina in the service section of the CO'IlSt wiD
demonstrate a peater mutery of COUnt content on the final

examination thill will those students participating in the non
service section of the count.
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Table 4.5
Results of MANOyA AnaJyzinl Chanlel in
Scores in the Sodal and Personal Raponsibmty Scale

Source

55

df

hiS

f

II

Time

2.95

1

2.95

.47

.497

Group x Tune

1.55

1

1.55

.25

.622

Gender x Time

7.16

1

7.16

1.15

.293

Group x Gender
x Time

2.83

1

2.83

.45

.506

Error

187.49

30

6.25

lb. EiDII ixlmiDllii1Ul
The final essay examination attempted to measure students'
knowledge of the material presented in class, fOCUSing on the degree to
which students could connect their thinking about the philosophical
readings to a much broader social context.

The exam was cumulative in

nature and consisted of eight multiple choice questions worth a total of 10
points, and five medium length essay questions worth a total of 90 points.
The instructor graded the exams with no knowledge of students' identity or

course section. Results of a two-way analysis of variance (Table 4.6) indicate
that there was no significant difference between the grades attained by
students in the service section (mean score, 78.(4) and those of the students
in the non-service section (mean score, 78.82), F(1,36) = 1.097, p,- .302. In
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addition, there was no significant effect found for gender nor a significant
group-by-gender effect. Thus, the results of the final examination, depicted
in Table 4.6, show there is no support for the third hypothesis nor for the

fourth exploratory hypothesis.

Table 4.6

Baulb gf. AN~ ADil):ZliDI
Grades Remiyed on final Essa)' E"miution

Source

55

df

MS

f

12

Group

87.rYJ7

1

87.001

U)97

.302

Gender

.004

1

.004

.000

.995

Group x Gender

42.066

1

42.066

.530

.471

Error

2855.021

36

79.306

Qualitative Analysis
Although quantitative analyses failed to provide support for any of
the three prindpal hypotheses and one exploratory hypothesis, qualitative
data presented in the next section of this chapter suggest that a number of
differences, albeit subtle, may have existed between the learning experiences
of students in the service section and those of students in the non-terVice
section of the dass.

The qualitative data discussed in the next section consist of the results
of semi-struc:tured student interviews, an interview with the course
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instructor, the College's standardized course evaluations, and data from
service section students' final reflection papers and responses to a
community service questionnaire.
Semi=5truauud inteaiews

Fourteen students, seven from each section of the course, wee
selected to participate in the interview process based on their petest scores
on the Defining [ssues Test (2 with lower scores, 3 with medium range
scores, and 2 with high scores). All participants were Caucasian and between
the ages of 18 and 20. The service section was represented by 4 women and
3 men, while the non-service section had 5 women and 2 men. The 14
interviews (lasting approximately 45 minutes each) were conducted
individually during the final week in the semester.
The 11 interview questions (Appendix fl, constructed by the
researcher, were designed to elicit information regarding similarities and
differences in the learning experiences of those in the service section and
those in the non-service section of the course. Specific references to and
follow-up questions about community service were made only after the
topic was introduced into the conversation by students.
Utilizing a modified version of the constant comparative method
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) described in Chapter m, the researc.her identified
four major themes in the student interviews: (a> general impressiON of the
course, (b) connected leaming, (c) issues related to compassion and empathy,
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and (d) issues related to responsibility and efficacy. Each of these themes is
discussed in tum below.
Gcn.gllmpressjons of lb. Couru
The general impressions theme refers to students' perceptions of the

learning environment. This includes students' impressions of the
instructor's effectiveness, their levels of satisfaction and enthusiasm
regarding course material, as well as their perceptions about the degree of
difficulty and challenge involved in the academic experience.
Interviews indicated that students in both sections found the course
overall to be enjoyable, interesting, and a very meaningful educational
experience. One student in the service section commented: ''This was the
best class I've ever had. This course has given me things to relate so many
of my thoughts to.

II

One student in the non--service class asserted: '1'he class

was harder than most, yet it was very interesting." There was also
consensus among students intervieWed from both groups that the instructor
was an outstanding teacher and that he did a tremendous amount to help
students to make sense of the material. Typical of the comments found in
this area were the following:
The instructor does a great job of helping you to make sense of the
material. I'd rather be challenged in his class than take another
philosophy class for an easy A. (service student)
It's easy to pay attention because he [the instructor] makes it so
interesting. He makes you want to learn, be informed, and to be
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educated about philosophy and about issues in general. (non-service
student)
However, differences between the two groups of students interviewed
did emerge in regard to the perceived degree of course difficulty. Only 1
student in the service section of the course referred to the work as difficult, 4
students referred to it as average, and 2 students found the work to be less
difficult than others they had taken at the College. In contrast,S out of 7
students in the non-service section referred the course as difficult, 2 referred
to it as about average, and no students found the course to be less diffic:ult
than others they had taken at the College. One student in the service section
stated: "The course stimulated me to question the way I think about things.
My interest is a lot greater in the material so I guess the course didn't seem
as difficult.

II

One non·service student commented: "Philosophy is so

abstract, sometimes the reading is pointless because I don't understand it
until he explains it in class."
When asked to identify the most beneficial aspect of the course,S of 7
students in the service section stated that the community service project was
most beneficial. As

ON!

student stated, lithe community service project was

important because it provided us with an opportunity to see some of what
the authors were really talking about." There was no consensus, however,
among those interviewed in the non-service section about the most
beneficial part of the course; responses included the instructor's style (2), the
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readings (2), and American Pictures (2) (a multimedia presentation on
poverty and racism viewed by both groups). One person suggested that
actually writing the papers was most beneficial.
Cgnnected Lcamina

The connected learning theme refers to the degree to which
participants demonstrated an ability to make sense of the material read and
discussed in class within their own life experiences.
Interview data showed that the course experience challenged and
expanded the thinking of students in both sections. Typical of service
student responses were the following:
I find myself more critical of people who are ignorant. For instance,
my manager at work is so self·absorbed. He thinks his problems are
the most important in the world, he can't function because of his
problems. I tend to see a broader scheme of things, and to see
problems much worse than his.
As a result of having taken this course I tend to see both sides of
issues.

11lere is no one reason why things are the way they are, and there are
no simple solutions.
I learned that my way isn't the only way to view a problem. 1ltere are
other ways to look at things to help solve problems.
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Typical of the responses from students in the non-service section
were the following:
When you deal with philosophy, more things are brought up that
confuse the issues.
The course has taught me to look below the surface in everything you
read and everything you look at and try to see the real meaning of
things.
The nature of the class really makes you think about things in
general about how things work and about life. It makes you realize
how petty and how much emphasis we place on things that are
irrelevant and unimportant in the bigger scheme of things.
As a result of taking this course I find myself questioning and
thinking more about issues, rather than just accepting things as they
are.

However, students in the service section were slightly more likely to
cite and to integrate the work of the philosophers' into their own thinking.
That is, students interviewed from the service section made on average
three attempts to integrate philosophers work into their own thinking,
while non-service students made on average two attempts to do so. Typical
of the responses from service students were the following:

My beliefs and values about social issues and problems change daily.
You read the material, you reflect upon your beliefs and everything
you know.... the actions that you make, or thoughts that you have.
The course contributed to a personal system of checks and balances. I
often found myself asking the question, what would Freud and
Nietzsche havp said if they had seen me in my role as a tutor?
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I've always wanted to go out and help the homeless... and the
community service project was something to kind of kick me in the
bUH to get me out there to do it. I think it related to Nietzsche when
he said that we often do something moral for immoral reasons.
Many of us were doing the community service project to get a good
grade, not to go out and just help people.
The semester, I've tried to relate all of the philosophers to my own
life. I've tried to think about why I do things and why other people
do things. For instance I've tried to tie a dying AIDS patient's faith in
God. to Freud.
Typical of the responses from non-service students were the
following:
Marx, what he thinks of the work ethic and things like that I found
that I could apply to my views of things. I don't remember a whole
lot of it, but the idea of the upper class-lower class struggle and things
like that.
Many of the readings made you realize how badly people have been
saewed over.
Marx helped to broaden my awareness of what is going on between
the poor and the wealthy.
Gosh, I don't know, I guess I never really thought about it.
It is noteworthy that 4 women (3 service, 1 non-service) mentioned
that their strong religious beliefs (Catholic) made it difficult for them to
consider fully the perspectives presented by non-Christian philosophers.
Typical of the comments from these students were the following:
I have very strong Christian values ...therelore it's hard to get a grasp
of a philosophy which challenges my basic religious beliefs.
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I've been raised a Catholic all my life and a lot of what we talked
about was completely opposite of Catholic teachings.
I grew up in a Catholic family, and, therefore, there are some issues I
feel very strongly about and won't change like abortion. I don't agree
and I don't trust a lot of the philosophers we read in class.
I had a hard time with many of the philosophers' thinking about
religion. I'd call home and tell my mother about it and she would leU
me not to read the material.
Empath)'

The empathy or compassion theme refers to the degree to which
students' perceptions of self are embedded in their understanding and
relationships with others, particularly with those who are poor or
marginalized in our society. Gilligan (1982) referred to empathy as the
degree to which individuals "experience another's needs or feelings as one's
own" (p. 8).
ID response to questions which asked participants to discuss ways in
which the course challenged or changed their thinking about people
somehow different from themselves (e.g., culturally, racially, socio
economically), service students tended to cite specific examples of their
personal encounters with others and to demonstrate a more empathic or
compassionate view toward those most disenfranchised in society, while
students from the non-service section of the course tended to speak in
generalities and more abstract terms about their interactions with and
learnings about people different from themselves.
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Typical of the responses to this issue from service students were the
fonowing:
It reany hurt me to see people with less in hard times as with the
homeless people. I think irs because I've always tried to relate
myself to them.
It was really hard for me, I mean I think I learned a lot from the
experience...but I don't know if I gave enough of myself. I was afraid
to interact that much with the people [AIDS patients) because I didn't
want to get attached for fear that our relationships wouJd end in
death. I learned so much about myself and about people suffering
with AIDS from this experience. I learned that I'm not as secure in
my emotions as I thought and that there are a lot of people really
hu.rti.ng and a lot of people who are helping and loving those most in
need.

Words are nice and everything, but when you meet people different
than yourself you really see a lot more. It's easier to see someone's
frustrations and understand their condition than just reading about
them. I get a feeling of why they t.hink the way they do.
I felt so guilty because I have so much and they have so little.
However, just talldng to them [people living 01\ the street) made me
lose a lot of my guilt feelings and to try to get to know them as
people.
Non·service students' responses to questions asking them about their
thoughts and feelings about people who differ from them included the
following:
I don't discriminate and I don't see how I couJd be any less racist
I can't really think of a time when I thought about these issues,
however, some of the readings helped to inaease my awareness
about the extremes, both the poor and the wealthy.
Many of the readings made me realize just how bad people have been
screwed over.
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I really experienced no change in my thin.ldng about others, however,
the course did expose me to other ways of t.hi.nIdng and, therefore, I
came to understand where others are coming from.
I never really thought about it. I guess the course has helped be to be
aware of under-privileged and extremes of both wealth and
poverty.

Gilligan and Wiggins (1988) asserted that "empathy and concern
about feelings, once seen as the source of limitation in women's reasoning,
are now viewed as the essence of morality but not longer associated

particularly with women" (p. 111). Delve et aI. (1990) and Nolan (1984) have
indicated that empathy or compassion are critical to students as they seek to
develop more complex; mature views of themselves and of their
connectedness and commitment to others.

Lml of RaponsiblJib' and Efflcaq

lbe fourth theme refers to the degree to which students articulated
their understanding of complex social issues and problems, their
commitment to help resolve these issues and problems, and the extent to
which they believed. that they could make a difference. Such responses tap
many of the issues the Social and Personal Responsibility Scale (Conrad Ie
Hedin; 19811) purports to measure.

Although all students interviewed believed. that they had some sort
of responsibility to help address societal problems, students in the service
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section tended to express a greater commitment to working in their
communities to help resolve social problems, and tended to be more
convinced that their efforts could make a difference than did students in the
non-service section of the course. Service students' comments on these
issues included:
Handing out sandwiches isn't going to change the world or change
their [homeless] being there. However, everyone has a responsibility
to do something. If it's not going out in the streets, it could be writing
letters to their congressman or getting into government to try to
change the structure of the system.
You can't help but think that something major has to be done when
you see those people in the city jail. If we don't do something, we are
going to have all these people out there either in jail or just lost in

ute.

I'm really tired of hearing people criticize the status quo... and not
really doing anything about it! My goal now is to help find solutions
to our problems.
The responsibility is to think about the issues and to then decide your
own personal response to them.
It's not a responsibility but an obligation to help others. An obligation
to at least think about the solutions to problems.
Comments from students interviewed from the non-service section
of the course included the foUowing:
I think people should have a sense of responsibility, but I'm not sure
how the course had anything to do with this.
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I think so, I think we could make a difference by just getting
involved even though I'm not a volunteer.
Not really. There are some things you just can't change.
It depends, I think. I guess it depends upon your effort, what you put
into it.
It's not really a responsibility, just if you happen to feel something is
right, do it.... It's hard for any one ~n to really malee a difference.
We should all try to be responsible for each other in some way or
another.
I have a responsibility to others because I've gone to college and I
come from a middle-class background. It's not a responsibility I feel I
owe to Society, but a responsibility to myself.

Things should matter to us, even if they don't affect us personally.
I almost think that I could make a difference through my writing.
Sometimes I sit in class and think, maybe I could write books and can
change people's minds and make the world a better place.
Five students in the service class stated that they believed their
involvement in the community could make a difference, while two
students in the non-service class believed that their involvement could
somehow positively affect society. Most students interviewed in the nonservice section were unsure about whether their involvement could make a
difference.
In summary, although neither significant nor dramatic differences
among students interviewed in the two sections emerged, the data suggest
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that there may have been some, more subtle, differences and nuances
between the leaming experiences of those students in the service section
and those in the non-service section of the course.
Interview data suggest that service students were more likely than
non-service to find the course experience less difficult, were slightly more
likely to integrate course readings into their own thinking, tended to have
greater personal connections with and a more empathic view of others,
were somewhat more committed to getting or staying involved to help
resolve social issues, and were more likely to believe that their efforts could
make a difference in the community.
The richness and power of the stories told by students interviewed in
the service section of the course was also quite evident. Their first-person

accounts of their struggles to make sense of injustices and complex social
problems was quite impressive.
Initmetor Interri'1!
A semi-structu.red interview was conducted with the course
instructor immediately following the conclusion of the semester. The
interview was designed to elicit information from the instructor about his
general impressions of the course experience, his perceptions of the
differences and similarities between the two sections. and his more general
thoughts about integrating community service into the classroom. The
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interview, which lasted approximately two hours, was taped, later
transcribed and analyzed to determine basic themes.
It was clear from the interview that while the instructor had found
the experience to be both meaningful and worthwhile, he had also found it
to be a bit cumbersome and somewhat of a constraint on his teaching. He
commented:
I didn't do as good a job at integrating the service because I hadn't
worked with this before and because I was concemed about focusing
too much on the service section of the class. I feel as though I got
hung up on trying to keep the two groups equal, with the exception of
the community service and library experience. I couldn't spend
enough time helping service students integrate their experiences
outside the classroom.
The instructor also felt as though students in the service section may
have found their course experience to be more meaningful than those in
the non-service section. While his reasoning on this issue seemed
somewhat vague, he commented:
I think there was a perception in the service section that there was a
special involvement; which oddly enough involved me. Although
in fact I was not involved; the fact that I was asking them [service
section] to go out into the world and have these experiences created a
little bit more of a special atmosphere. The irony is that while I felt
better in the first class; I think I did a better job teaching in the
compuison group.
While the instructor had no knowledge of the results of the paper
and pendl measUl'eS; student interviews, or course evaluations at the time
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of the interview, he indicated that he had detected clear differences between
the two sections of the course. He stated:

There was clearly a difference in the tone of the two dasses. The
service dass was more participatory, tended to show-up for class more
often (instructor perception), was more alert, more open, and more
plugged into what was going on [than those in the non-service dass).
My general impression is that the service experience was very
successful, however, I'm not fully confident in saying that service was
the only key variable. (Instructor was unsure of other contributing
variables.)
The instructor appeared to be most impressed with the quality of the

final reflection papers submitted by students in the service section. He
stated:
In the reflection papers, students appeared to be more open to
wrestling with complexities and ambiguities than in almost anything
I have seen hom students. It surprised me in large part because their
efforts outdistanced what I felt we had prapared them for. I felt as
though I was sending them out more or less on their own to see what
they could make of it and they did well.

He commented further:
The papers were an impressive display of writing. Students seemed.
to own the material, to really have something to write about,
something they felt in their guts to write about. The voice was direct,
and that translates, as it often does, into better prose. They did a good
job of bringing their course readings to bear and in a way that wasn't
artifidal and simply external.
In response to the results on the final examinations the instructor

stated:
The key to pedagogic:aI success or in any measure of academic mastery
of course content is how deeply that content registered relevantly to
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their own sort of personal grounding, so that they can relate it to their
lives, so that they can see around themselves, so that they can
replicate it outside of dass. I think that's what my exam failed to
measure. However, while the results of the final exams appear to
indicate that students in both sections did remarkably about the same,
my intuitive impression was that the people in the service group had
some greater feeling for the readings, they had a deeper kind of
personally relevant connection to the philosophical texts.
It was dear from the interview that although the instructor had not

previously integrated service into his courses, he had come to believe that
service could have an important role to play in the classroom environment.
He stated:
I think the experiential dimension, where you confront some real

"otherness" in their own experience, is conducive to setting up the
fundamentally philosophical situation, mainly that you are stopped
up short in front of something that is undeniably Significant but that
you feel you don't really understand. You then have to struggle to
say, what the hell's going on here? What's this about? It challenges
the categories and that seems to me to be the fundamental
philosophical mystery.
In diSCUSSing ways in which the experience could be made more

meaningful in future course, the instructor suggested five things:
(1)

teach not only the philosophers but include readings about
those that have tried to live the work of the philosophers (e.g.,
Dorothy OaY)1

(2)

inaease the service component &om 15 to 20 hours,

(3)

sharpen the definition of service to specifically mean contact
with disenfranchised or marginalized people,

(4)

more explicitly make the theme of "otherness and what it
means to confront the other" the guiding thread of the whole
course experience, and
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(5)

personally [the instructor] get involved in the service
experience.

While the primary instruments in this study used to identify
students' growth and development failed to detect significant differences
between the two sections, the instructor appeared to be quite convinced that,
in general, the educational environment in the service section of the class
was more conducive to learning than was the environment in the nonservice section of the course. In regard to learning outcomes, he postulated
that students in the service section tended to demonstrate a deeper
understanding of their relationships with "others" (a major theme of the
cowse), a more complex understanding of social issues, and an
understanding of course readings within a broader sodal context than did
students in the non-service section of the course.
The instructor's enthusiastic embrace of the concept of integrating

service into the classroom and his willingness to advance the thinking
about specific ways in which to improve student learning hom this
integration appeared to reflect his belief that the service component did
make a difference in advancing the goals and objectives of the course. This
is somewhat remarkable given the fact that the instructor was hesitant to

integrate service into his classroom prior to the study.
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Colle., Standardized CQun, EuJyatigg

Students in both sections of the course were asked to complete the
College's standardized course evaluation forms (Appendix L). The
computer generated form is divided into two parts. Part one asles students
to rate their course experience in 14 areas using a ....point Likert scale (4
indicates that students strongly agree with the question,l means that
students strongly disagree with the statement). Students partidpating in the
non-service section were asked to respond to two additional questions (15
&16) in this first part regarding their thoughts about the library assignment,
given in lieu of the service component. In the second part of the
evaluation, students in both sections were given an opportunity to identify,

t

in short answer form, their perceptions of the major strengths of the course,

as well as their thoughts about ways to improve the course.
The results of the evaluations indicate that students partidpating in
the service section of the course rated. their overall educational experience
more favorably than students participating in the non-service section on all
14 questions in the first part of the evaluation. Questions on the evaluation
dealt primarily with issues related to pedagogy such as teachez effectiveness,
course readings and aSSignments, and overall classroom environment.
While the differences in the mean scores on each question were quite
modest (service, 3.74; non-service, 3.56), a sign test indicated that the
probability that the service section responses would be higher on all 14

I
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questions if there really was no difference between the two sections is .0001.
"The responses to questions 15 and 16 indicated that while students in the

non-service section believed their library assignment was somewhat
relevant (18 students, 64%), an overwhelming number of them (20 students,
71%) would have preferred the community service aSSignment.
In the second part of the evaluation, students in both groups

indicated that the instructor was the most positive aspect of the course.
Seventy-seven percent of students from the service group listing comments
in this section mentioned the instructor as the most positive aspect of the

course, while 68% of non-service students responding to this question stated
that the instructor was the major strength of the course. Students, in
general, were impressed by such things as his grasp of the material, his
ability to articuJate the words of the philosophe1's in language they could
understand and relate to, and his energy and enthusiasm for the material.
Students in the service section (46%) identified the community service
component as their second most positive course experience, while no clear
second choice emerged from students in the non-service section.
Commupi" Service Reflection Paper
Students in the service section of the course were asked to write a
paper (4 pages minimum) that not only presented or summarized their
community

service experience, but one that connected their experience in a

community service placement with themes they had encountered in
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readings and discussions in the course (pL 202, syllabus). Although the
paper was not due until the final week of class, a sheet that detailed the
objectives and provided guide questions for the assignment was distributed
mid-way through the semester in order to assist students in formulating
their thoughts about the connections between their class and community
experiences. Students were also encouraged to keep notes about their
service experiences throughout the semester to assist them further in their
efforts to write the reflection paper.
All 29 papers were read and detailed notes and anecdotal information
were recorded in an effort to get a general sense for how well students were
able to integrate their service experiences with class readings and
discussions. Much like the response of the instructor, this researcher was
struck by the quality of the students' writing and the power of their stories.
Their candor regarding their feelings about the service experience, their
willingness to struggle with their perceptions of others quite different &om
themselves, and their ability to integrate their thoughts about service with
the course readings and discussions were profound.
Typical of students' responses were the foUowing:
People choose to ignore the homeless because they remind us that
something is wrong with society and perhaps with ourselves. If we
truly admitted it, we would realize that each one of us could do
something to help or even change their situation. In admitting this,
however, we suffer a loss of self-respect, which makes us anxious.
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The experience made me realize just how unfair the economic system
is. It would be very difficult for these women to get out of poverty for
many reasons. Many don't have foundations to build upon, like an
education, others have been abused and beaten, likely to need
counseling. This capitalistic system alienates these women hom
other people.
These were people just like me, with a little less luck. I couldn't feel
better about myseU for helping either. I wasn't helping out of a seU
motivated desire, but in order to get a good grade. One man even
asked if we were there for a project and I denied it, ashamed I hadn't
done this on my own. Nietzsche would say I was doing something
moral for immoral reasons. He would criticize the entire community
service project because people participated for selfish reasons. And
when confronted, I was dishonest, refusing to recognize my
selfishness. For Nietzsche, who believed in the morality of honesty,
this was the ultimate crime.
One student, who entitled his paper "Instigating Nietzche's

Thunder," imagined htmseU lying awake in bed reflecting on his service
experience as Nietzsche and Freud screamed challenges to him &om the
closet.
Stop fooling yourself, son! Had it not been for the instructor's
insistence that you participate in a community service project, you
would have never considered volunteering your precious time in the
inner city. You're just like those groveling followers of Christianity
who lead subservient lives in order to appease their almighty God.
Guilt is the motive of your pathetic actions! ..•Let us not forget, that
Christianity is a deception where the promise of a heavenly utopia
has deprived mankind the value of the body, and has rotted its soul
with guilt, pity and power.
Students were also quite perceptive in their discussions about issues

related to reaprocalleaming. Typical of students' responses were the
following:
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It really struck me that these men are human beings, not just the
stereotypical bearded object that you have to step over on the
sidewalk.

I gained a new respect for these people through this project. In a
sense, they are better than me. They endure more hardships than I
ever could.
I came away from my service experience with the vast realization of
all my prejudices and corresponding behaviors.
My attitudes towards the underprivileged has changed drastically
since my service experience... These people are no different than the
rest of us and they N!ed. to be treated that way.
While I continuously want to change the lives of the people I am
serving, in actuality it is I, the person doing the community service,
that changed more from this experience.
Each time I left that comer on Baltimore Street I felt that I was the one
who benefitted most from the service, not the guy I handed a
sandwich and a cup of coffee to.
The grades on the paper (17 A's, 10 8'5,3 Cs) reflected the instructor's
high degree of satisfaction with students' abilities to integrate their service
experience with course readings and discussions. While there was virtually
no difference between the grades women [mean = 88.18) received on the
paper and the grades of men [mean = 89.62]), a few more subtle distinctions
between the two groups appeared to emerge. First, women students tended
to discuss more openly their fears, anxieties, and vulnerabilities
surrounding the service experience, and second, women students tended to
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become more attached or connected. to those they were serving than did the
m.en.
Of interest was the fact that the three African American women
students appeared to approach the assignment quite differently. While the
vast majority of the white students emphasized the authors Nietzsche and
Freud, the three Black students focused almost exclusively on the writings
of Martin Luther King Jr (MLK Jr.) One student commented:
[ chose to relate my community experience to MLK Jr. because he's
African American, and his views (quite a few of them) and my views
are equivalent. We both have heard about and seen the constant
struggles of our Black people.
The Black students also appeared to connect on a much deeper, more

personal level with those in their service experience than did the White
students. One black student wrote:
Helping those children was a way of constantly reminding me that
black people are still faced. with the fight against injustice and
prejudice. It was a way of reminding me of what is at risk if the fight
is lost- both for our childzen and our future.
In addition, the three A&ican American students spoke much more

paSSionately about their commitment and sense of responsibility to help
resolve many of the problems that plague society. One student wrote:
Not only could they be like me, but if not for the grace of God I, too,
could be U.ke they are now. Knowing that 50 very little changes after
my community service is over, is a harsh-stinging reality. These
people have done nothing to deserve their plight, but have tried
almost everything to change it. Working at this site had further
rooted my conviction to do everything I can to help my people and all
those who suffer this similar oppression and disappointment by the
American system.
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While there are no comparative data available from students in the
non--service section of the class in this particular area, a review of the
reflection papers revealed much about the quality of the service-learning
experiences and about students' ability integrate their service with course
readings and discussions.
Noteworthy is the fact that a review of the papers written by those
interviewed for this study suggests that students were much more successful
in connecting their service experiences with the course material on paper
than they were in trying to verbalize the connections during the taping.
Commgni" Service Questionnaire
Twenty five students in the service section of the course completed a
short questionnaire (Appendix M) distributed by the instructor at the end of

the semester. The evaluation asked students to respond to five questions
related to their community service experience. Students were invited to

check the response that best fit their opinions and to add any additional
comments after each question.
A review of the responses to the questionnaire indicate that all 25
found the service component to be very useful, with aU but 1 student
indicating that she or he may continue serving in the community
placement after the conclusion of the course. In addition, 17 of the students
indicated that the community service experience had positively influenced

their attitude toward and interest in community service in general.
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Although 14 of the respondents indicated that the service component was
well integrated into the content of the course, 11 students suggested that the
integration could have been done more effectively.
Clearly the responses indicate that the service component was a
valuable part of the course experience, helping the vast majority of them
(71%) to develop further their commitment to wor.lcing with those

marginalized in society.
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Table 4.7
Results of Students' Responses
to

the

COD1Dl uni t¥

Sendee

OuestiOM'ire

Question 1. How would you rate the community service project
component of the course?
All 25 students who responded to this question checked the highest
response indicating that the community service project was very
useful and should remain in the course.
Question 2. Do you plan to work in the future at the community site
where you did your project?
9 students indicated that they would continue working at the site
15 students indicated that they might return to work at the site
1 student indicated that she had no plans to return to the site
Question 3. Did the project change yOUl attitude toward and
interest in community service in general?
17 students indicated that the community service project got them

more interested in doing community service.
7 students indicated that their level of interest was unchanged.
ostudents indicated that the project had made them less interested in
doing community service.
Question 4. Was the service component integrated into the content
of the course?
14 students indicated that the service component was well
integrated into the course.
11 students indicated that they were able to make some connectiol'lS
between their service project and the course content.
ostudents indicated that they were unable to make connections
between the service and the course content.
Question s. In general, what were the greatest strengths and
weaknesses of the service component as you experienced it?
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Strengths:
•
The paper was a great way to evaluate how philosophy and
service come together.
•
Helped to bring the writings to life.
•
It did more good for me as a person than any reading ever
could
•
It made me do a lot of thinlcing
•
It helped me to become aware of problems not related to me
and how they fit in with philosophy
•
A great way to glimpse the real world for sheltered students
•
It helped me to learn more about myself and others.
•
It emphasized the ties between philosophers and everyday life.
Weaknesses:
•
It should be optional/voluntary,
•
Transportation was a big problem,
Need to have more dass discussions about the service,
•
•
It's a pain with so much other stuff going on.

Chapter Summary
Analysis of the data compiled from the three major instruments (i.e.,
OIT, SPRS, &: final examination) utilized in this study to assess changes and
differences in students' moral judgment, commitment to civic and social
responsibility, and mastery of course content failed to provide support for
the three principal hypotheses and one exploratory hypothesis.

However, additional data presented in the form of student
interviews, the instructor interview, and the standardized course
evaluations, as well as data gathered from the final integration papers and

community service questionnaires of students in the service section, tended
to conflict with and contradict the results of the quantitative measwements

utilized in this study. The data indicate that modest, more subtle differences
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may have existed between the overall educational experiences of those in
the service section and that of those in the non-service section of the course.

These subtle differences, related primarily to pedagogy, to levels of student
involvement in the learning process, and to the degree to which students
were able to make meaningful connections with social issues and concerns,
combine to suggest that the overall quality of the teaching-leaming
experience in the service section may have been slightly higher and more
meaningful than the teaching-learning experience in the non"5ervice
section of the course.
These findings and their significance will be discussed in detail in the
final chapter of this study.
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CHAPTER. V
DISCUSSION, CONa.USIONS, AND R.ECOMMENDA.TIONS

Discussion
Oy,niew Of the fiadiap
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of a classroom

sponsored community service initiative on students' moral judgment,
commitment to civic and social responsibilityI and mastery of academic
cowse content. The three principal hypotheses and one exploratory
hypothesis examined in this study were formulated from questions about
how a classroom sponsored community service·reflection component (25
hours in duration) would aHect students' learning and development in the
above mentioned areas.
An analysis of the quantitative data collected in this study failed to
support the three principal hypotheses and one exploratory hypothesis.
More specifically based. on the results of the Defining Issues Test, the Social
I

and Personal Responsibility Scale, and the grades on the final essay
examination, tittle or no evidence was found to support the assertion that
students participating in the service section of the course demonstrated
greater gains in their levels of moral judgment, commitment to civic and
social responsibility, and mastery of academic course content than did

students in the non-service section of the course. In addition, an analysis of
these data failed to support the exploratory hypothesis which suggested that
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significant differences would emerge in the gains made by men and by
women on the above mentioned instruments.
However, analysis of the findings of the more secondary, qualitative
aspects of this study tended to differ and to somewhat contradict the
quantitative findings. Data generated from student interviews, the
instructor interview, student reIlec:tion papers, and the results of the
standardized course evaluations and community service questionnaires
suggest that some modest, subtle differences did exist between the overall
quality of the educational experience for students in the service section and

.

for students in the non-servic:e section of the course. These differences
related primarily to pedagog'J, to levels of student involvement in the
learning process, and to the degree to which students were able to make
meaningful connections to social issues and concerns.
Results of the qualitative measurements suggest that students in the
service section of the course were slightly more satisfied with the quality of
instruction, class assignments, techniques used to evaluate their progress,
and the degree to which the class stimulated their intellectual curiosity than
were students in the non-service section of the course. Although a rigorous
content analysis was not performed on the interviews conducted in this
study, the results of both student and instructor interviews suggest that
students in the service section of the course were more likely to make
connections between course readings and broader social issues, to articulate
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an empathic voice toward others, to express their commitment to get
involved in their community, and to believe that they could make a
difference in helping to resolve social issues.
DisCUliioo oUb. fiodjop
As is evident from the summary of the results mentioned above, the

findings of this study proved to be inconclusive and somewhat
contradictory. An analysis of the findings of the principal quantitative

aspects of this study taken alone suggest that a 25 hour, classroom sponsored
community service component has little or no effect on students' moral
development, commitment to civic and social responsibility and mastery of
academic course content. These data present a case for the assertion that one
cannot expect to observe significant change in students' leaming and
development from the integration of service into a course over the span of
one semester.
However, an analysis of the findings of the more secondary,
qualitative aspects of this study, while in no way conclusive, raises a
number of additional questions about the influence of the classroom
sponsored service component on the growth and development of student
participants, and about the methodology utilized to measure that influence.

for instance, if students in the service section of the course did in fact

experience modest gains in areas the students in the non-servic:e section did
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not, why weren't these differences detected on the paper-and-pencil instruments?
It is possible that these differences failed to emerge on the orr and

SPRS because the instruments were too general in natute and not sensitive
enough to identify subtle changes in students' thinking over a relatively
short period of time. Rest (1979) has indicated that general, quantitative
measurements can often misrepresent idiosyncratic, content-specific
influences on students' growth and development. Hamilton and Fenzel
(1988) have suggested that community service programs that involve
relatively few hours of participation may be quite valuable but not in ways
measurable on more general, quantitative instruments. It is also possible
that these differences did not emerge on the paper-and-pencil instruments
utilized in this study because there were none in the three areas measured
as conceptualized by those instruments, or because the quantitative and
qualitative instruments were actually measuring different aspects of
students' growth and development related to service-learning.
In regard to the lack. of differences that emerged between students'

mastery of course content as indicated by grades on the final examination, it
is possible that the exam itself did not provide students with enough of an

opportunity to demonstrate an understanding of the course material within
a broader social context. The instructor indicated in his interview that this
may in fact have been the case. He stated that although differences did not
emerge between the grades of service and non-service students on the final
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exams he believed that "people in the service group had some greater
feeling for the readings and a deeper kind of personally relevant connection
to the philosophical texts."
However, it is also quite possible that the differences identified in the
qualitative aspects of this study were undetec:ted by the quantitative
instruments because the differences were too modest and insignificant.
Alternatively, the qualitative findings may overstate the case for differences
in gains due in part to limitations inherent in the methodology utilized to

analyze these data. These limitations include the tendency to anchor
conclusions based on initial impressions, to ignore information
(subconsciously) that conflicts with already formulated perceptions, and to
emphasize that which confirms them (Adams, 1981; Sadler, 1981).
Most important to consider, however, in the discussion of the
findings of this study is that Significant changes and differences in students'
moral judgment, commitment to civic and social responsibility, and
mastery of academic course content failed to emerge on any of the
measurements (with the exception of the Po/. on the 011'), quantitative or
qualitative, employed in this study.
Although an analysis of the

orr did indicate that non...rvice men

made Significant gains in their levels of moral judgment from pretest to

posttest as recorded on the

"0, these findings

are considered questionable

given the small number of men who completed and successfully passed the
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reliability and consistency checles (service=2, non-service=6), and the fact
that all non-service men received extremely low scores on the pretest, with
two of these partidpants receiving exceptionally high scores (outliers) on the
posttest.
It is also possible that significant differences in the results may not
have emerge because of reverse bias on the part of the instructor. In his
efforts to provide equal treatment to both sections of the course, he may
have inadvertently focused more of his attention on the students in the
non-service section of the course, thus minimizing differences which may
have emerged between the two groups.
Limitations of the Study
A number of limitations were evident in this study related to both
design and methodology. Although the quasi-experimental design enabled
the researcher to examine similarities and differences between students'

development and leaming in each of the three principal areas (moral
judgment, civic and social responsibility and academic leaming), it also
proved to be somewhat problematic.
The c:oncem for providing students in the two sections of the course

with similar educational experiences, with the exception of the service
reflection and library assignment, appeared to have prevented the instructor
from more fully developing and integrating the service-reflection
component into the classroom (i.e., in discussion and tests). For instance, a
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review of the transaipt of the instructor interview suggests that this
concern precluded him from making frequent, direct links between the

service experience and academic material via class discussions, quizzes, and
exams. The literature (Giles et at, 1991; Mezirow et al., 1991) is dear that the
reflection and analysis component is aitical to the advancement of student
learning and development that may take place as a result of participation in
community service.
The relatively short period of time (15-20 hours over the course of the
semester) students spent in their service placements may have also limited
the amount of growth and learning observed in each of the three main
developmental areas. While a number of studies (Gorman, et al. 1979;
Markus et aI., 1993) have indicated that students can make significant
changes in their thinking about social issues over a relatively short period of
time, others (Deemer, 1987; Keen, 1990) have argued that to expect
significant changes over short periods of time is unrealistic. Manh (1993)
suggested that it is often years after participation in community service that
students begin to truly make sense of their experience. The relatively short
time frame may also have caused the researcher to identify partial and, thus,
inaccurate assessments of students' growth and development.
As discussed in the previOUS section, a number of limitations may

have existed related to the limited ability of more general paper-and-pendl
instruments to detect subtle changes in student development over relatively
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short periods of time. There is also some question as to how sensitive
instruments, such as the ones utilized in this study, are in accurately
measuring levels of growth and development in women. While an
analysis of the results of the quantitative data failed to detect significant
differences based on gender, the qualitative data provide some evidence to
suggest that, in general, women and men approached and made sense of
their service experience somewhat differently. Gilligan (1988) and others
have argued that instruments based on Kohlberg's work, such as the OIT, do
not accurately account for and address the developmental processes in
women and people of lower social and power status. Although women in
this study tended to score higher on the OIT than did men, it is possible that
the instrument may not have been sensitive to the ways in which most

women students conceptualized and responded to their educational
experiences.
In regard to the more qualitative aspects of this study, the lack of
pretest data and the absence of a more systematic content analysis and
reliability check on the student interviews limited the researcher's ability to
analyze and to draw more definitive conclusions about differences which
may have existed between the two groups of students. In addition, although
the final reflection papers provided insight into the power of the service
experiences and students' effectiveness in connecting their experiences with
the course material, the lack of comparable data from the non-service
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section of the course further limited the researcher's ability to examine
differences between students in. the two classes.
It also appears that the amount of challenge and, in particular,
support students received in their service placement varied greatly, making
it difficult to compare the experiences. KnefeJkamp (1974) has suggested that
students at lower levels of moral and intellectual reasoning, such as
freshmen and sophomores in. college, benefit most from environments
with high degrees of experience (challenge) and structure (support). While
students participating in the service section clearly experienced much
challenge in their service placements, it is unclear to what degree they felt
supported.. It is also unclear how often and to what extent students had
direct contact with marginalized people in their service placement. Delve et

aI. (1990) have contended that more direct (vs. indirect) contact with those
being served tends to loster greater development.
A number of limitations to this study related to the students
themselves. For instance, gains in the qualitative aspects of the study may
have appeared to be greater because of "social desirability" factors such as
students writing and saying what they believed the instructor and
interviewer want to hear, and because of the Hawthorne Effect. This effect
suggests that the students in the course were likely to notice they were being
studied and, therefore, develop feelings and attitudes about being studied
which influenced the outcomes. In .::.ddition, the strong reputation of the
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instructor as one of Loyola's best teachers may have attracted only the best
and brightest students and, therefore, the participants in this study may not

be representative of the College's "typical" student
Gains in moral judgment may also have been limited by the fact that
students who participated in this study were for the most part traditionally
aged (19 or 20) freshmen and sophomores. Student development theorists
(e.g., Kohlberg, 1972) have suggested that the college setting has the potential
to stimulate an upward shift in students' levels of moral reasoning, and that
older, more advanced students may be reasoning at higher levels than
younger students just beginning their college careers. It is, therefore,
suggested that greater gains may have been detected in students' levels of
moral judgment had the participants been older and more advanced in their
college experience (i.e., juniors and seniors).
Stewart (1990) has suggested that service-learning interventions
designed. through a learning-styles filter can help students to clarify and to
act on their values, and hence exhibit higher levels of moral reasoning and
judgment. He contended that certain kinds of learners (i.e., accommodators
and divergers) actually gravitate to direct service-learning experiences. This
study did not consider issues related to learning styles and, therefore, was
unable to detect the impact of learning styles on students' learning and
development as a result of their participation in the course.
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The researcher's interest in and commitment to linking service and
leaming in the academic environment may also have played a role in his
assessment of the clifferences in the gains made by students in this study.
However, the researcher was quite aware of his potenDal biases and drew
onl y the most conservative and obvious of conclusions about the
differences in changes made by students, particularly those changes observed
in the qualitative aspects of this study.
Finally, the importance and generalizability of the results of this study
may also have been limited because of the relativeiy small size of the
sample (N • 54) and the IIOnprobability sampling procedure used.
ConduslollS
Based on the findings identified in this study, it would be
inappropriate to conclude that the service-reflection component had any
significant effect on the moral, civic, and intellectual development of
students participating in the service section of the course. It would also,
however, be inaccurate to conclude that the integration of the service
reflection component into the class had no effect on the overall quality of

the learning experiences of those participating in the study.
Although there is
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support for the three principal hypotheses and

one exploratory hypothesis advanced in this study based on an analysis of

the quantitative instruments, the qualitative data appear to suggest that
some differences, albeit subtle, did emerge in areas related to pedagogy, to
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levels of student involvement in the learning process, and to students'
ability to make meaningful connections to people and issues outside of their
personal environment.
Stanton (1990) and others have suggested that linking service to
discipline-based knowledge is the key to not only developing social
responsibility, but to reforming the liberal arts and to improving
undergraduate education. While the results of this study in no way prove
such a assertion, it is evident that the inclusion of the service-reflection
component did have an effect on pedagogical issues. For instance,
participation in this study caused the instructor to reexamine his use of
materials, to redesign his instructional approach, as well as to expand his
thinking about new and innovative ways to assess student learning. As a
resuJt of participating in this study the instructor has now chosen to more
fully integrate a service--reflection component into some of his other
courses.
Student and instructor responses also indicated that the service
section of the course "came alive," with participants actively engaged in the
tea dUng-learning process in ways somewhat different than in the non

service section of the course. Astin (1985) suggested that learning is
enhanced when students are actively engaged in the teaching-learning
process. In addition, the level of class di.sc:ussion, the intensity and power

with which students told their stories, and the results of the course
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evaluations all appear to suggest that leaming in the service section of the
course was somewhat more situated in students' own experience and
therefore, in some ways more meaningful. The research of Coles (1993),
Magolda (1993) , Angelo & Cross (1993), Mezirow et al. (1990), and Cagenello
(1993) have all indicated the importance of situating leaming in students'
own experience and designing methods which enable students to share their
own stories.
However, it is important to note that, in general, students from both
sections rated the quality of the educational experience in Philosophical
Anthropology D high, with almost unanimous approval of the course
instruction. Clearly the instructor's presentation of course material and his
genuine respect and concern for students enabled most participants to make
sense of and even enjoy often difficult philosophical material. It is,
therefore, concluded that the exceptional skills and abilities of this particular
faculty member may have helped to create an unusual educational
environment which maximized students' potential for learning and
development, thus minimizing the possibility that significant differences
would emerge between students in the two groups.
Recommendations
Recommendations for future Bnarch
Although the findings of this study have shown no significant
relationship between the classroom sponsored service project and changes
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in students' moral judgment, dvic and social responsibility and mastery of

academic course content, the modest findings in the qualitative data, the
results of similar studies (Gorman et aI., 1919; Markus et aI., 1993), and the
potential benefits to both higher education and the broader community all
appear to reinforce the need for additional research in this area. Therefore,
to better understand the influence of classroom sponsored community
service on the teaching-leaming experience, the following
recommendations are offered.

1.

Data hom this study suggested that general pendlwand-paper

tests may be unable to detect the nuances and often less dramatic changes in
student leaming and development over a relatively short period of time.
Therefore, it is recommended that assessment measurements (both
quantitative and qualitative) be developed and refined that are more
sensitive to subtle changes in students' thinking in areas related to moral
judgment, civic and social responsibility, and mastery of academic course
content.

2.

Data collected and analyzed. hom the qualitative aspects of the

study gave some indication that students were more deeply affected by their
involvement in the service learning initiatives in each of the three
principal areas targeted in this study than the methodology allowed the
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researcher to conclude. It is, therefore, recommended that adcUtional stucUes
include a stronger multidimensional approach to evaluation and
assessment that involves more rigorous, systematic qualitative analysis for
the purpose of capturing the icUosynaatic nature of the service-Ieaming
experience and giving voice to and affirming the human story.

3.

Although aspects of this study and much of the literature (Eyler

Ie Giles, 1993) continues to emphasize the role of reflection and analysis in
helping students to develop advanced problem solving skills for the
purpose of resolving social issues, little research has been done in this area.
It is recommended that research be conducted which illuminates the ways

in which both reflection and analysis can assist students in understanding

intellectually the broad social dynamics underlying the situations of the
people they serve (leVison, 1990). Freire (1970) and Fay (1987) have
suggested that without this kind of understancUng, people will continue to
do "good work" yet will not seek to examine and change existing structures
which often serve to perpetuate social problems. Heaney and Horton (1990)
have argued that "new ways of thinking about the world become possible
only when there is a political apparatus into which the energy of the
transformed learner can flow" (po 74).
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4.

The instructor in this study attempted to connect, with some

success, the writings of modem philosophers with the social and moral
lives of students. It is recommended that additional research be conducted
to examine further ways in which course readings and literature can assist
students in developing a deeper understanding of their own lives and of
their roles and responsibilities in helping to create a more just society. Coles
(1989a) has shown that literature can have a powerful impact on the moral
and civic lives of young people.

5.

The results of the quantitative data in this study found no

significant differences in changes in moral judgment, civic and social
responsibility, and mastery of course content based on gender. However, a
review of the qualitative findings suggests that some subtle differences may
have existed in the ways in which men and women made sense of their
service experiences. It is recommended that future research examine the
ways in which service-learning initiatives are impacted by issues related to
participants' race, gender, and socio-economic class. If further research finds
that traditional theory does not accurately reflect the moral and intellectual
developmental processes in under-represented groups, expanded or
alternative theories such as Gilligan's Ethic of Care (1982) must be more
widely developed.

----------
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6.

While this study focused primarily on the effects of service on

students' moral judgment, civic and social responsibility, and mastery of
course content, there are clearly other areas ripe for research such as the
effects of service on issues related to tolerance, faith and spiritual
development, learning styles, reciprocalleaming, and student leadership.
Research is encouraged in each of the aforementioned areas.

7.

Much of the research in the service-learning field to date has

been conducted by academic and student development administrators. It is
suggested that a key to greater integration of service into the curriculum
may lie in providing opportunities and incentives to full-time
undergraduate faculty members from a wide variety of disciplines to
conduct research which examines both the short and long-term affects of
service on learning in their particular academic area. Research in
disciplines not traditionally linked to service-learning such as the sciences
and business is strongly encouraged.

8.

Although this research focused primarily on changes in

students' moral judgment, commitment to civic and social responsibility,
and understanding of academic course content. it is dear that research
designed to examine the critical link between students' thinking and
subsequent behavior in these three areas is much needed.
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Recommendations for (nlceration of Service and the Cugiculum

To date, the literature shows that few institutions have successfully

linked community service to the curriculum. It is suggested that as
educators and community leaders learn how to better integrate service and.
the academic sector, and design instruments to more accurately measure the
impact of this integration, more significant linkages between service and
learning may emerge. Thus, the following recommendations are offered as
ways to better link service and the curriculum.

1.

It is suggested that faculty and administrators need to more

fully embrace a concept of learning which must: <a) focus on the powerful

link between knowing and doing, (b) value the reciprocal learning which
takes place between both student and teacher, (c) affirm knowledge based on
outside experience, (d) emphasize not only academic learning but aspects of
student growth and development, and (e) pay dose attention to how
students learn along the

2.

w~y

as well as final outcomes (Hutchings, 1989).

Faculty resistance to integrating service more fully into the

classroom environment is well documented (Kendall, 1990). Therefore, it is
recommended that workshops and seminars be conducted to: (a) assist
faculty in better understanding the links between service and active
learning, (b) to examine ways in which service can enhance pedagogy, and

I
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(c)

to discuss a variety of ways to measure effectively students' leaming from

service experiences.

3.

Most faculty are not simply motivated to make changes in

their courses by altruistic concerns (Benveniste, 1989). It is recommended

that incentives, recognition, and rewards be provided for faculty who choose
to include a service-Ieaming component in their courses. This could
include monetary incentives, reductions in rowse-loads, campus
recognition, as well as consideration in the academic tenure and promotion
process. The findings of this study suggest that the integration of service
into the classroom may promote a more meaningful teaching-learning
experience for both students and teacher and thus lead to greater student
satisfaction and better cowse evaluations. This, too, may serve as an
incentive to some fac:ulty members.

4.

Campus leaders also have a critical role to play to enswe that

the culture and climate of the institution supports the integration of service
into the curriculum. It is recommended that the president and members of

her or his executive council continue to emphasize the importance of

Ji.nlcing service to the curriculum and that they create ongoing opportunities
for faculty, students, administrators, and service providers to dialogue about
issues related to service leaming.
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5.

The Uterature (Eyler 8£ Giles, 1993) suggested. that the

discussion between campus leaders (faculty and administrators) and service
providers in the community has been minimal. It is therefore
recommended that service providers be invited to play a more significant in

the design, implementation, and evaluation of classroom sponsored
community service initiatives for the purpose of enhancing the service
learning experience for students, improving faculty members' ability to

assess the learning that OCCUJ'S from participation in such experiences, and to
better meet the needs of service providers.

6.

The role of experts outside the institution is also audal in the

integration process. It is recommended that outside speakers such as Robert
Coles (Harvard University), Cecilia Delve Scheuermann (WUlamette
University), Timothy Stanton (Stanford University), and Ernest Boyer (The
Carnegie Foundation of the Advancement of Teaching) be invited to
campus to discuss with faculty, students and administrators issues related to

the integration of service and learning, and to lend an element of legitimacy
to the concept of integrating service and academic study.

7.

The Uterature (e.g., Giles et aI., 1991) suggested that the

reflection-analysis component of service-leaming programs is often
underdeveloped and tends to lack the sufficient structure needed to facilitate
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student learning and development. It is recommended that institutions
work to strengthen their reflection and analysis components by providing
multiple, ongoing opportunities for students to reflect on and to integrate
(verbally and in writing) aspects of their service experiences with course
materials. Ongoing class discussion, student portfolios, critical incidents,
guided journals, reflection papers, integration papers, and essay exams
represent ways in which the integration of service and learning can be
promoted and enhanced (Angelo & Cross, 1993). Instructor feedback and
support is aitical in all aspects of this process.

8.

It is suggested that any effort to more effectively integrate

service into the curriculum must be grounded in a strong working
partnership between faculty members (whose main area of expertise is
academic learning) and student development educators (whose main
purview is co-curricular student growth and development). Student
development and service-leaming professionals have a valuable role to play
in advocating for a more holistic view of leaming and development, and for
alternative ways in which to assess this learning and development. In
addition, service-leaming people playa vital role in identifying and helping
to place students in community settings which offer positive leaming
experiences.
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Summary
It was postulated at the beginning of this study that the integration of
service and the curriculum would be valued by faculty to the extent to
which researchers could successfully demonstrate its effectiveness in
enhancing moral judgment, civic and sodal responsibility, and in particular,
students' mastery of academic course content. The results of this study,
while somewhat contradictory, suggest that the influence of a classroom
sponsored community service initiative on the moral, civic and academic
lives of students is difficult to determine over a relatively short period of
time, and that the effects may be more modest in nature, related primarily to
pedagogy, to levels of student involvement in the learning process, and to

the degree to which students were able to make meaningful connections to
social issues and concerns.
While providing little support for the three principal and one
exploratory hypotheses advanced in this study, it is hoped that the results of
this research serve in some way to help educators to develop a more

informed view of the relationship between service and learning, to expand
their thinking about the potential benefits to linking service and the
curriculum, to seek new and innovative ways to integrate service into the
classroom, and to deepen their understanding of how to measure and assess
student leaming and development related to classroom sponsored service
initiatives.
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Spring 1993

PL 202 Pbilosopbical Anthropology
Dr. Boothby
Center

OfTtce: W1S4 College

Hours Dun. 1-3:00
Fri.
1-2:00

PHILOSOPHY AND TIlE CHALLENGE OF MODERNITY
Last semester. we read and discussed philosophical worts from the diswll pasL In Ibis
second half of the course. we will coDSiclef reeent philosophical refIecdoa coocaned with
uniquely modem concems. The path of our lhiIIting will cin:le around two main themes:
Jcnowledge and relationship. On tile one hand, the spirit of modernity is cbaracterized by
recurring suspicions about the possibility ofJcnowledge and truth. 1bese suspicions
lOuch on a wide number of different fields buman endeavor and bave lheref'ore bad far
reaching consequences for the way we understand our reIaIi~lro the world around
us. New questions arise in the modern period about our relati
'ps with the divine.
with other people. with ourselves. and with nature. These four dimensions of
relationship give the fnmework of our study:
relationship with tile diviDe: N'JeIZSChe and Freud
relationship with other people: Marx. King. and de Beauvoir
relationship with ourselves: Freud and Shaffer
relationship with Dablre: heideller and LameDeer
RequUed Readings: (available in tile Loyola Booksrore)

Friedri.f;:b Nietzsche. B4rk Writings
Karl Marx. 1M MGr%-Engtls Rt.lI.Mr
Martin Luther King. "Letter from Binningbam Jail" (PhoIOCOpY)
Sigmund Freud. 1M Freud RetJikr
Peter Shaffer. EqIllU
Simone de Beauvoir. 1M Second Sa

Martin Heidegger.

auk Writings

John LameDeer and Richard Erdoes. I..t»MlRer: Steter oJVisioru
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PL 202 Pbilosophica1 Anthropology U

Sprin11993

Course Requirements:
There are five basic: pans of che course and final pades in the course will be fiawed
aa:ortlinl to che following consideradon:

Class Pre.senc:e and Pardcipation

l(}tl,
l(}tl,

Servi<:e and Service Ret1l:(;don Paper
Midterm Eum
Final Exam

2(}t1,
25,.
3S,.

Quiz:ra

Class Presence and Panicipalion:
Beinl in class. havilll read che assigned background mar.erial. and actively participadn8 in
class discussions is an imponant pan of rhis course. More th.. two uanc:u.sed
absences (e... lor Illness, death in the family, or other extraordinary
drcumslance) will affect your arade.

Quizle.s:
I will periodically live brief. mOldy objecdve (INC or false. fill in the blank) quizzes
duringlhe term. These quizzes lie ....ded by a measure of cocal points (typically between
3 and 10 points per quiz) added up over die course of die semester.

Service and Service Reflection Paper:
Over the course of Ihe term you are required to complete IS hours of community service
in a placement cbosen from a list of sugesled p&acemencs. Your arade for Ibis pomOD of
tbe couae aequircments will be based on successful compleliOD ofche IS bows service
and, more imponanl1y, on a 4 page (minimum) paper (typed. double spaced) that reflects
on your experience and inlepate.S it wilb course readings. 1'be scrvi<:e requftmenl and
reoecdon paper will be described more exlensive1y 011 sepame handouts.
Midterm exam:

The midrenn exam will be a cae bour. in-class eum, composed of a small number of
shon USwer' quesliOM (identiCy authors. cnae or false. fill in the bIant. etc.) and a
handful of medium 1enJth essay questiom &hac beat directly 011 the course readi.np and
class discussions.
FinalEam:
The format of che final exam is very similar to that oftbe midterm, composed ofa few

short answer queslions fonowed by a num!)er of medium length essay questioas.
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PL 202 Philosophical Anthropology
Tentative Schedule of Readings and Ctass Discussions
Jan.

11
13

IS
18
20
22
2S
27
29
Feb.

.

8
10
12
15
17
19
22
24
26

No class. evening presenlation of -American Picwres"
Discussion of "American Pictures-

l
3

8
10
12
15
17
19
22
24
26
29
31

Apr.

[King Holiday. no classJ
Nietzsche. Tht G,n,alogy ofMorals, Part n. pp. 493·S32

m. pp. S33-S70
..
pp.S7()"S98
Freud. TIl, Future ofan llllls",n. in '1'1w FrtlUl R,adtr. pp. 685-706
Freud. TIlt Futur, ofan Illusion. pp.706-722
Marx. TIl, GtmuJII/MoIogy. Marx-Engtls Rtadtr. pp. 147-163
Marx. TIl, G,muJIIldtology. R,tukr. pp. 163-17S
Marx. "The General Fonnula for Capital... R,ader. pp. 329-343
Marx. "The Labor Proc:ess and Surplus Value... Rttukr. pp. 343-361
Marx. "Esuanged Labor. R,adtr. pp. 7()"81
Marx. "The Power of Money in Bourgeois Society." Rtodtr. pp. 101-10S
Marx. TIlt ColMllll'tist Manif,sto. Reader. pp. 471-Soo
Discussion of Marx

S

Mar.

Introduction
Nietzsche. Th, G,n,alogy ofMorals. Pan L in Basic Writings. pp. 4S 1
492

2
5
7
14
16
19
21
23
26

Nietzsche. Th, G,n,alogy ofMorals. Pan

MIDTERM EXAM

Martin Luther King. "Letter from a Birmingham Jail" (Phorocopy)
Meeting with other classes in McManus Thearer
Freud. Civilization and Its DiscolU,nu, Frtud Rtad4r. pp. 722-753
Freud. Civilization and Its DiscDnttnrs. Rtader. pp. 753-772
Freud, "On Narcissism." Rtadtr, pp. 545-5SO
Freud, "On Narcissism." Rtader, pp. SSO-S62
Freud. The Ego and the Id, Rtadtr, pp. 628-645
Freud, ·Screen Memories," pp. 117-126.lnttrprttlJlion ofDrttUnS. 129
142
Shaffer, EqIl.III. Act one
Shaffer. EqUIII, Act two
de Beauvoir. Tht Stcond Su. "Myths: Dreams. Fears. Idols." pp. 1S7
191
223
Simone de Beauvoir. Th, S,cond Su. pp. 191
Heideuer, ·What is Metaphysics?- Basic Writings, pp. 9>104
Heidegger. "What is Metaphysics?" Basic Writings. pp. 104-116
Heideger. "The Question Concemina Technology," Basic Writings, pp.
284--294
Heidegger. • ...Technology... pp.294-30S
Heidegger......Technology... pp.305·317
LameDeer.l..tIrtwD"r: S"IcIro/V'uions. pp. 1-95
LameDeer.l..tIrtwDt'r: SetlclrO/Vuions. pp.96-186
LameDeer.l..tIrtwDttr: S"IcIro/V'rsions. pp. 187-272
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PL 202 Philosophical Anthropology D
Dr.BoodIby

Sprinll993
Office: W1S4 ColJe.e Center

Hows:

Tbws. 1·3:00
Fri. 1·2:00

PHD..OSOPBY AND THE CHALLENGE OF MODERNITY

Last semesler. 'Ne n:ad and discussed philosophieal works from die distant pasL In Ibis
second half of die course, we will consider recent philosophical reOecdon concemed widl
uniquely modem CODC'emS. 'l'bc path of our thiDIdn. will cin:1e around two maiD themes;
knowledge and relalionsbip. On the one band, the spirit of modernity is cbancterized by
recurri.nC SlDpicioaa about die possibility of knowledge and IIUth. 1'bese suspicions
toudt on a wide number of different fields buman endeavor and have Iherefore bad far
reacbinl coasequences for die way we understand our relaIionship to lbe world IIOW1d
us. New questions arise in the modem period about our relationships widl the divine,
with other people, widt ourselves, and widt nature. 1bese four dimensions of
reladonsbip Jive die framework of our study:
relationship with the divine: N'aetzscbe and Freud
relaIionship with other people: Marx, King. and de Beauvoir
relationship with ourselves: Freud and Shaffer
relationship with nature: heideger and LameDeer
Required Readings: (available in the Loyola Bookstore)

Friedricb Nielzsche. &uk Writings
Karl Marx, 1M MQI'%·Eng~ls RftlMr

Mattia Luther Kina. "Letter from BinDinaham lail" (Photocopy)

Sigmund Freud. 1M Freud R~oMr
pelef Shaffer.

Eq"ru

Simone de Beauvoir. TJre Second Sa
Martin Heideager, B4ric Writings
10hn LameDeer and Richard Etdoes. l.tJmeDter:

~~ur

01 Visions
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Spring 1993

PL 202 Philosophical Anthropology D
Course R.equiremencs:

There are five basic pans of the course and final pades in Lhe course will be figured
according to the foUoW'ins consideration:
Class Presence and Participation

Qui2'ZS
Two brief papers on reserve readings
Midterm Exam
Fmal Exam

10'1>
10'1>
20..,
2S..,
3S..,

Class Presence and Panicipation:

Being in class. having read the assigned '*kground macerial. and actively participaaiD, in
class discussions is an important pan of this course. More tIIu two IlDUcused

absences (e.c. for Illness, deatll in the family, or otller atraordlnary
dreumstanee) "'II ....ect your erade.

Qui1zs:
I will periodically live brief. mosdy objective (Inle or false. till in lhe blank) quizzes
during die renn. These quizzes are graded by a measure of to&al poinas (typically between
3 and 10 points per quiz) added up ova' the course of the semester.

Two papers on reserve readings:
Twice during the renn.1 will ask you CO mad a brief additional at OD reserve in die
libruy and write as pqe paper based 011 your n:adinp. The specific objective of these
papers will be to present 1ho main points of what you bave read and to reJaIc it to the ada
course ~gs that we will be talking about in class sessions. I will teU you more about
tbese assignmenas as the time approaches.
Midterm exam:
The midterm exam will be a one hour. ift.c:lass exam, composed of a small number of
sbon answer questions (identify authors. true or false. tiD in die blank. etc.) and a
handful of medium lengda essay quesdOftS chat bear directly on the course readings and
class discussions.

FmaiEum:
The formal of the fmal exam is very similar to tbat of the midterm, composed of a few
shon answer questions followed by a Dumber of medium lengda essay questions.
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PL 202 Philosophical Andvopology
Tentative Schedule of Readinp and Class Discussions

Ian.

11

13
15
18
20

22

Feb.

19

22
24
26

MlDIEkM EXAM
No class. evening presentation of "American Pictures"
Discussion of· American Picnues"

8

Marlin Luther King. "Letter from a Birmingham Jail" (Photocopy)
Meeting widt oIher classes in McManus 1beaf.er
Freud. Civilhatioll anti III Disconttllll. Freud. RtNJdItr, pp. 722·753
Fn:ud. Civilhatioll anti III Di.reollkllll, &tu/Jtr. pp. 753·772
Fn:ud. ·00 Narcissism," RtoMr, pp. S45-5SO
Fn:ucI, "00 Narcissism." RtoMr, pp. 5SO-S62
Freud. The Ego and the (d, • •r. pp. 628-645
Freud, •Scn:en Memories." pp. 117-126. iml'Pr.tlJtioll ofDrttlllU, 129
142
Shaffer. £qUI, Act one
Shaffer. ~"III. Act two
de Beauvolt. TIll Stcond S'x. "Myths: Dreams. Fears. Idols, " pp. 157

8

10
12
15
17

19

22
24

26
29
31
Apr.

"

NieU.scbe. The G.lVaIog, ofMorals. Part m. pp. 533-570
..
pp.570-598
Fn:ud. 17Ie Fun"., 0/ an million. in The Freud R• •r, pp. 685-706
F1RSf PAPER. DUE Fn:ucI. TIr. F","r, 0/ anlllu.rion. pp.7()6..722
Marx. TIlt GlrmtUlliMology, Man-Eng,,, RtoMr, pp. 147·163
Marx. TIl. GtrmtUlliMology, R,.r. pp. 163·175
Mux. "The General FonnuJa for Capiral," RtoMr, pp. 329·343
Marx. "The Labor Proce&s and Surplus Value. • RIQMr. pp. 343-361
Marx. "Esuanged Labor. RtoMr. pp. 70-81
Marx. "The Power of Money in Bourgeois Society," RloMr. pp. 101·105
Marx. 17Ie Communist Mani/tIlO. Reader. pp. 471-SOO
Discussion of Marx

25
27
29
1
3
5
10
12
15
17

Mar.

Inll'Oduction
Nietzsche.. The G.lVaJogy ofMorals. Part L in lJ4.sic Writings. pp. 451
492
"
[King Holiday. no class)
Nietzsche. Tlrl G~aIogy ofMorals, Part D. pp. 493-532

2

5
7

14
16

19

21
23

191

SECOND PAPER DUE Simone de BeaUyoir. TIlt SIcond St~ pp. 191
223
HcidcUer. "What is Metapbysica?" 1JMic Wrili1l&s. pp. 9S-104
Heideuer, "What is Metapbysics?" Basic Writi.n&s. pp. 104-116
HeidcUer. "The Question Conceminl Technology," &uic Wrilillgs, pp.
284-294
Hcidcller. • ...Technology." pp. 294-305
HeidcggCf. "...Technology; pp. 305-317
LameDeer.l..IInwDttr; Sltur 0/ VLsiolLs. pp. 1-95
LameDeer.l..IInwDtlr: Stfur 0/ YuiOlU. pp. 96-186
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AppendixC
Demographic Information Sheet

•

1.

Code':

2.

Primary racial/ethnic identification:
~merican

Asian

Indian

~.rican

178

Sheet

De~oqraphic Informa~ion

(Na~ive Ame~ican)

or Pacific Islander

African American or Black
Caucasian
________ Hispanic, Latino, or chicano
________ other specify

<_.___

______'elllale

_ ___Hale

3.

Gender:

4.

Aqe:

5.

Did you vote in the 1992 Presidential election? ___Yes

6.

During the last 12 months, how much time did you spend during
a typical week doing the following activities

___No

HOQBS fiB WEES

Q

QI

c::
o
c::

N

... ...... ... 1:1'"
...'" '"
... ... ~
Q

I

III
I

I

III

I

o
I

\Q

\0

0'0000000
0'0000000
EXercising/sports ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 00000000

Studying/homework••....•••••••••••••••••••.•
Talkinq with teachers outside of the class ••

·······OOOOOOOO

partyinq····· .. •·••••••••••• .. • .. •• ..
Workinq (for pay) ...........................

00000000
Performinq Volunteer work •••••••••••••••.... 00 000 000
Student clubs/qroups ..•••.•••.•••.•••••••..• 00000000
Watching TV ••.•••••••.•••••.••••....•••.•... 00000000
Attending reliqious services •••••••••••••.•. 00000000
Socializinq with people from ditferent
00 000 000
cultural backqrounds ••••••••••••.•••••••....
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AppendixD
Student Consent Form

180

Student consent

Fo~

I.
• agree to participate in a study regarding
teacher ellec:tlveness and .tudent leaRing at Loyola Colleqe,
which is being conducted by Timot!tI P. Leary. The purpose of the
study is to examine the ways in wh ch a number of teaching
techniques and cla.s assignments help students to develop a more
comprehensive understanding of the material presented in this
course.
I understand that I will be elltpected to participate in a nWllber of
experimental tasks including the comple~on of a demographic
information sheet, and t;wo developmantal in.trull8nt. admi.nistered
twice (once during the first week of elus and again during the
final week of the course).
In addition, I agree to "give Timothy
Leary access to my grade on the final exam in this class and to my
SAT scores. I have also been told that I may be asked to
participate in a short (45
interview at the conclusion of
the cour'e.

JIlin.,

I have been intor:macS that any infar:ma.~on obtained in this .tudy "
will be recorded witb a code nWllber: wbich will ensure my
confidentiality. At the conclusion of this study the key that
relate. my nama to the foms will be de.troyed. Ky responses on
the.e forms will in no way affect my grade in thill course and Dr.
Boothby will have no knowledge of my Asponses. Onder this
condition, I agree that any information obtained froa this study
may be used in any way thought best tor publication or education,
provided that I . . in no way identified and my nua is Dot used.
I understand tbat there is no personal risk or discoatort directly
involved with lIlY participation in the Study and that I am free to
withdraw my consent and discontinue participation in the study at
any time. A decision to withdraw from the study will not affect
my grade in thi8 particular course.

If I have any questions or problems that arise in eonnec~on with
lIlY participa~on in this study, I should contact Timothy Leary,
the project director at 617-2762.
(Date,

(sIgnature of partIcipant'

(Date)

(InvestIgator)

(Date)

(WItness,

f'U PROO'Ecr BAS BBBH

ltBVIENE1)

It f'U LOtoLA COLLEGE IIUHAN SUBJECTS

REVIEW COKKITrBB (Phone: 617-2561).
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Appelldix E
Reflectioll Paper Assignmellt
(Service Section.
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PL

:210

Phlluophlcel

Anlhropologr

Rollocllon

Popor on

Communlt, Serl/lce

Cve: A4:1ri1 ll1lh
Longlh: .. pI;.. minimum. Iypod (10 or 12 poilllfon". douClo IP4CO<.'. \' marglna.
Objecllve:

Tho 111m 01 W. paper " nOI 10 merel)' pr_nl or .ummaltzo your e.,.ltonco In COIMIUnily MNlc:e. II Ia talNr to
purslHt I rolloel/on II1II1 COMOCII your o.poltona I" a commurJry MMco pilCOtIIOfII wllh 1Iw....." "'-. _ havo
encountered In ~, ItId dilc:uulCln In tllia courlO.
VfI1ually ell of tho writers we have read ovor tIIo courM of "'e lorm IIIvo en;agOd In crilical r.1Ioe1loll aboul 010
ways _ commonI)' \IIInIt and vellHt. NfatZllC:ho. tor ",.tanco. o",lore, Ia_ of power. olPOdd, &I th. quo.1Ion
01 power ma, I» hidden In our vllllHt oppolilioM; Marx rollel CfIIOIIIoIII about tho
our Ihinkln; and valuing
.,. ideologicalI)' 'nllllC1od b, Pltllclpllion In I pa/1II:;ular 1OC1a! clUlln I pal1lcular IOClaJ.economfc .,.1_: 11'1 tho
king >Lollor_' !&Iu.. of raclaljulI!ce and equiry. lIonll wllh quoll/olll Ibout tho pulibOIia of IQC/aI cllMgo are
1'lIIaocI; do 80auvafr d l . willi qu. .IIOIII lIIIout ;Wet Idenllty &I !hoy 110 IIOdImOflIod In 1ge-old melljltloflc:
_110111 and ptOjucIIcoa about maacullnlty IIId fornlnlty. In all of Ihuo ItIInkers. 010"'01" we lind rellocdont
aboul 010 rolillon of my own IlIlIud.. Ind VI'UM 10 I 'afll.' mora!, IIiaIOrical. loclolal. leonomlc, racill. or
gondorOd ffamowo~

WI,.

IhII papIIr '0 thai you lind wa,1 10 COMICI your own o.,.,.ona In I community MtVIce placemenl 10
IholO oty'" of IIIf..rplatallon. I _uld like you 10 UIO ,our own reactlono 10 tho IINIeo .Mn:iIIo &I I polnl of
dlpanure. Tho pain' of IhII papof II. once 1!OIIn. ~ 'imcll)' 10 not 10 IUlllrftllrizo your OIperfanco 1ft I _unity
IIrvlco pi_mont, but think and wrlle lIbout your uporIonco ftom tho poln" 01 view otfofood 10 u. by ...
phiioiOIl/UItS _ IIIve _n r.adlng. 10 measure "'0 WI,O In whldl tho.. wrilOl1II IHumlnl" your o.rlonco and
My hope fot

'lie.

VOIU.

The oI:Ijodiv. II not _sAriI)' '0 come up willi I oIn;Io tbesll about your OIpeItonco. On tho conlraly. I urgo you
to try 10 unfold I dilcualon II1II1 po.- I MIIoo Of qvelliona. Thoro fa I danGor herl. howevor. of ftIIkIn; ,ome
rathor .upotfIclal COnnocUcnl (e. g. this remindl me of M¥a • • .' or "IIIal remlndl me 01 NfatllCho., wlllIou1
real devolopmonl of !ho pol".. 8011 In mind II1II1 you 1I0ed not addrou &lItho aul/lors wo have road and mey rllld It
mOil productlvo 10 fOCWl Gil a couple. or eve" on 0"' of !hom.
Some guiding quoll/ol\l to

t.;1n:

How did you feel doing community ..rvic.? How did you foe' In your parlk:ular piacomonl?
WIly do you \/!Ink you 11111 W. way? Whll
foactlon,?

IftIO/II one or

more of "'. wrI\IB we havo road .., ,baut your

III whal WIYO did you fool ..para.. ftom tholO you MNOd, In -nal waYI c:onneC1od? How Ire " ' " lopan.tlonl
and cOllnocllol\l lIIumlftllOd by the wrI.... In tho cour. ."
How dld Commullity . .rva 1M In or not rll In willi tho fOIl of your oVOlall conogo lI'ogramleqMrlana?
Whll lOftS of apocIlIcIUy otNcal probloma or dillmm. . did communily IONIce contrcn' you with?

What mIolII IN wrilOro we have IlIIdlod uy tboul 010 _ n i I y IOrvico requlremen' lIMit? WIllI purpo_ does
It _ 1 for you? for lii0i0 you 1OI'Vood7 for Loyola?
Havo your II1iIudoo town 0III0rs at IOWard younolf and your own waYI 01 IhInldnll chanVod . . I roaull of tho
COIIIII'IUftlty IOIVIce 0IpItfanc:07 How 10 IIt1d how dOlI It foIl. to IhomoI we have Iludledln 1tI... writers?
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PL 202 Philosophical Anthropology

Spring 1993

1sl Paper Assignment

i.ength:

5 pages. double spaced, \'fpewriuen,
Format:
All quotations Irom any textS must Ile martced with quotation marks and cUed as 10 their origin,

In the case of books from the syllabus or the reserve readings for this assignment. you need nol
malle a full cllallon
publishing Inlormatlon, but can simply Indude Ihe title 'and page number
In parentheses,

0'

Purp018:
Tile purpose of thIs asslgnmenl Is to give you an opportunity to read Independently a
plllIosophlcallext not Included In Ihe syllatlus and nol extensively discussed In class and 10
relate It 10 the other readings lor Ihe course.
Reading:
Tile reading assIgned lor thIS exercise Is by Ludwig Feuerbach: briel excerpts I,om his book The
Essence 01 Christianity (1841) and llis Lectures on Ihe Essence 01 Religion (1846), F'lYe
copies
Ihesa two excetpU: are on reserve In the Loyola library.

0'

TopIc:
TIle topic or question I'd like you to address is threelold:
1. Summarize the argument Feuetbach makes about the nature 01 religious beller.

2. Compare Feuerbach's vIews with those 01 Freud In The Future 01 an /Uuslon.
3, Evaluate whal you lake to be the main points 0' the two Ihlnkers In your own terms.
Whal seems mosl convincing and what most unconvlndng or objectionable In their
arguments?
Dua Dale:
Mo.lday. February 8th,
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ilL 202 FhilosoPhical AnlhrCC:01cr;y

2nd

Paper

Spring 1993

Assignment

Length:

5 pages. couble sgaced. Iypewrinen.
Formlt:
All quolatlons Irom any IIlllS musl be marked wilh ClUOlallon mallCs and cited as 10 lheir oriQin.
In me case Of books 'rom Ihe syllabus or Ihe reseflle readings 'or this assignment. you need nOI
make a full cilallon
QubliShing inlormaiion. bul can simply include Ihe lille and page number
in parenlheses.

0'

Purpose:

As in Ihe lasl assiQnmenl, the purpose 01 Ihls exercise Is to give you an opportunily 10 read
Independendy a philosophical text not included In Ihe syllabus and nOI extensively discussed In
class and IC relale illo the olher readings ~or the course.
Reading:
The reading assiQned lor this exercise Is Evelyn FOll Kelle!"s article "Rellectlons on Gender and
Science." Six copies 01 this anlcle are on reserve In lhe Loyola library, four of Ihe six may be
laken overnight, two are lor library use only.
TOpic:

1. What Is Keller'S argument and how does she develop II?
2. Relale KeKer's basic Ij:Iprcach 10 Ihe que stion 01 gender and s~lence 10 whal we have
read in Freud and de Beauvolr. Whal points of conlact are there? How can her basic:
argumenl and ils Implications be augmented by malerlal Irom our readings in Freud and
de aeauvolt?
'
aaslS

0'

evaluallon:

Your paper wiD be judged on the bases of:

1. Clarity and coherence of organlzauon and execution, Including \he success 01 your
eHon to Identify and present key poInts.
2. !l:tent of Integratlcn between Keller's texl and those of Freud andlor de Beauvolr.
DUI Date:

Friday, April 2.
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DeFt.lle rSSUES TEST

011

Unly.nley of "lanuou
CopyrlCht. J •••• Rut
All Riche. R••• rvad, 1919

Oplolon•• bout Soci&1 'robl •••
Th. purpo•• of thls qu.stionnalr. is to Ioe1p us "odusund how p.opl.
think; about socl.1 probl.II', IHChunl p.,ople 11.1". dH(.nnt op1nionl .bout
q"uUoal oC deht .00 "fOne. Th.re ue nO "delot" .o.... n to aueh probl•• 1
10 th. . .ay that ..ath probl•• , NY. rlCht .. n..... n. lit "o"ld Illt. you to tell
". whoat you thlalt. .bout ••"eral problu Hori.l.
You .. Ul b. asked to read .. Itorr £roc thls boolr.let. Th.n YOu .. lll b.
ult.ed to ... rlo. your .. as... rs on I .ep.ute .os ..er sh.et. Kou d.uU • • bout
1'10 .. to do thls "Ul follo...
aut It is l"porUnt tha t you Ull la your
~ns ... l.'s on th• •n.".r .h•• t .. lth • 112 peDcll.
Pl ••.,.• • •lr.e ."f« that youf
1O"l.'k cOllpletely fiLL. the UtUc clrcl., thal the ... rll ls d.rk, .nd that .ny
....ure. thoat you _II.• • r. c.OIIpl.uly dua.
Th. tdentlflcaUoo Nu.. ber at th. top of the an ...", shut
.lre.dy
b. fllled In .. h.a you r.cd". your ,",Herlals. If not, yO\l "ill r.,d".
sp.cl.. l In.tructloal .bout ho .. to (111 10 that nUllb.r.

II.,.

tn this qu.stloaM 1 r. you wll t b...... d to r••d • story .ftd th.a to
plac.• • • rlr.. 00 th• • n.".f ahut. la order to iLLu.tr.t. ho. . . . . . .ould Uk.
you to do thh, coa.Ulr the foLto .. lGC Hory:

J_. ._U

ha.
baa ..... t.btlllr.lq .beNt. bu,lq • ur. K. 11
_rrhd, baa two
cb.lLdr.D .ad una a •••• raC. i.c_..
'fba ur be bu,• • 111 ... b.l. f •• U,' a -11 cu. [ t will be ....d
.o.tl, tel C.t to .ork • • dri••• rOll.d t.owB. but
{or
. .u d. . ttip• • ho. 1. arl", tel d.cld. willlt ur tel
rft.
J _....... U ••d tllat tMn we.... lot o{ qu •• U ... to coaa14.r.
'0.. 1.U.ac•••bould lie _ , . Larler ••d car 0 . . . . . . U ......
u .. (or aliootat. U. .......... t. of' ._,7 OtM..
d .... ecc...
to bl••

._.tibu,....

"D••

w. not. that thi. 1. not realty. aoeld probl••, but it .. UI
U1ult...aU our lnat.ructlolll.
Aft.t you-raar • • tory you .. UL tll.o tIIn to
the .nl".r Ih•• t to Und the .., Uoa tha t coU'upo••b to th• • tory. lilt. io
thla . . .pl. Itot'y. w. pru.at til. qu.ntoa. beLo..
Loq "'i th 10.' a••"l•
• a ....".). Mot. that..U your .n.... rs ",UI be .ark.d o. the ..p.r.t....... 1'
,h•• t.

<.
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Fln~, all the .o... u· .ha.e for ••c.h nory ),ou vUl . . . . k.d CO 'adlc.au
youI' r.co ••• ada ~101l fol' vllin. p.noa .hOllld do. U)'OII e.1l4 co (."01' 0lIl
.c:.tlOIl 01' .oothu (.".0 if )'OU . n 1I0~ c:.oapl.&4II, .ur.). 11l41c:..~. "'hic:.h ODe.
U you do 1I0~ f."er .1 th.r .c:.UOIl. . . . .Ie. the c:.ll'c:.l. by "c.aa· t d.elda."
S.c:.oad. r••d uc:.h of the lta. . lI"abered 1 co U. Thlak of tha luu.
that the 11'.•• 11 r.lel.... tf that 11",. ,. lapOrtallC III a.k1l1a • dadelOQ.
on. II,Y 0" the otha... th.a
tile cl ..cl. b)' "an. t."
u that l.eu. 1.
not i.por taat or doe.o· t •• ka ••a.. to yo~. ..rk "00." U UI. 1.au. 1.
r.l.".nt but not critl_l, ...... ".uc:.h." ..'0..... or "Uttl." --depeodln, 011
ho", .uch leportaftCl tha t 1..101' hat la ),01011' oplal00. You a.)' •• 1'11. ••"ard
It.,1Ia . . . ., .... t .. (or .ny otll.r l.Vll of '.po.. taoe.) •• then 11 no fix.d
au.ber of 1 &41•• tha t IIU'~ be a.rk.d • ~ .ay CICI. 1."d.
Th1", afur )'0101 ha"• •ade your •• rk•• 100a the ldt haad lide of ftch
of tha 12 lu••• t.bIa.t the boUo. yOIoI 11111 .. uk.d CO choo•• the lu.
that 11 UI. ao.t 1.portan~ cOQllder.Uoa out of .11 the le.•• prloud
th.n. Plck hOll .aolll the l&41a. proyld.d ."Ia if YOII thlak thlt 00111 of
the lUa• • n of .., ..... t" laportaou. Of til. lu•• thae .r. pr•••Il&4ld til.....
plck 0lIl . . ChI .olt laponlot ( ..d.ti". CO tile otJlan). thea t.ba .. cOQd
1I0.t 'apo.. taat. Ullrd. lad fourUl aoU. l.,o.. taat.

.'1'''

n.AHK AND tHE CAR:

•

lMIy olV

.
CI ..

o c.aa· t d.dd.

0 buy u..d c.II ..

Gr•• t SOlI.
No
ltuch 1.1 ttl.

o

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

o
o
•
o

0
0
0
0

•
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1. IIh.the.. the c.IIr d •• ler v . . 10 tha .... block .. vbe...
'nak U"•••
0 1, WOIoIld • n.d Clr be aon .cOQo.leal 1a the lClCl& t'Ua
thaa • a.", c.a r.
0 3. IIh.th.r the colo.. v. .
11. rr.llk'. ftvo ..1te color.
• It, Wh.thar til. cub1c lach dllp1lca••llt ". . . t l •• n 200.
0 S. Would. lar,•• noay e.r be better Chall • eoe,act c.ar.
• 6. Wh.thar tJIa f ..OIlt c_ibU1•• ".... elUf.nat1al.

•

'1'••

1
"ott iaportall~ u ••
S.eoad .oat lapo.. uot
Third ao.t l.porunt
Fourth .oat laportallt

z

1

000
o • 0

o

0
0

0

•

0

•

0

0

0

5

6

7

9

10

Ll

12

•

0
0
0
0

000
000
000
000

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

0
0
0
0

o
o
o

I

k1_ .

Mott that 111 our ....pl. napoli.... tile Urat ltt. "'.. coalld....d
the ••cond Lt•• " . . coalid.r.d •• a cdtlcd 1..". 111 ••
d.dIiCICI; the third lua v •• cOlllidnu of OIlly .od.... tt 1.pot'ulIC81 tha
(ou.. tll ltta v . . 1I0t cl.... to Cha p.nOll r..poadllll """thaI' ZOO v•• ,oocI or
oat. .0 1 t " ••••rk.d ".0"; tile fifth 1 e.. v. . .lao of crt tical l.porta.c.,
and the lixth LUG dlda'\: ......IIY ...... 10 It • • _rIL.d "110".
Nou thlt till DO.t l.po.. tallt lta. co... fro. _
.f till iu••••rk.eI aD
the far l.ft hI.d .'d.. III daddiaa ""t..... h •• '2 ... n, • pel'lOO .lIolllel
r .....d th••• ltt ••, th.a put 00' of thea . . the .o.t laporta.t• •od till
oth.1' It•••• IIc01ld • • te.
lrnl.y.a~;
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_."AI' .....

HOI'.... elM Urat ato", 'or ,our c.....4.nu... Iud tile ato", .1141
t co . . n. ,our Ir••, _ " ".1'
U1U. . iD _
'our .oat 1..,01'• • t S••• 101' _ ..."'. n.n. co l:IlU
boNlat to Ir.... tIIa _ t .co",. PL.... n . . .IMr co IUl III _ dnlo
coa,l.ul,. . . . . . .n. ..rILl, .......,l.ul, .Ir. . . . U ..n.e"'....
c.IIu .n. to tIIa ",.Ir• •

I&ID AD 1111 . 

1. 1I.I1r0,• • " . . .Il " .. "'1' dut.b hoe • •,.dal 11.11141 0' ca... r. t ...n
".. OIl. dN, tAa t doc tOIr. cIIou,bt ...
bal'. U ".. • Iolr. 0' Ir.diu.
that. dNa"t 1. tho .... tov. had f.c•• tl, d".coy.nd. tIM dna " ..
••, .....". to
IM.It tho dn,al.t ".. cholr,l., tao "'.". "bat cII' dn,
coat to....... lie ,.I.d $200 fOIr tho n.lu. . . . cblll'a•• $1,000 for •••• U
of CIM .rulo tho l1ell. "0•••••
lIoio., "•• t co '''.",0110 ha .... v
co Mnov CIM . . . .,. but be cOIIlci ooly ,.t _oeIMr .bout $1.000. vbleb ...
haU 01 "bot i t co.t. II. told cII. dNain that Ili. vUo ,v.. d,lo&, .1141
••k.d Ili. to •• U lt c....'.r Olr 1.t Ili. ,.y l.tar. lut _ .Na"t ..u.
"11o. 1 cI"".".Ir.. tIlo dNa ••d 1'. aol., to .. k. . . . ., hoa it." So Md..
,ot d..p.lr.ta .ad "'100 to cIIl.llk .bollt IIlroo""'" I..co _ ••••• nOIr. to
.taol ella dNa fOIr Ilh "U.. Should H.iDa ._1 tIlo dNa'

do..

,'n ..".

_11..,

hu.......

IIC:AI'ID nlIUa
" ••• ba. b•••••ota.cod to PIrS... for 10 Y•• I''' Afulr CIII. ,ear.
hOV.VOlr, ha ••ap.d hoe pd.... _ad to ••• v .r_
tho
1141
toOk . . tha u •• of tho.'.... For .1,bt , •• Ir. be VOIr.... bar. . . . .
,r••ua11, ha .. "ad OIIou,b ...., to buy 111. _
bud..... H. "•• foil' to 111.
cu. to••,.. ,.". b.I.•••
top va........ 10" .oat 0' 111.
,lroUU
to cbar1ty. tile. . . .
Itro. J . . . . . . . 014 oai,bltolr. nco••b •• b.I.•••
ella ••• vllo ba •••cap.d hoe PIrI.I. . .1&bt
IMforo. • .. "boo tho poliO
ha.....Il 100kiD, fOIr. Should
r.pon Itc. tbo.p.OII to tIlo poUca
••d have Ili•••ot "'ek to pr1O_7

0'

,10".,
do,.

"n.

J_. ,.U.

COII.U,••
OW.

.......

Frod• • •aUor 11l blah lellool. "o.U. co pllblhll 0 .I..o..r.'''d
oo".,opu '01' nud••" .0 _e 1M cCN14 upro. . . . ., 0' Ilia op...I..... 110
"o.tad to .,eak out. 'lOi.ot tho 110. of _ .Uita", ... iDuru"'oul
.h,uu. . . . to .,eak owt .aoi•• t .... of tho .cbool'. nl... U .. ChI Nl.
fOlrbl.cU... 110,. co vear 1001 bIIilr.
"'.... 'r.4 .ulrcod 111. """'per. be •• Ud b.I.. prbel..,.l for por.l..1...
Till pri.el,.l
i t "oul. . . . .U rl,ht if IMfl1l. . . .'" PIIbUcaU.. '1'''
vwl• •n. ....U 111. orud•• for tho pd.ci,.l'• •",.".1. 'r•• 'alr•••
... • fDIcI i•••" ....1 .nl.d•• for ."rOYll. ta. priDd,.l .",.". . .U 0'
tho. . . . 'rod
CIInI lIlIIo. of . . papor iD _
..at DIO ......
lue tho ,rl..el,al boel IlOt • .,oe. . tllat 'rod'. . . . .,.,.r "w1. ftc......
10 .lIeh atu.u... S•••• u ".1'. 10 ••dcoel lily tIIa ,.por tbat. _ , IMp.
to ora.llilo proco." .,d.n elM bail' road."'. . .M 0_1' " . .1 Nl...
...rJ ,.n.u olajec:.coci to rrod', .,I..i.... tIIaJ ...... Uo priac,,.l
C01U.. Ili. tllet t.hI .....,.,or v•• u.,.trio",e .......... Me'" ..bU.....
AI • r...lt of tho rhi. . .lICiCO...C, _ ,rI..elpal. orel.n. Fr. . . . . cop
puIlU.II1... Ho " . . . . . ru• • tbiI t rn.'••ed",,,••••n ."'npuyo ..
t.hI op.r."'. of t.hI .ellool. Sboule1 Uo ,rlDd,.l ,top elM

_I..

,.IaLi....

"".,.,.1'1
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1IM:ftIa'l .~
" lady". . dyl. . of ca.eu .b1d! eOlild .ot _ CIInd .Dd .... bad O1IIly
obout d . . . . tha 110 lh.. Sbe ••• 111 ..nllllo paill. INt
10 ".....
t.bI.t •
do•• of p.1II..kt.11u Ulul eol?bi•• "ould
bel' dia ao_r.
She ".0 ddhloua .lId d.on. U.,Y "lt1l pelll, ••• 11. bal' eal. p.dod., .11.
"lIIIld . ." c:IM dOel101' to 11n Irn .001l1h .olrpb.... to "U1 Mr. She .....
•b. eouldll'r. ....d til. pd• •u dlat .he v.. ,01.. . 110 dl.. . .a a flV .o.u.
ny".y. Staollld tbe doellOl' ,lv. hili' .. ovndo•• of .0lrPU. . dlat vllllld
••". ball' dl..7

.0". .ta. "..

,nd

1IDftIa

IIlI'. ".II.UI' v•• tho 0. . .1' ••eI AUI.I' of 0 , • • uaUollo H. ve.uel to
hl.r•••otholl' .acha...e to halp 111., bllt 1004 ••ella.le. V.lI'. bal'eI to "ael.
Tlut ooly p.no. h. fouad vho ••••eeI to be • •ood ••eha.ie " •• IIr. Lee, but
ba v.. e:h1o.... VhU. IIlI'. lIabaul' hl... U elld.' t have a.yell..., 1 •• 1.ae.
Orl•• tall, ha v.. ah.lel to bln IIlI'. L. . b.cau. . . .ay of ..... eulto••u
d1d.'t Uk. OdlQ ta 11. Nt.. eu.to.n. 81,b.t ta". utili' bu....... Il.o"har. U
IIr. LI. " •• vOll'kl., 1. till III ltatln.
Whoa IIr. L..
111'. Vlbnn 1f hi ,01l1e1 han tba ,ob. IIlI'. lI.b.ur
••1e1 dIa t ba hael IIn.ely b.lnel .o••body Ill.. lu t Illl'. V.II. ur tll11y had
lIot hlnel .lIlyboely, Me.u" he could "Got fiad ••ylloely "ho " ••• lood ••eha.h
b.l1d•• 1111'. L... Should IIf. V.II.ur haft hlrad !!.r. L.1l

,,".eI

S'l'8DDr fAU-Gna
'.ell. ln tho 1960• • t Knvarel Uillvardty th.r. v. . . . WeI•• t croup
c.U.eI S l:I.IeI•• u for • a..oerltl, Sodl ey (51)S). SDS .l:I.IeI•• u ".n .,d.n
c:IM "ar ill Vi.t H•• , ODeI ".n .,IlII.t flI. ar.y tr.l.iac pro,n8 (tote:) that
help.eI to . .ad •• a to fi,ht I.a !ilt M... IIhU. cba 'In " •• nUL .oi., . .,
tbe SDS nlld.IIU d••• DeI.d we HarYlrd Ollel the 'I'.Y lOTe: pro,u. . . .
lIah.n1l:y eOllr... Thh voule1 •••• that Hlrv.rel .Qld•• ta eoul. 1I0t I.t .r.y
trdalD, I I p.rt of t.hdr nllllor cOlin. "011'11. Ollel 1I0t ,ot cnellt for I.t
to". rei. tIIol.f d.,n..
,
K.rvnel profo..ora I.ned '11th tIIo SIlS ltuel.au. Th. prohuon votoel
to ood til. IOte: pro,r•• I ' I ••• honley cOIir... lilt tba Pr••l.eI.llt of tile
Ulllv.rl1 ty took. elUtn•• t
HI.ta t.ad dIa t. tho .r.y pro,n• •boulel
...y Oil ca.pu. O. • eOllno.
Tho SIlS .tuel•• u felt wt. flI. Prlllel••t. of W Uah.r.it)< v. . aot
co1ac to PlY .n•• uGel to tho yOU of tile proh..on, ••eI " . . ,oi.. t.o ko.,
the lote: pro,ra. . . . 'OIIrll 0. e••
fh. SIlS .l:I.IeI•• u tba. . .reb.eI to
eM ua1varl1ey'. . . . lalttrau01II bd1d1ac o.d told
.1•• 110 IU. out.
They ..14 tiler . . ra tlk..., ovar the bulLdl., to fore. lLtn'arel'. Pra...eI. ., to
rid of tile .r.y lOT<: pro,r•• OIl
cuelit . . . eou"..
V.ra th. Uud•• u rl,M to UII..ovar tho .d...."traU01II buUdialt

.,l.v.

pu..

C.,

ca.,,,. for

.".ry_

Pl...........un tile t .U your •• rk••n dar". Ull eM eil'el••, ••d t.bI. t
.11 .r••ur••• r. e1••••
~'OG.
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AppelldixH
The Social and Penollal Responsibility Scale
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I~ST;q!JCTIONS

Almoll
A1w.ys
-Tlue Fa,
Ale

0

$omc.

limn

tim••

Tr"e
Fa, ',Ie

Some·

Trua

AlmOI!
A1waye
T,u. Fa,

~or

M.

Scme coU,9't IIUC:..... wOtry ,:Iou'
Ic/IooI gl'~'s

0

.!~.f:.

0",•• ccJ'~. slUdtnll Gonl<
le_ Ie wClry lbout sdIoal
~,.c

B.

To
')

StCOftc. "OW UtlI you II.\VI deci<lacr -c.~ s.c:.. 'I mall hk. YO". dleide .....UI., tllil II ,lmoS! Ilw<Iys lru. 101
%!!!! ot lomel"''' I'Ye 101 ...u_ 11'1'1 only som.:""., Itu•• '"'''' ClUJ an X n tile lie" undl' som....." Itue. 01

,It X ... '''0

tiG& uncr.r all1'loll f!WaY' Itue.

Now conll"u. 10 do III. ""'"~tS bllOw. Fer I.:h '_""CII. you only C/IIek!!!!! lie..

Almolt
Alway.
Tlue Fo.
lie

SomtIImu
T,UI
ForMI

1·0

0

Som..

11"'01
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Appendix I
Final Essay Examination
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PL ZOZ Philosophical

Or.

Final Eum
Spring 1993

AnthropologV

Boothby

PART t (10 POINTS)
IdenUfy the authOr 01 each 01 the lollowlno quotallons:

~~_-:--:-_-:-" 'Man has. as it were. become a kind 01 proslhetlc God. '"

Bulin
lhe intereslS of our investigallons. we will not forget llIal presenl.<Jay man does not leel happy
In his Godlike character ..

_-:--~_~~_ 2. 'ure Is only ccmptehensible IIIrough a thousand local Gods. And
nolj:.!st Ihe old dead ones with names ~"ke Zeus··no. but living Geniuses of ~e and Personr

-:---:-_:--_ _~ 3. 'Vou are spreading dealh. buying and selling death. With all your
deodorants, you smell of It. but you are afraid '01 ilS realily; you don't want 10 lace up 10 il:

~-:-~~_ _ _

,. 'II Ihis book is Incomprehensible to anyone and jars en his ears,
the fault. 1\ seems to me, Is not necessarUy mine.'

:--_~_-:--_ _ 5. "The merely correct Is not yet lIIe true.

Only Ihe lrue orlngs us
inlo a free relationship willi that which concerns us from Its essence:

"

-::-_ _ _ _-::--:-. 6. 'Man Is Irightened 01 Ihis night. the rellers. of fecundity, whCh
IIIrea18ns to swaUow him up. • •• But here agaIn Is the play 01 ambivalence: If germ/nallon Is
always associated with dealh, so Is dealll with fecundity"

-::-:-_~:----:-~ 7. 'Perhaps 1 have once again been

religion

toe opllm/sttc. Is organized

toe inllltlic:ably bound 10 \he status quo to save our nallon and Ihe world?'"

-:-:-_:--_ _.,....,..._ 8. 'Man Is nol lost in his object only when the oblecl becomes for
him a human object or obfectlve man. This Is possible only when lhe Object beccmes tor him a
SOCial object:
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PART 2 (50 POINTS)
AnS"Nec any five 01 Ihe followin; ~L:es:icns as Ihorou;hly as time permil!.

I. Whal does Nietzsche mean by Ir.a s;:iril 01 reveRt;!e or 'resenlmenr ar:d how does il flQurl in
his c:ritique of philosophy, relit;!ion. a:ld morality?
2. What does Freud mean by 'aim·inhibited libido' and whal role does il play in the civilizint;!
proc:4ISS as he describes il in Civilization and lis Olsconlenls?
3. Explain Marx's view of 'The Power of Money In eourt;!eois Society: How is Marx' critique
echoed by LameOeer? !-low mlohl Marx himself 8ltOlla!n the sensillyily of a Native American to
Ihis Issue?
'
4. How and why. according 10 Simone de Blauvolr, has the feminine In Weslern c:ullure been
equated with nature and the nalurat? Whal c:onsaquenc:es follow from Ihls eQuallon lor relations
belWllen men and women?
S. Oraw on one or more of Ihe wrilers we have read over lhe semeSler 10 olfer an Inlerpre~ve
dlsc:ussion of Shalfer's play 'E~us" (N. B. This Is Ihe most open and inSOlecifie queslion of Ihe
seven. and 1\ is Intended to give ycu an opportunily for maximum lalilude for creative
interprel'alion in a direclion of your c:,oosint;!. In view of the generality of Ihe question,
however, you ShOUld lake special c:ate 10 make your answer as carefully c:nsttuc:ted and specific
as possible.l
6. Heidet;!glf acknowledges wilh the physicist Heisenbert;!thal In the moe;;rn lac:hnologlcal world
Ihare Is a sense In which "eye!'flllin; man encounlers e)llslS only Insolar as II Is his construct'
and Ihal consequently 'man evel'fWhere and always encounlers onty himself: SuI for
Heidegt;!er, there Is another, more 1tr.;::IOrtanl sense In whiCII -precisely nowhere does man IOday
any Ion;er encouRler himself, I. e•• his essence: In elplainlng what he means. he offers this:
"Where enframlng holds sway, regulatin; and securln; of the standing-reserve mark all
revealing. They no longer even lei their own fundamental charaelerlslle appear, namely, this
revealing as such: What Is his point here?

7. Providing specific e)lamples where you can, conlrast 'standing reSeNe' as !-leldegger thinks
of II with the Nallve American sense of Ine world described by LameOeer.
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Appendixj
Student Interview Questions
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1.

Why did you sign up for this particular cowse, section of the course?

2.

How would you compare the amount of work in this cowse with the
amount assigned in other classes?

3.

What did you like most about the cowse?

4.

What partes) of the course were most challenging for you?

5.

Over the course of the semester, have you experienced any
significant changes in yow beliefs and values about social problems
and/or issues? If so, what are they and how do you account for these
changes?

6.

Did this course in any way affect the way you interact with people
who have beliefs or views different than your own?

7.

Did this course in any way challenge and/or change your attitudes
about, and behaviors towards peopJe hom different cultural
backgrounds (racial, ethnic, socio-economic) than yow own?

8.

Did this course in any way help you to become more aware of
problems in your community?
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9.

Did this course in any way motivate you to become more active in
your community in helping to address and/or resolve key social
problems?

10.

Did this course cause you to become more aware of and sensitive to
the needs of those most disenfranchised. in our society? Please
explain.

11.

As a result of having taken this course, are you apt to...

(yes or no response)
take another philosophy course?
get involved on campus?
get involved in community service activities?
value alternative views about social issues?
be more open to people from different cultural
backgrounds (racial, ethnic, socioeconomic) than your
own?
view sodal problems as more complex and difficult to
remedy?
believe that you can make a difference in solving social
issues?
dtaIlenge your own attitudes and beliefs about any given
'issue?
believe that you have a responsibility to address and/or
resolve key social issues.
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AppendixK
Instructor Interview Questions
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1.

Did your approach to the subject matter change in any way as a
result of integrating service into the classroom?

2.

Was there a noticeable difference in the ways in which students in the
two sections interacted with each other (i.e. class discussions), with
you the instructor?

3.

In your opinion, what effect, if any, did the community service
experience have on students' ability to think about and make
decisions related to social issues and concerN? How would you
compare this with the non-service group?

4.

In your opinion, what effect, if any, did the community service
experience have on students' abilities and/or willingness to
confront challenges and to think more complexJy in the academic
environment? How would you compare this with the non-service
group?

5.

In your opinion, what effect, if any, did the community service
experience have on students' mastery of course content? How would
you compare this with the non-service group?

6.

In your opinion.. what effect, if any, did the community service
experience have on students' commitment to social/civic
responsibility.
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7.

In your opinion, what percentage of the students participating in the

service component had an experience of high quality?

8.

How would you compare the level of class participation in the two
sections of the course?

9.

How much additional work was required of you to integrate service
into your course?

10.

Was your experience with integrating service into the classroom such
that you would do so again in the future? If so, what kinds of
pedagogical and epistemological changes would you make to better
integrate service into your class?
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AppendixM
The Community Service Questionnaire
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M... of
of COUZ'••
M...
•••
.~of

o~

___________________________________________
COKM'UNITY SERVICE EVALUATION

1.

How would you ~ate the community service project component
of the course? (check one)
_very 900d, definitely keep in the future
so-so
---not worth it; qet riel of it in the future.
Explanatory co=-enta:
2.

Do you plan to work in the future at the co_unity site
where you did your project?
---ye., I intend to qo back there.
I might go back there.
---I bave no plans to 90 back there
Explanatory co=-ents:
3.

Did the project chanqe your' attitude toward and interest in
community service in general?
It 90t me more interested in doin9 community service.
---It lett .y interest-level unchanged.
:::It made .e less interested in doing community service.
Explanatory comments:
4.

Was the service coaponent int89rated into the content of
this course?
Yes, v.ry well integrated
---Yes, I made some connections between my sefvice project
--- and the course content.
No, I w.s unable to make any connections.
Explanatory comm.nts:
5.

In general, what were the greatest strenqths and weaknesses
of this service coaponent as you experienced it? Can you
.uggest change. that would improve this community-service
component ot the coUZ'se?
Str.ngths:
Weakne.se.:
Suggested cbanges:
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